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Roadmap on Label-Free
Super-Resolution Imaging

This Roadmap presents a comprehen-
sive vision of developments in the eld
of nanoscale imaging of non-uorescent
objects with a focus on methods al-
lowing to overcome the classical dirac-
tion limit. The scope of this Roadmap
spans from diraction-limited interference
detection techniques to super-resolution
methods based on information science,
structured illumination, near-eld, nonlin-
ear, and transformation optics, and ad-
vanced superlens designs.
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Label-free super-resolution (LFSR) imaging relies on light-scattering processes
in nanoscale objects without a need for uorescent (FL) staining required in
super-resolved FL microscopy. The objectives of this Roadmap are to present
a comprehensive vision of the developments, the state-of-the-art in this eld,
and to discuss the resolution boundaries and hurdles that need to be
overcome to break the classical diraction limit of the LFSR imaging. The
scope of this Roadmap spans from the advanced interference detection
techniques, where the diraction-limited lateral resolution is combined with
unsurpassed axial and temporal resolution, to techniques with true lateral
super-resolution capability that are based on understanding resolution as an
information science problem, on using novel structured illumination,
near-eld scanning, and nonlinear optics approaches, and on designing
superlenses based on nanoplasmonics, metamaterials, transformation optics,
and microsphere-assisted approaches. To this end, this Roadmap brings
under the same umbrella researchers from the physics and biomedical optics
communities in which such studies have often been developing separately.
The ultimate intent of this paper is to create a vision for the current and future
developments of LFSR imaging based on its physical mechanisms and to
create a great opening for the series of articles in this eld.
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1. Introduction to Roadmap

(Vasily N. Astratov)

Label-free imaging does not rely on
the use of uorescent markers and it
has been a historically rst and primary
method of observational microbiology
since the discovery of various microor-
ganisms (“animalcules”) by Antonie van
Leeuwenhoek in the 17th century. In this
Roadmap, we address a development of
label-free super-resolution (LFSR) imag-
ing aimed at overcoming the classical
diraction limit introduced in the late
19th century by Abbe,[1] Helmholtz,[2] and
Rayleigh.[3] According to the Abbe limit
the far-eld resolution of optical systems
is limited to /(2n × sin) = /(2 × NA),
where  is the operating wavelength, n
is the refractive index of the surrounding
medium,  is the half-angle of the objec-
tive acceptance cone, NA= n× sin is the
numerical aperture of the imaging sys-
tem. This corresponds to about 0.2 μm in

lateral direction and about 0.6 μm in the direction of the optical
axis for visible light. The beginning of the 20th century was a pe-
riod of extraordinary developments in physics, but at that time it
might seem almost impossible that the diraction limit would be
overcome.
This introduction, however, would be impossible withoutmen-

tioning the remarkably successful super-resolved uorescence
(FL) microscopy based on staining biomedical samples with or-
ganic dyes (linked to labeling agents) or by tagging proteins
of interest with uorescent proteins. Due to its unrivaled con-
trast, FL imaging has emerged as one of the dominant light mi-
croscopy methods in modern biology. It allows one to “high-
light” the structures inside a living cell and it became widespread
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since the discovery of green FL protein in the 1960s. More re-
cent developments aimed at achieving FL-based far-eld super-
resolution can be divided into deterministic methods using cer-
tain nonlinear properties of such emitters and stochastic meth-
ods using their statistical single-molecule FL detection proper-
ties, while the distinction between thesemethods is also related to
the way uorescence is induced and read out. We refer the inter-
ested reader to a roadmap,[4] topical reviews,[5–10] and books[11–13]

in this area based on the following methods which all, in one
way or another, address the problem of the limited spatial res-
olution in far-eld microscopy: stimulated emission depletion
(STED),[14,15] ground state depletion (GSD),[16,17] reversible sat-
urated optical (uorescence) transitions (RESOLFT),[18,19] pho-
toactivation localization microscopy (PALM),[20,21] stochastic op-
tical reconstruction microscopy (STORM),[22,23] super-resolution
optical uctuation imaging (SOFI),[24,25] structured illumination
microscopy (SIM),[26–29] or saturated structured illumination mi-
croscopy (SSIM).[30] While SIM achieves a two-fold improve-
ment in spatial resolution compared to conventional optical mi-
croscopy, STED, RESOLFT, PALM/STORM, or SSIM have all
gone beyond this, pushing the limits of optical image resolu-
tion to the nanometer scale.[4] An additional development is rep-
resented by the 4Pi laser scanning FL microscope with an im-
proved axial resolution.[31–33] The 2014 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
awarded to Eric Betzig, Stefan W. Hell, and William E. Moerner
“for the development of superresolved uorescence microscopy”
can be seen as a combined prize for single-molecule detection
and superresolution FL imaging. While FL microscopy is a sepa-
rate area fromLFSR imaging, and it is generally beyond the scope
of this Roadmap, the fast progress in this area was inspirational
for the recent developments in LFSR imaging.
In contrast to super-resolved FL microscopy, the development

of LFSR area was a slow gradual process based on introducing
novel physical mechanisms or interdisciplinary concepts sym-
bolically represented in the tree diagram in Figure 1 explained
later in this Introduction. Since the label-free imaging does not
rely on using FL markers, it promises practically unlimited ap-
plications spanning from visualization of subcellular structures
to nanostructure characterization in materials science. However,
label-free super-resolution (LFSR) microscopy has to rely on sub-
tler light-scattering processes in nanoscale objects, resulting in
lower image contrasts. The problem of overcoming the far-eld
diraction limit is extremely challenging in view of the limited
photon budgets oered by unstained nanoscale objects.
Ourmotivation to create the Roadmap on LFSR imaging stems

from three major conceptual breakthroughs in this area which
took place mainly in the last two decades. The rst one is recog-
nizing imaging as an information science problem based on us-
ing dierent forms of prior knowledge about objects, training of
imaging systems considered as deep-learning networks, and, -
nally, using articial intelligence for recognizing images and im-
proving resolution of optical instruments. The second one is the
development of structured illuminationmicroscopy (SIM) where
dierent forms of structured illumination such as interference
patterns, superoscillatory optical beams, plasmonic hot spots,
photonic nanojets, vertices, or hyperstructured beams were used
to shift high spatial frequencies into the bandpass of the micro-
scope. The third one is the appearance of novel concepts such
as “perfect” lens, superlens, hyperlens, superoscillatory lens, and

transformation optics in the context of development of nanoplas-
monics and metamaterials. Each of these three areas has some
history of development by the early pioneers in the 20th century,
however they were transformed into new frontiers in optics and
photonics research due to their explosive growth during the last
two decades. Although these three advancements represent cor-
nerstones of the ongoing revolution in LFSR imaging, they do
not represent the entire LFSR eld. There are other important
approaches which have a long and distinguished history of devel-
opment. They are based on near-eld scanning, nonlinear optics,
and interference-based detection techniques. Thus, this Roadmap
represents an attempt to combine under the same umbrella research
eorts of many groups working on all these directions, create a compre-
hensive vision of the entire LFSR eld, present current state-of-the-art
in LFSR imaging, and predict future progress in this eld.
The history of development of LFSR imaging and genealogical

connections between dierent areas are illustrated by a tree dia-
gram in Figure 1. The stem of the tree diagram, indicated as “4 -
Mainstream”, represents two types of advancements: i) major fac-
tors impacting microscopy such as invention of lasers as well as
contributions of great pioneers in theeld, and ii) development of
interferometric and holographic approaches. The stem (4) of the
tree represents the mainstream microscopy which became more
powerful, advanced, and probably most widely used in today’s
biomedical research. Although, technically, most of these meth-
ods have a diraction-limited resolution, they really became a
powerhouse for all other methods with the true super-resolution
capability illustrated by the branches of the tree (1–3, 5–7), each
branch representing a particular mechanism or approach to the
LFSR imaging: 1 – near-eld scanning, 2 – information (INFO)
approach, 3 – nonlinear optics approach, 5 – structured illumi-
nation, 6 – advanced superlens designs, and 7 – microspherical
superlens imaging (MSI). The main methods of LFSR imaging
with the key references are indicated on the tree diagram. More
complete lists of publications devoted to dierent LFSR mecha-
nisms can be found in the Topical Review articles. We also illus-
trated super-resolved FLmicroscopy as an additional branch with
the corresponding key references.[4–33]

This tree diagram is a useful image for representing the en-
tire LFSR eld and its evolution in time, but it is rather dicult
to follow the order of the tree diagram for creating the organiza-
tional structure of this Roadmap. Ideally, it could have been done
by presenting Topical Review sections (called “Topics” for briefty)
either from bottom up or from left to right branches of the tree
diagram. Each Topic, however, focuses on the present and future
of a given eld which means that the Topics tend to aggregate to-
wards the top of the tree diagram. In addition, dierent branches
of the tree are populated unevenly. As an example, the left-most
“near-eld” branch (1) of the tree is represented by a single Topic
14. At the same time, each Topic is in some sense a mini-review
addressing several dierent developments inside each branch of
the tree and sometimes involving an interplay between dierent
branches. For these reasons, an attempt to closely follow the order
of the tree diagram is rather dicult to implement and, perhaps,
it would not be a natural approach in this situation.
To create an organizational structure for this Roadmap con-

taining an Introductory section and 27 Topical Review sections,
we used a somewhat simplied approach which still has a strong
relevance to the tree diagram in Figure 1. In this Roadmap,
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Figure 1. Tree diagram of evolutionary development of LFSR subjects and methods. The tree is rooted in a classical diraction limit introduced by Abbe,
Helmholtz, and Rayleigh. The stem (4) represents development of Mainstream diraction-limited microscopy due to incorporation of interferometric
and holographic approaches. The branches represent dierent LFSR imaging mechanisms: 1 – Near-eld scanning, 2 – Information (INFO) approach,
3 – Nonlinear optics approach, 5 – Structured Illumination, 6 – advanced Superlens Designs, 7 – Microspherical superlens imaging (MSI). Super-Resolved
FL Microscopy is illustrated, but it does not belong to LFSR methods. Notation: NSOM, near-eld scanning optical microscopy; s-NSOM, scattering-
NSOM; EM, electromagnetic; SR, super-resolution; LSPARCOM, learned sparsity based super-resolution microscopy; DL-SR, deep learning-enabled
image super-resolution; DSTM, deeply subwavelength topological microscopy; SRS, stimulated Raman scattering; CARS, coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering; SHG, second harmonic generation; 2PEF, two-photon excitation uorescence; NPMR, nonlinear photo-modulated reectivity; SIM, struc-
tured illumination microscopy; DHM, digital holographic microscopy; CII, computational integral imaging; QPI, quantitative phase imaging; iSCAT,
interferometric detection of scattering; COBRI, coherent brighteld imaging; CIDS, circular intensity dierential scattering; DHM, digital holographic
microscopy; TDM, tomographic diractive microscopy; ROCS, rotating coherent scattering; Adv. SIM, advanced SIM; PSIM, plasmonic structured illu-
mination microscopy; LPSIM, localized PSIM; MAIN, metamaterial-assisted illumination nanoscopy; 2DPN, 2-D plasmonic nanoscope; FFSL, far-eld
superlens; “Hyper”, short for “hyperlens”; FFTR, far-eld time reversal; HIRES, high-index resolution enhancement by scattering; MFE, Maxwell sheye;
SOL, super-oscillatory lens; nSIL, nano solid immersion lense; mSIL, metamaterial SIL; MSI, microspherical superlens imaging; iMSI, interferometric
MSI.

the Topics are divided into four broad Themes. We begin this
Roadmap with Theme I devoted to the information science and
structured illumination directions (Topics 2–6) as areas at the
forefront of research in thiseld today. Theme I can bemapped to
combined second and fth branches of the tree diagram. Theme
II combinesmore traditional interferometric and holographic ap-
proaches (Topics 7–14) corresponding to the stem (4) of the tree
diagram. Theme III describes the nonlinear optics approaches
(Topics 15–21) corresponding to the third branch of the tree. The
novel advanced superlens designs are combined in Theme IV
(Topics 22–28) which corresponds to combined sixth and seventh
branches of the tree diagram.
In this Introduction, we provide a brief account of history and

developments of the LFSR imaging eld following the order of
branches (1–7) on the tree diagramwith the references to the cor-
responding Topical Review sections.

1.1. Near-Field Scanning

The onset of the super-resolution era was marked by a proposal
of microscopy based on scanning of optical near elds in 1928
by Synge[34] who was encouraged by Albert Einstein. Much later,
in the 1980s and 1990s, this idea gave rise to near-eld scan-
ning optical microscope (NSOM)[35,36] and scattering-NSOM (s-
NSOM).[37,38] Further development of these methods made pos-
sible electromagnetic eld mapping in plasmonic and photonic
nanostructures.[39,40] It also led to the development of the opti-
cal force microscopy.[41,42] The timeline of these developments is
represented by the leftmost 1st branch on the Roadmap tree. Al-
though this approach was historically signicant and providing
one of the highest, almost atomic-scale resolutions published to
date, its representation in this Roadmap is rather limited since
these methods are based on a relatively slow point-by-point near
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eld scanning by nanoapertures or nanoprobes. An account of
NSOM developments for quantitative nano-imaging and nano-
spectroscopy can be found in Topic 14 and in a review.[38]

1.2. Information Approach

In traditional optical imaging systems, the spatial resolution is
limited by the physics of diraction, which acts as a low-pass lter
attenuating high spatial frequencies and retaining low frequen-
cies unchanged. In the information approach, however, the spa-
tial frequencies have to be transmitted by sampling as a result
of converting a signal into discrete numbers. This means that to
transmit the spatial “cut-o” frequency which determines the res-
olution, one has to transmit its coordinates at a series of points
spaced with the double frequency.[7] Imaging can be viewed as
an information communication problemwhere achieving higher
resolution requires higher channel capacity in a spirit of the in-
formation theory developed by Shannon in 1948.[43] Application
of the information approach to optics was prepared by the early
work of Toraldo di Francia who proposed in 1952 that the spa-
tial frequency cut-o of an imaging system can be extended.[44]

It was followed by introducing the mathematical framework for
the informational capacity of two-dimensional optical system,[45]

the formulation of invariance theorem by Lukosz,[46,47] and in-
corporation of a noise factor in the theorem of invariance of the
information capacity of an optical image by Cox and Sheppard.[48]

The central concept is represented by the theorem of invariance
of information capacity which states that it is not the spatial
bandwidth but the information capacity of an imaging system
that is constant. The expression for the information capacity has
been derived based on three spatial dimensions, temporal dimen-
sion, and two independent states of polarization.[48] This means
that if the object belongs to a restricted class, it is in principle
possible to extend the spatial bandwidth (spatial resolution) by
encoding-decoding the additional information onto the indepen-
dent (unused) parameter(s) of the imaging system.[48] This early
work came to two revelations about the nature of super-resolution
which laid out the foundation for the future development in this
area. The rst was that the invariance theorem shows that the
resolution can be enhanced by incorporating a priori knowledge
about the object. The secondwas that froma purely informational
point of view there are no bounds to achievable resolution, but the
practical bound is imposed by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
the resulting image.[48]

Meanwhile computational imaging has been developing since
the emergence of machine learning in the 1960s. The most im-
portant advancements were the use of multilayered computa-
tional geometries such as deep neural and backpropagation[49]

networks as well as the development of compressed sensing.[50,51]

The latter showed that with a prior knowledge (assumption of
sparsity), the signal may be reconstructed with fewer samples
than it is required by the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem. It
directly stimulated application of similar principles to achieving
super-resolution imaging.[52,53]

In the past few years, the information approach sparked a
wealth of ideas where deep learning is directly applied to multi-
layer imaging networks for achieving super-resolution. Initially,
the applications were developed for FL microscopy. Topic 2 de-

scribes the development of FL single-molecule localization mi-
croscopies such as PALM, STORM, and SPARCOM (sparsity-
based super-resolution correlation microscopy, which exploits
the sparse nature of the uorophores distribution, alongside a
statistical prior of uncorrelated emissions) towards incorporat-
ing algorithms with trained neural networks via a process known
as algorithmic unrolling that gave rise to Learned SPARCOM
(LSPARCOM).[54] The latter method enables ecient, accurate,
and robust imaging well below the diraction limit, without any
prior knowledge of the imaging setup’s physical parameters.
It is proposed that algorithmic unrolling can become a power-
ful resource in label-free interferometric microscopy. Topic 3 is
based on the rst report on deep learning-enabled image super-
resolution (DL-SR) in FL optical microscopy[55,56] and on appli-
cations to label-free microscopy such as digital staining of label-
free high-resolution images.[57] Topic 4 is devoted to deeply sub-
wavelength topologicalmicroscopy (DSTM)which is a truly label-
free method based on using a deep learning neural network that
has been trained on scattering events from a large set of a priori
known objects.[58] This method provided measurements of the
width of sub-wavelength slits on an opaque screen with an ex-
traordinary accuracy of≈/130 for a single-shot measurement or
≈/260 (i.e., 2.4 nm) when combining measurements of dirac-
tion patterns at dierent distances from the object, thus challeng-
ing the accuracy of scanning electron microscopy and ion beam
lithography.[59] Resolution analysis based on the Shannon’s the-
ory of information transmission in linear systems in the presence
of noise[60] can be found in Topic 6. It develops earlier work[48]

and incorporates both SNR and a priori knowledge about the ob-
ject (in the form of sparsity) into the resolution limit determined
by the information theory.
The conclusion of classical information theory that the noise

factor determines the resolution of an imaging system is consis-
tent with the Feynman’s perspective that “Rayleigh’s criterion is
a rough idea in the rst place”, and a better resolution can be
achieved “if suciently careful measurements of the exact inten-
sity distribution over the diracted image spot can be made”.[61]

It should be noted that the quantum physics approach based on
quantum photon correlation allows increasing the resolution of
images by the factor of two beyond the diraction limit.[62–64] This
approach considers anti-bunching photon statistics or quantum
entanglement for photons sharing common location informa-
tion. In principle, it can be interpreted as a form of using a prior
knowledge about the sample or as a form of optical nonlinearity
due to multiphoton nature of interaction with the sample, how-
ever, this approach is not included in this Roadmap.

1.3. Nonlinear Optics

The Abbe resolution limit is formulated for linear optical sys-
tems, however in special situations it can be surpassed even in
this limit with the example given by the interference-based FL
SIM where the two-fold resolution increase beyond the classical
diraction limit is still diraction-limited.[26–29] The axial resolu-
tion can be enhanced severalfold compared to that of the standard
FL confocal microscopy using a 4Pi microscope.[31–33] Optical
nonlinearity opens newways of achieving super-resolution imag-
ing. The photoswitching and saturation (depletion) are nonlinear
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eects used in super-resolved FL microscopy. Another possibil-
ity is oered by the multiphoton microscopy, where the nonlin-
ear processes provide novel, label-free contrast mechanism. Mul-
tiphoton microscopy can also increase the penetration depth by
using longer excitationwavelengths and enhance resolution, con-
trast, and molecular specicity. It should be noted, however, that
higher photoexcitation intensities intrinsic for nonlinear meth-
ods can limit their applications for studying biomedical samples.
However, they can become a tool of choice for nanostructure
characterization in material science with many examples such
as imaging single-walled carbon nanotubes, nanodiamonds, gold
nanoparticles, graphene, silicon, et al. The development of non-
linear optical microscopy began with the broad application of
lasers in the 1960s that resulted in the creation of stimulated
Raman scattering (SRS), coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS), second harmonic generation (SHG), two-photon excita-
tion uorescence (2PEF), and many other types of microscopy
techniques.
This Roadmap contains several Topics where various opti-

cal nonlinearities are exploited to increase the resolution of
optical microscopy beyond the classical diraction limit us-
ing a label-free contrast mechanism. As shown in Topic 15,
absorption-based imaging can be performed in two modali-
ties (without using near-eld probes): a) optical photothermal
detection[65] which can provide resolution up to ≈/10 and b)
ground-state depletion in transient absorption processes for
imaging.[66] Pump-probe methods described in Topic 16 provide
an experimental basis for many imaging modalities including
transient absorption, SRS, CARS, SHG, 2PEF, etc. Nonlinear
light-matter interactions in these methods involve the second 휒2

and third 휒3 order of susceptibilities. In particular, imaging on
graphene with pulse powers about 7.0 MW cm–2 allows achiev-
ing a resolution of the order of ≈∕10.[67] Topic 17 is devoted
to imaging based on Raman scattering that include coherent
methods such as CARS, SRS, and surface enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS). High-resolution coherent Raman imaging
based on CARS and SRS have been demonstrated based on
saturation excitation (SAX) microscopy.[68] Topic 18 considers
super-resolution imaging based on material nonlinearity due to
plasma dispersion nonlinearity in silicon.[69] Topic 19 develops
a nonlinear Rayleigh scattering microscopy based on plasmonic
or dielectric particles with resonant properties (Mie-resonators)
which provide a novel super-resolution contrast mechanism.[70]

Topic 20 introduces LFSR imaging based on nonlinear photo-
modulated reectivity (NPMR) which takes place due to the
nonlinear changes in the reectance of materials induced by an
ultra-short pump pulse.[71] Topic 21 is devoted to a combination
of SIM with the optical nonlinear detection,[72] where SIM
illumination can be understood broadly similar to that in the
pixel reassignment[73] or image scanning microscopies.

1.4. Mainstream Microscopy: Interferometric and Holographic
Approaches

Despite all the successes of FL microscopy which became a ma-
jor tool in cell biology, the mainstream label-free microscopy
remained very attractive because it does not require cells (or
other structures) to be stained, thus avoiding associated photo-

toxicity and photobleaching eects. Although being diraction-
limited, these methods (especially the modern interference de-
tection techniques) oer an unsurpassed precision of axial reso-
lution combined with high temporal resolution that explains the
widespread and high popularity of these methods in biomedical
imaging applications. In addition, the resolution of these label-
free methods can be increased beyond the classical diraction
limit by combining them with near-eld scanning, information-
based or superlens-based approaches. The development of main-
stream label-free methods has a distinguished history in the 20th

century and it is actively developing in the last two decades, as
symbolically represented by stem (4) in the Roadmap tree dia-
gram in Figure 1.
The rst notable step was observation of gold particles with

diameters less than 4 nm in solid material in 1902[74] and sil-
ver particles with estimated sizes 50–77 nm in a colloidal so-
lution in 1905 by Richard Zsigmondy using his ultramicroscope
(1925Nobel Prize in Chemistry). This breakthrough result can be
viewed as an early sign of emerging era of nanotechnology. The
second step based on introduction of phase-contrast microscopy
(PCM) in 1930s by Frits Zernike (1953 Nobel Prize in Physics)[75]

made a profound impact on label-free imaging. It was followed
by the development of a large family of interferometric detection
techniques such as dierential interference contrast (DIC) mi-
croscopy proposed in 1952 by Georges Nomarski,[76] interference
reection microscopy,[77] and Mirau correlation microscopy.[78]

The third step began with the invention of holography by Dennis
Gabor in 1948 that stimulated ideas about combining holography
and microscopy aimed at highly sensitive measurements of the
thickness and refractive index of biological samples. In the 1990s,
increasing power of digital image sensors and computers facili-
tated development of digital holographic microscopy (DHM).[79]

Application of DHM to 3D objects with complicated shapes al-
lowed obtaining their extended focused images without any me-
chanical scanning or using special phase plates.[80] Another form
of 3D volumetric object reconstruction is based on using compu-
tational integral imaging (CII) where sensing of the 3D scene is
carried out by a microlens array.[81] More recently, quantitative
phase imaging (QPI) provided the enhanced stability of imaging
by locking of the incident eld with the scattered light.[82] An in-
teresting development of QPI for label-free, high-resolution dis-
crimination of live stem cells is based on its combination with the
total internal reectionmicroscopy.[83] The fourth step was devel-
opingmethods of interferometric detection of scattering (iSCAT)
from single nanoparticles,[84] viruses,[85] and proteins. One more
important step was developing visible-light super-resolution pty-
chography where a specimen is stepped through a localized co-
herent “probe” wavefront, generating a series of diraction pat-
terns at the plane of a detector.[86,87]

This Roadmap contains several Topics descending from the
phase-contrast microscopy pioneered by Frits Zernike and show-
ing the past, present, and future of the interferometric detec-
tion methods. Topic 7 presents current trends in QPI including
imaging of strongly scattering structures, imagingwith computa-
tional specicity, and improved resolution using deep learning.
Topic 8 is devoted to iSCAT microscopy for studying biomolec-
ular mechanisms. Topic 9 introduces coherent brighteld imag-
ing (COBRI)[88] which can be considered as a transmission coun-
terpart of iSCAT. Topic 10 described the current status and
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future prospects of plasmon-enhanced optical ptychography.[87]

Topic 11 is devoted to circular intensity dierential scattering
(CIDS) method[89] originated in the 1980s as a dierential mea-
surement of the circular right and left polarized light scat-
tered by a specimen outside the absorption bands that sepa-
rates this method from the circular dichroism. Although the
mechanism of this eect is dierent from that used in interfer-
ometric or holographic microscopy approaches, Topic 11 repre-
sents potential of polarization microscopy based on using non-
conventional detection modalities. Topic 12 is devoted to o-axis
DHM where holographic multiplexing of up to six simultane-
ous wave-front channels can be reconstructed to an extended
synthetic aperture and the super-resolved image.[90] Topic 13
introduces tomographic diractive microscopy (TDM, also re-
ferred to as synthetic aperture microscopy, tomographic phase
microscopy, phase nanoscopy, optical diraction tomography,
etc.; see Ref. [91] for a general introduction to these techniques)
and its modern challenges. Topic 14 generally covers near-eld
scanning methods such as NSOM, however, the interferometric
schemes that simultaneously retrieve the near-eld optical signal
amplitude and phase are also widely used in NSOM.

1.5. Structured Illumination

Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) is a wideeld method
in which a series of periodic illumination patterns are su-
perimposed onto an object resulting in a twofold increase in
resolution.[26–29] SIM was developed mainly in the context of FL
imaging based on using multiple incoherent point-like sources
emitting light at mutually random phase. This “loss of phase” in
FLmicroscopy allows understanding image formation due to the
superposition of the individual intensity distributions created by
the point-like sources rather than their amplitudes. It also un-
derlines the mathematical apparatus of SIM method based on
the fact that product of functions (object and its illumination pat-
tern) in real space leads to a convolution of these functions in
the reciprocal space. Due to this property, the information about
higher spatial frequencies (larger k-vectors) of the object can be
projected into an escape cone of the microscope objective ac-
cessible for the far-eld imaging. Thus, such “loss of phase” in
FL imaging as opposed to elastic scattering “is the reason that
uorescence structured illumination microscopy is able to shift
out-of-band information[27] into the detection passband”.[92,93] An
increase of resolution beyond the factor of two requires one
of the following: nonlinear sample response, prior knowledge
about the sample and its properties, or near-eld excitation or
emission.[92] Nonlinear SIM can be realized using saturation ef-
fects in uorophores,[30] which can lead to photobleaching and
therefore limit the applications in biomedical imaging. Alterna-
tively, some possibilities of further enhancing the SIM resolu-
tion without invoking any nonlinearity were proposed based on
the proximity projection grating scheme.[94] It should be noted,
however, that label-free imaging involves scattered light, and
due to a coherent nature of scattering, the resolution advan-
tage is limited.[92,93] A twofold increase in lateral resolution can
be achieved by oblique, coherent illumination. Averaging sev-
eral high-contrast and high-resolution images in combination

with near-eld excitation lays the foundations of synthetic aper-
ture microscopy[95,96] and rotating coherent scattering (ROCS)
microscopy.[97,98] It should be noted that due to its high imaging
speed, wide eld-of-view, and low photodamage in FL biomedical
applications there is currently a signicant interest in exploring
the resolution benets of both FL[99] and label-free versions of
SIM.[100–103] A common feature of these advanced SIM schemes
is based on using a near-eld excitation/illumination typically
combined with the use of high-index substrates such as GaP.[103]

Another way of increasing the resolution is based on us-
ing periodically patterned nanoplasmonic or metamaterial sub-
strates which can create higher spatial frequency illumination
patterns. As shown in Topic 5, plasmonic structured illumina-
tion microscopy (PSIM) shows 2.6-fold resolution advantage[104]

and localized plasmonic structured illuminationmicroscopy (LP-
SIM) shows threefold resolution advantage with biomedical
samples.[105,106] PSIM and LPSIM use interference patterns from
counter-propagating surface plasmon polaritons and localized
surface plasmon waves, respectively. They originate in metallic
nano-disc arrays to generate illuminations structured at the scale
beyond the traditional diraction-limit. Metamaterial-assisted il-
lumination nanoscopy (MAIN) can achieve much higher resolu-
tion than the standard SIM methods due to a hyper-structured
illumination theoretically proposed in[107] and experimentally
studied in various hyperbolic metamaterials.[108–110] A 6-fold res-
olution improvement over the diraction limit has been reported
for hyper-structured illumination with label-free imaging, resolv-
ing features down to ≈80 nm.[110]

A dierent approach to ultra-sharp focusing of beams is repre-
sented by the optical superoscillation phenomenon reviewed in
a recently published Roadmap on Superoscillations.[111] Mathe-
matically, this phenomenon is rooted in a fact that a band-limited
function can vary arbitrarily faster than its fastest Fourier compo-
nent, over arbitrarily long intervals.[112] Experimentally, the sub-
diraction hot spots produced by array of nanoholes illuminated
with coherent light and by binary zone plates were observed
and applied for super-resolution imaging.[113–116] Superoscilla-
tory “needles” extending for tens of wavelengths along the axis
can be explored for high-density data storage,[117] light-induced
magnetic holography,[118] planar diractive lenses,[119] and coun-
tersurveillance metaoptics.[120]

1.6. Advanced Superlens Designs

The information on sub-wavelength features is carried by evanes-
cent waves which exponentially decay in the out-of-plane direc-
tion, thus precluding reconstruction of an object in the far eld
with resolution better than the diraction limit. The general prin-
ciple of superlens designs is to preserve the information about
high spatial frequencies encoded in the objects’ near-elds. In
1970, Nassenstein suggested an ingenious scheme in which the
object is illuminated with evanescent waves, and a magnied
image is obtained using a holographic technique.[121] This work
paved the way to future superlens designs. The whole area of su-
perlens designs stemmed from the inspirational proposal of a
“perfect lens” by John Pendry in 2000[122] based on using neg-
ative index materials. Previously, Victor Veselago realized that
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if a material had negative values for both the electric and mag-
netic permittivities, then its index of refraction would also be
negative.[123] This lens, however, works only when the object and
its image are located in the subwavelength proximity to the lens
which is dierent from imaging a remote object. In addition,
such “near-sighted” lens does not have an ability to magnify the
image. It was followed by several advanced superlens designs
which had a signicant impact on emerging nanoplasmonics
and metamaterials communities: (i) 2D plasmonic nanoscope
(2DPN) with ≈/8 resolution[124] using image magnication at
much shorter plasmonic wavelengths compared to that in air,
(ii) far-eld superlens (FFSL) with ≈/6 resolution[125] which en-
hances the evanescent waves and converts them into propagating
waves, (iii) hyperlens[126,127] represented by an anisotropic meta-
material with hyperbolic dispersion which can provide magni-
cation in a cylindrical geometry, iv) design based the far-eld time
reversal (FFTR) for objects with near-eld scatterers providing
imaging with an up to ≈/30 resolution,[128] v) high-index res-
olution enhancement by scattering (HIRES) lens[129] with ≈/6
resolution in a visible regime, vi) broadband Maxwell sheye
(MFE) and inverted Eaton microlenses[130,131] where the precon-
dition for superresolution is a drain placed at the image position,
vii) super-oscillatory lens (SOL) with ≈/6 resolution in a visible
regime[111–120,132] represented by a nanostructured mask which
focuses coherent beam into a subwavelength spot, and viii) adi-
abatic lens[133] which utilizes the interference of slowly decom-
pressing far-eld electromagnetic waves in plasmonic waveg-
uides with gradient properties.
Topic 22 presents a review of surface electromagnetic wave

lenses and transformation optics.[124–131] It also introduces a
newly discovered class of surface electromagnetic waves which
propagate along gradual interfaces of lossy optical media. Topic
23 is devoted to a “perfect” imaging by MFE and Eaton
lenses[130,131] as well as, more generally, to transformation optics.
A particularly interesting observation is that curved surfaces like
the surface of the sphere modify the resolution of imaging in a
fundamental way due to modication of the uncertainty relation
between position and momentum.

1.7. Microspherical Superlens Imaging (MSI)

Magnication of near-eld image components has been sug-
gested in experiments with self-assembled plano-spherical nano
solid immersion lenses (nSILs).[134,135] Due to micron-scale di-
mensions of nSILs, the resolution was found to be slightly im-
proved compared to macroscopic SILs limit (/(2n)), but it was
still close to ≈/3.[135] In this regard, the observation of deeply
subwavelength resolution by virtual imaging through micro-
spheres in 2011[136] was a breakthrough result which stimu-
lated a signicant and prolonged interest of imaging commu-
nity in this technology. To enable study of biomedical samples,
MSI technology was developed by using liquid-immersed high-
index microspheres.[137] Convolution-based resolution analysis
revealed that the MSI resolution is typically limited at ≈/6-/7
level.[138] Exact numerical solutions of Maxwell equations, how-
ever, revealed that themaximal theoretical resolution is limited at
≈/4 level.[139] It stimulated a deeper theoretical investigation of

the resolution criteria and underlying MSI mechanisms.[140–142]

Because of the limited eld-of-view through individual micro-
spheres, several MSI scanning schemes were proposed includ-
ing use of movable coverslips with embedded microspheres,[138]

integration with AFM system[143] and several other methods. A
notable advancement in the eld was the development of meta-
material SILs (mSILs) with the material of the lenses formed by
densely packed nanoscale TiO2 clusters

[144] which are capable of
potentially even higher resolution compared to conventionalMSI
techniques.
Topic 24 represents a history of development and state-of-the-

art of MSI and mSIL methods. Topic 25 contains a review of the-
oretical factors which can be responsible for super-resolution ca-
pability of MSI including the fundamental role of curvature of
microsphere, resonant properties, and role of plasmonic contri-
butions. Topic 26 describes designs of pocket-size smartphone-
basedmicroscopes aimed atmaximizing their resolution capabil-
ity. Topic 27 represents a theoretical analysis of resolving power of
MSI method inspired by analogy with hyperlens imaging mech-
anisms where the super-resolution is achieved without involving
evanescent elds. Topic 28 contains an account of integration of
MSI technology with interferometry (iMSI) which can be real-
ized in Linnik,[145] Mirau,[146,147] and Mach-Zehnder[148] congu-
rations to achieve surface topography reconstruction with a high
axial sensitivity.
In conclusion, this Roadmap provides a snapshot of this

rapidly evolving eld ultimately intending to develop a systematic
approach to this area based on classication of physical mecha-
nisms of LFSR imaging and to create a vision for current and
future developments in this eld.
This Roadmap originated from a series of special sessions and

workshops on Label-Free Super-Resolution Microscopy, which
I organized at PQE-2016 and 2017, IEEE Photonics-2017, and
ICTON-2017–2020 conferences. Many of the topics included in
this Roadmap are represented by Chapters in a book “Label-Free
Super-Resolution Microscopy” (Ed. Vasily Astratov) published in
2019.[149] For these Topics, the interested readers can potentially
nd more detailed information on the corresponding subjects in
this book.

2. Deep Unrolled Image Restoration in
Super-Resolution Microscopy

(Yair Ben Sahel*, Yonina C. Eldar)

2.1. Introduction

Inspection of sub-cellular features and organelles requires imag-
ing tools with nanometer resolution. Until the development of
super-resolution microscopy, the optical resolution limit of was
set by Abbe’s diraction limit, which is hundreds of nanometers
at best for modern light microscopes. When dealing with labeled
samples, like in uorescencemicroscopy, it is possible to surpass
the diraction limit by distinguishing between light coming from
two neighboring uorophores.[150] Such distinction can be done
by utilizing photo-activated or photo-switching uorophores to
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separate light emission in time; this is the basic principle of sin-
gle molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) techniques such
as photo-activated localizationmicroscopy (PALM) and stochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM).[20,22] These meth-
ods take a sequence of diraction-limited images, generated by a
sparse set of uorophores with whose overlapping point-spread
functions (PSFs) have minimal overlap, and produce emitter lo-
calizations with high precision. However, low emitter density re-
quires lengthy imaging times to achieve full coverage and mini-
mal overlap between PSFs, resulting in low temporal resolution.
To overcome the long acquisition times required for SMLM

methods, a variety of techniques have emerged, which reduce the
number of frames required for reconstruction of the 2D super-
resolved image.[24,151–153] These techniques exploit prior knowl-
edge regarding either the optical system, the geometrical struc-
ture of the sample, or the statistics of the emitters. One such tech-
nique is SPARCOM,[153,154] which makes use of sparsity in the
correlation domain, while assuming that the blinking emitters
are uncorrelated over time and space. This allows to re-formulate
the localization task as a sparse recovery problem which can be
solved, for example, using the “Iterative Shrinkage and Thresh-
olding Algorithm” (ISTA).[155] SPARCOM achieves similar spa-
tial resolution compared to a standard STORM reconstruction
with as few as 361 and even 60 frames, compared with the 12 000
frames for standard STORM recovery, corresponding to a 33-
or 200-times faster acquisition rate. Thus, SPARCOM improves
temporal resolution while maintaining the spatial resolution of
PALM/STORM. However, these benets also introduce some
tradeos: SPARCOM requires prior knowledge of the PSF of the
optical imaging system, which is not always available, and a care-
ful choice of a regularization factor , which is generally done
heuristically.
These disadvantages can be overcome by replacing iterative al-

gorithms like SPARCOM with trained neural networks, where
each block in the network corresponds to single iteration of the al-
gorithm. This allows us to automatically learn parameters which
would have to be specied explicitly or tuned, and relevant con-
text that may have been ignored by the algorithm can be incor-
porated into the learned model. This process is known as algo-
rithmic unrolling[156] (or alternatively, unfolding), and it enables
model-based learning where we benet from both the underlying
structure and prior physical information, but at the same time
learn from the data itself. Since its introduction a decade ago, a
wide variety of techniques have been adapted using learned un-
rolling, enabling improvements in performance across a variety
of settings.[157] Here, we briey review how unrolling has been
used to achieve fast, accurate super-resolution imaging in SMLM
while training from even only a single image sequence and pre-
serving interpretability. We then turn to discuss how algorithmic
unrolling may be applied to data analysis problems in label-free
microscopy, to achieve similar benets.

2.2. Unrolling in Single Molecule Localization Microscopy

The shortcomings of iterative algorithms like SPARCOM can be
overcome by learning from data using an algorithm unrolling
approach. This was recently demonstrated by Dardikman-Yoe

et al.,[54] which introduced Learned SPARCOM (LSPARCOM) -
a deep network with 10 layers resulting from unrolling SPAR-
COM, trained on a single sequence of frames taken from one
eld-of-view (FOV) with a known underlying structure whichwas
generated via simulation. LSPARCOM is derived by unrolling
ISTA into a learned ISTA (LISTA) network,[156] yielding an e-
cient and interpretable neural network which does not require
ne-tuning or prior knowledge of the regularization factor of the
system’s PSF.
The results shown in Figures 2 and 3 illustrate that LSPAR-

COM outperforms its iterative counterpart, andthe leading clas-
sical deep-learning based localization method for high emitter-
density frames, Deep-STORM.[160] LSPARCOM is also faster to
use, with approximately 5x improvement over SPARCOM in exe-
cution time. On the other hand, LSPARCOM is yet to provide us
with fully accurate reconstructions. Its results tend to be some-
what fragmented, as can be seen by the missing connections be-
tween the articial laments in Figure 2d. Such impairments
may be resolved by adjusting the unrolling scheme of LSPAR-
COM and expanding its training dataset to more than a single
eld-of-view, as suggested in.[54] Nonetheless, the improvement
brought by unrolling in various imaging modalities,[161] and par-
ticularly by LSPARCOM in the context of SMLM, further sug-
gests that unrolling may benet other super-resolution imaging
schemes, as we discuss in the next section.

2.3. Possible Extensions to Label-Free Microscopy

Learned unrolling has shown to achieve fast, highly accurate, in-
terpretable results in SMLM. Thus, it is interesting to explore
applications to other challenges in computational microscopy,
and label-free microscopy in particular. Here we touch on two
methods of label-freemicroscopy thatmay benet fromunrolling
in particular: dierential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy,
and phase contrast microscopy. The image reconstruction task
in each of these methods can be described using a linear image
formation model[162,163]:

g = Hf (1)

with g being the observed image, and H representing the image
formation process of the microscope (i.e., the microscope’s PSF).
The ideal object image that we want to retrieve - be it the optical
path length distribution in the object, or artifact-free phase con-
trast image - is denoted by f. Thismodel allows for re-formulation
of the restoration task as a regularized quadratic optimization
problem,[162,163] that can be iteratively solved using non-negative
multiplicative updating[164]:

f = min g −Hf 2 +  ‖Rf‖ 2 +  ‖Wf‖ 1
f ≥ 0 2 2

(2)

where R is a Laplacianmatrix dening the similarity between spa-
tial pixel neighbors, andW is a diagonal matrix which denes the
sparsity term. Their relative importance is controlled by the pos-
itive coecients  and . The corresponding iterative algorithm
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Figure 2. Super-resolved reconstruction of a simulated tubulins dataset,[158] composed of 361 high-density frames. a,b) SPARCOM reconstruction,
executed over 100 iterations with a) unknown PSF (assuming a dirac delta PSF) and  = 0.0105, b) the correct PSF and  = 0.13. c) LSPARCOM
reconstruction. d) Deep-STORM reconstruction. e) Ground truth position. Reproduced with permission[54] Copyright 2020, Optical Society of America.

Figure 3. Super-resolved reconstruction of an experimental tubulins dataset,[158] composed of 15 000 low-density frames. The frames were summed
in groups of 50, resulting in a high-density sequence of 300 frames, on which the super-resolved reconstructions were performed. a,b) SPARCOM
reconstruction, executed over 100 iterations with a) unknown PSF (assuming a dirac delta PSF) and  = 0.0025, b) the correct PSF and  = 0.1. c)
LSPARCOM reconstruction. d) Deep-STORM reconstruction. e) ThunderSTORM[159] reconstruction, using the original low-density sequence, which we
refer to “ground truth” (there is no actual ground truth since this is an experimental dataset). Reproduced with permission[54] Copyright 2020, Optical
Society of America.

for this problem is detailed in Algorithm 1 (full derivation of the
algorithm is provided in[162]).

where  and ϵ are positive constants, Q = HT H + RT R, z =
−HT g and w = diag(W). Note that as part of the algorithm, we
express Q in terms of its positive and negative components:

Q+
i,j =

{
Qi,j

0

if Qij > 0

otherwise
Q−

i,j =
⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

Qi,j


0

if Qi,j < 0

otherwise
. (3)

We can see that this method requires careful choice of sev-
eral hyper-parameters (, ,  , ϵ), which can be highly time-
consuming. In addition, estimation of the microscope’s PSF (H)
and the Laplacian matrix (R) are also required. This is where al-

gorithm unrolling can come into play - by unfolding the iterative
updates in Algorithm 1, a deep network can be formed. Instead
of iterative computation with a stopping criteria, we will have a
neural network with a set number of layers, L. Each layer will
consist of trainable parameters {Q( l), z( l),  ( l), ( l)}l = 1 ,…,L and per-
form the same update rules as in Algorithm 1 (lines 3,4) - only
with learned scalars andmatrices instead of predened ones. The
specics of the network’s architecture and training (exact num-
ber of layers, tied/untied weights across dierent layers and loss
function) need to be chosen to complete the solution. Nonethe-
less, given the improvement brought by algorithm unrolling in
the case of super-resolution microscopy, we believe that such an
extensionwill result in an ecient and interpretable network that
may outperform its iterative counterparts for image reconstruc-
tion in label-free microscopy.

2.4. Conclusion

Algorithm Unrolling is a powerful model-based approach to de-
velop deep neural networks, based on iterative algorithms that are
used widely in signal and image processing. We have described
how unrolling allowed to combine SPARCOM, a recent high-
performing classical method for SMLM image restoration, with
model-based deep learning, resulting in LSPARCOM, a compact
and interpretable neural network that outperforms its iterative
counterpart and other learning-based methods. Given the suc-
cess of applying algorithm unrolling in super-resolution, we pro-
pose to extend its application to label-free imaging schemes that
can also benet from it, such as DIC and phase contrast mi-
croscopy, and provided a general outline for such an application.
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Figure 4. DL-SRmicroscopy and commonly employed DNN architectures. a) DL-SRmicroscopy digitally transforms a LR image obtained by a diraction-
limited microscope to match the corresponding HR image of the same specimen that is acquired by a SR microscopy modality. b) Common DNN
architectures frequently used for DL-SR microscopy, including encoder-decoder, U-Net and DenseNet.

3. Deep Learning-Enabled Super-Resolution
Microscopy

(Luzhe Huan, Aydogan Ozcan*)

3.1. Introduction

Super-resolution (SR) has long been a hot topic in image pro-
cessing eld focusing on the reconstruction of a high resolu-
tion (HR) image from one or more low resolution (LR) im-
age(s). Super-resolution imaging techniques have been widely
used in various elds, including e.g., photography,[165] medical
imaging[166] andmicroscopy.[167] For example, opticalmicroscopy
modalities, including bright-eld and uorescence microscopes,
are in general diraction limited, which prevents standard mi-
croscopy systems to resolve objects separated by a distance that
is closer than approximately half a wavelength, in other words,
≈200–300 nm for visible light. In order to overcome the dirac-
tion limit, the last two decades have seen various advances in
SR uorescence microscopy techniques, e.g., stimulated emis-
sion depletion (STED)[14] microscopy, stochastic optical recon-
struction microscopy (STORM),[22] photo-activated localization
microscopy (PALM),[20] and structured illumination microscopy
(SIM),[26] among others. These methods achieve SR following
two basic principles: (1) by using illumination patterns that mod-
ulate the emission of uorescent molecules such that closely-

spaced molecules can be dierentiated spatially, or (2) by mod-
ulating the temporal behavior of uorescent molecules to re-
solve dierent molecules as a function of time. Through these
advances, SR uorescence microscopy has revolutionized our
understanding of biology, including e.g., cellular and molecu-
lar structures, stoichiometric characterization of molecular com-
plexes, and temporal dynamics within cells.[167]

In addition to these, deep learning-based computational meth-
ods have also enabled an unprecedented success in advancing
microscopic imaging, with various new image reconstruction
and enhancement tools. As illustrated in Figure 4a, one of the
most widely explored applications of deep learning in optical mi-
croscopy has been image super-resolution. The rst public re-
port on deep learning-enabled image super-resolution in opti-
cal microscopy was introduced in May 2017,[55,168] which also
demonstrated an extended depth-of-eld. Since then deep learn-
ing super-resolution (DL-SR)microscopy has been applied to var-
ious imaging modalities, including bright-eld[55,169] and wide-
eld uorescence microscopy.[170–175] In addition to SR, deep
learning has also been utilized for e.g., denoising low-quality mi-
croscopic images,[169,171,175] virtually refocusing microscopic im-
ages, on demand, to designated 3D surfaces,[176,177] virtual stain-
ing of label-free microscopic images,[57,178,179] virtual re-staining
of already-labeled microscopic images,[180] or prediction of mi-
croscopic uorescent labels in label-free images.[181,182]

In this section, we will focus on DL-SR microscopy and will
rst discuss the forward imaging model of optical microscopy
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in order to provide an introduction to some of the commonly
employed deep neural network (DNN) architectures, also cover-
ing their applications in DL-SR microscopy. Finally, we will con-
clude with a discussion of some of the limitations of these emerg-
ing techniques, also exploring potential future directions of
research.

3.2. Building Blocks of Deep Learning-Enabled SR Microscopy

Assuming f denotes the object function, the forward opti-
cal imaging process can be modeled by the following discrete
model[56]

g =  
Hf


+ 휀 (4)

where g is the vectorized optical intensity collected on the im-
age sensor plane of the microscope.  represents a Poisson ran-
dom process, modelling the shot noise and 휀 stands for other
noise terms in the system, including thermal noise and readout
noise, which can be in general modeled as additive white Gaus-
sian noise. For uorescencemicroscopic imaging, as an example,
the transfer function H can be generally modeled as a circulant
matrix of the point spread function (PSF), which is determined
by e.g., the numerical aperture of the objective lens of the mi-
croscope, the wavelength of light and potential aberrations in the
imaging system. Super-resolution techniques focus on solving
an inverse problem to retrieve the HR image f from LR mea-
surement(s) set by g. However, due to the low-pass characteristics
of the transfer function and the existence of measurement noise
and aberrations, this problem is underdetermined and ill-posed.
Some of the earlier generations of optical super-resolution

microscopy methods rely on special illumination patterns or
controlling the temporal behavior of uorophores in order
to separate emitters in space or time, such that f becomes
sparse and the inverse problem can be solved with adequate
regularization and prior knowledge of H. However, limited by
the space-bandwidth-product (SBP) of the microscopy system,
multiple image acquisition steps are generally required for these
SR microscopy methods, which prolong the imaging time and
considerably increase total sample irradiation, which might
introduce photo-bleaching and/or photo-toxicity.
Since the success of LeNet-5,[183] a 7-level convolutional neural

network (CNN), in handwritten digit recognition in 1998, CNNs
have gained massive popularity in various computer vision tasks
and have over time surpassed human experts in certain tasks.
Convolutional layers share the same convolution kernels and bi-
ases such that the number of trainable parameters is signicantly
reduced compared to fully-connected layers. Another advantage
of CNNs is that they permit variable-size input images, which
is essential for processing sample images of dierent sizes. Two
major types of CNN-based network architectures used in micro-
scopic image super-resolution are U-Net[184] and DenseNet[185]

(see Figure 4b). U-Net introduces skip-connections between the
encoder-decoder layers to facilitate mapping of low-level and
structural image features.[184] Although it was originally aimed
at biomedical image segmentation, U-Net and its variants have
been frequently used in various image transformation and recon-
struction tasks in optical microscopic imaging, including super-

resolutionmicroscopy. As an example, Wang et al. employed a U-
Net based architecture to realize cross-modality SR image trans-
formations using diraction-limited confocal images as input
to match, at its output, the high-resolution images obtained by
STED microscopy[172]; a similar success was also demonstrated
by establishing a SR image transformation between diraction-
limited TIRF (total internal reection uorescence microscopy)
and SIM, enabling the reconstruction of SIM equivalent images
of live cells and embryos without the need for structured illumi-
nation, potentially reducing photo-toxicity and photo-bleaching
on the samples.[172] Similar deep neural network architectures
were also demonstrated to improve image resolution in wide-
eld microscopy,[171,172] STORM,[160] light-sheet microscopy[186]

and PALM.[187]

Following the observation[188] that shorter connections be-
tween layers substantially improve the training of deeper CNNs,
DenseNet[185] was constructed to connect every convolutional
layer in each block with its preceding feature maps to alleviate
diminishing gradients inside the network and strengthen the
propagation and reuse of features within the deep network. The
success of DenseNet in super-resolution optical microscopy has
been demonstrated through transforming LR images obtained
by a low numerical aperture (NA) objective lens, to match HR
counterparts captured with a high-NA lens[173]; similarly, cross-
modality SR imaging was also demonstrated using DenseNet,
transforming diraction-limited microscopy images to match
HR images obtained by e.g., STED, SIM.[174,175]

These earlier studies have mainly employed DL to solve the
inverse imaging problem in two ways: (1) to enhance existing op-
tical super-resolution microscopy modalities, and (2) to perform
single image super-resolution (SISR) using a diraction-limited
microscope. As summarized in Figure 5a, DL has been suc-
cessfully applied to advance various optical super-resolution mi-
croscopymodalities, including e.g., STORM,[160,189,190] PALM,[187]

SIM,[191] FPM,[192–194] helping to reduce the total image acquisi-
tion time, accelerating the SR imaging speed as well as reduc-
ing photobleaching and phototoxicity during the imaging pro-
cess. For SISR, on the other hand, DNNs have been success-
fully demonstrated to transform a given LR image captured by
a low-NA objective lens to match the ground truth labels gen-
erated by a high-NA objective lens,[55,172] or to perform cross-
modality image transformations by super-resolving a diraction-
limited microscopic image[172,174] as shown in Figure 5b. Deep
learning-enabled SISR and related techniques have been widely
successful to improve the resolution of e.g., wide-eld uo-
rescence microscopy,[172,174] bright-eld microscopy,[55,169] digital
holographic microscopy,[195] among others.

3.3. Conclusions and Future Prospects

Fueled by the rapid advances in DL, the massive availability of
high-end computational hardware and GPUs, as well as the pre-
cision, repeatability, and high-speed of microscopic imaging sys-
tems have opened up a new set of exciting opportunities that
are data-driven in solving inverse problems in optical microscopy
through learning. Nevertheless, for wide-scale adoption of DL-SR
microscopy techniques in e.g., biomedical and healthcare-related
tasks, model generalizability, interpretability, and reliability are
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Figure 5. Applications of DL-SR optical microscopy. a) STORM, SIM, PALM, and Fourier ptychographic microscopy (FPM). b) Single-image super-
resolution in wide-eld uorescence, bright-eld and digital holographic microscopy.

still open research questions for DNNmodels due to their “black-
box” behavior stemming from the complexity of such deep neu-
ral networks with millions of parameters. Modern neural net-
works have been shown to generalize well as long as the test-
ing data distribution is close to that of the training data. Failure
modes of DNNs when a distribution shift occurs in the testing
phase need comprehensive investigation, demanding the devel-
opment of new statistical tools that will routinely warn the users,
as a watchdog, when such changes/drifts start to emerge. Model
interpretability and reliability are especially critical for clinical,
biomedical applications, where imprecise and unexplainable pre-
dictions can potentially lead to severe negative consequences.
Further interpretation and better understanding of the underly-
ing image features and the network models’ statistical inference
process may not only improve the reliability of DNNmodels, but
also provide new insights regarding the optical forward model
and the physics of the microscopic imaging process that are hard
to model with our current understanding of light-matter interac-
tion. An important example of this includes the recently demon-
strated cross-modality image transformations from holography
to brighteld microscopy,[196] reconstructing object features that
are holographically imaged using a single wavelength, spatially-
coherent illumination into brighteld equivalent images, with
the color and spatial contrast of a brighteldmicroscope that uses
broadband and spatially-incoherent light.
In addition to the choice of the network architecture, the

training dataset quality and the image registration processes

are critical factors inuencing the network performance. Care-
ful registration and matching between the input and ground
truth data are generally required to produce high-quality train-
ing image datasets, and this can be realized by e.g., digitally
generating training input images from ground truth images,
or through rigid/non-rigid transformation-based image registra-
tion processes. As another very important factor that determines
the success of a DNN-based SR model, the training loss func-
tion often consists of structural similarity metrics between the
network’s output and the ground truth images, including e.g.,
pixel-wise dierence loss terms such as mean absolute error (L1-
norm),mean squared error (L2-norm), BerHu loss,[197] and struc-
tural similarity index (SSIM) loss, among others. In addition
to these loss terms, Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)[198]

framework also provides another type of training loss (the dis-
criminator loss) by optimizing an evaluation network, which
adaptively helps the training of the generator network to pro-
duce accurate super-resolved and enhanced images. Other types
of loss functions including perceptual loss[199] that are derived
from pre-trained network models are also shown to be eective
in microscopic image enhancement and SR tasks.
In the future, we believe that deep learning-based methods

will play an increasingly important role in advancing optical
microscopy techniques, and will nd various practical applica-
tions, especially in areas where automation and high-throughput
image analysis are required. Ultimately, the use of deep learning
in super-resolution microscopy could create fundamentally new
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Figure 6. Deeply Subwavelength Topological Metrology and Microscopy with a topologically structured (e.g., superoscillatory) light eld
(following[202,203]). The intensity prole of the diraction pattern resulting from scattering of the topologically structured light eld on the imaged
object is mapped by the image intensity sensor. The articial intelligence deconvolution program, trained on a large number of scattering events with a
priori known object (numbered 1,2,3,4 …) reconstructs/measures the object from the collected data with high resolution.

generations of optical instruments and measurement systems,
designed by joint optimization of the optical front-end hardware
(e.g., through trainable diractive processors[200,201]) and the
back-end image processing workow, achieving high-resolution
imaging with low-cost and/or high-throughput microscopy
systems.

4. The Future of Super-Resolution Optical
Microscopy at the Age of Big Data

(Nikolay I. Zheludev*)

Weare at the verge of a new era ofmicroscopy, the era ofDeeply
Subwavelength Optical Microscopy (Figure 6). This technology is
based on the recovery of information on the shape and size of
the object from its light scattering patter using neural network-
based articial intelligence. Adding topologically structured illu-
mination improves resolution that reaches molecular and even
atomic levels. Imaging of soft-matter biological and solid-state
nanotechnology samples will be equally possible in color and in
two and three dimensions without labeling samples with lumi-
nescent material and at low intensities, without using nonlin-
ear light-matter interactions. Training of the neural networks is
a “Big Data” scale problem, but at the user end the optical part of
the microscopy instrument is simple and only modest computer
resources are required.
The label-free imaging is an ill-posed inverse light scattering

problem, which can be reduced to solving the Fredholm integral
equation.[204] Not so long ago, my close colleague Prof. Ilya
Kuprov gave me a call saying: “Nikolay, I now know why your
articial intelligence-based high-resolution imaging techniques

work so well. I found a paper[205] mathematically proving that
the Fredholm integral equation can be accurately solved by a
fully connected neural network!” This was exciting and very
important news. We have been enthusiastically developing
Deeply Subwavelength Optical Microscopy enabled by neural
network-based articial intelligence that can see far beyond the
diraction limit.[59,206–208]

In conventional microscopy, the image of the object is con-
structed by a lens. Such imaging has a “diraction limit” on reso-
lution, which depends on the numerical aperture of the lens, but
cannot exceed half of the wavelength of light. With articial intel-
ligence we beat the diraction limit several orders of magnitude
over by recording the intensity pattern of coherent light scattered
from the sample into the far-eld. In fact, we detect only the in-
tensity of scattered light by an image sensor. This information
is not sucient to exactly reconstruct shape of the scattering ob-
ject by analytical techniques. However, we retrieve information
about the unknown object using a deep learning neural network
that has been trained on scattering events from a large set of a
priori known objects. Importantly, the network does not operate
as correlator with a library of a priori known objects, but as a
true solver of the inverse scattering problem. For instance, with
a laser operating at 633nm, we retrieve the width of a randomly
positioned sub-wavelength slits in opaque screen with accuracy
of ≈/130 for a single-shot measurement or ≈/260 (i.e. 2.4nm),
when combining measurements of diraction patterns at dier-
ent distances from the object. Such accuracy challenges the accu-
racy of scanning electron microscopy and ion beam lithography
that were used to manufacture and measure the slits. In numer-
ical experiments, we show that the technique could reach an ac-
curacy beyond /1000, which brings it to the atomic scale.[59]
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The use of articial intelligence requires revising of what imag-
ing andmicroscopy are in the age of big data. For centuries, imag-
ing was a technique of representation of an object’s shape by
creating a light pattern resembling the object, in the way that a
microscope creates it on the retina of the observer’s eye, or pro-
jector at the cinema screen. Data processing techniques imple-
mented on computers can enhance or completely replace the lens
as the handler of optical information. Moreover, image analysis
and mining data from the image do not necessarily involve pro-
jecting them on the screen as they can remain in the computer
memory. Indeed, computer-enabled imaging is commonly used
far- and near-eld optical microscopies and the electron-beam
imaging techniques. The articial intelligence generated images
also fall into this category. Broadly, imaging is the representation
of an object’s form and involves the generation, collection, du-
plication, analysis, modication, and visualization of images, in-
cluding imaging things that the human eye cannot detect. The
articial intelligence-enabled imaging technique provide repre-
sentations of the object’s including its form, shape and dimen-
sions and are true imaging techniques. As we have shown, they
can be extremely useful in microscopy “to view objects … that
cannot be seen with the naked eye (objects that are not within
the resolution range of the normal eye).”[209]

Reconstruction of the object shape from its far-eld dirac-
tion pattern shows that a lens is not the only tool for construct-
ing the image. Moreover, the image may be constructed much
more precisely than the lens can do. What does it makes the
improved resolution possible? From the prospective of the infor-
mation theory, multiple scattering patterns recorded during the
training process providemore information for the image retrieval
process than what is available in a lens-generated single image.
Moreover, for some objects, the object’s sparsity and the exis-
tence of prior knowledge about it signicantly helps the retrieval
process.
How can we best exploit the ability of articial intelligence to

handle complex stuttering patterns and to achieve higher resolu-
tion of optical imaging instruments?
We recently observed that the scattering of topologically struc-

tured light could be very sensitive to the placement and dis-
placement in the eld of an absorbing nanoparticle with a
size of only /1000 (about a covalent diameter of the caesium
atom).[207] Complex monochromatic light elds are known to
have deeply subwavelength structures, such as phase singular-
ities, zones of energy backow and rapid phase variation and en-
ergy hotspots.[210] This has already been used in metrology.[211]

With such topologically structured illumination scattered eld
varies substantially when deeply subwavelength features of the
light eld overlaps with nanoscale features of the scatter. The
reaction of topologically structured light eld to the present
of deeply subwavelength object could be two to three orders
stronger compared to the plane wave illumination.
These works have resulted in developing the Deeply Subwave-

length Topological Microscopy.[202,207] It reveals the ne structure
of an object through its far-eld scattering pattern when it is il-
luminated with light containing deeply subwavelength singular-
ity features. The object is reconstructed from such a pattern by
a neural network that is trained on a large number of scattering
events on known objects exposed to a number of dierent illumi-
nation conditions. From the prospective of Fourier optics, topo-

logically structured superoscillatory illumination gives access to
large local wavevectors and ensures that the scattering pattern
of structured light is more sensitive to the small features of the
imaged object than that of the unstructured light. In recent exper-
iments, we show that with topologically structured illumination
an accuracy beyond /10 000 (a few tens of femto-meter), can be
reached which brings it to the sub-atomic scale.[203]

Although so far, the deeply subwavelength topological mi-
croscopy has been demonstrated for 1D imaging, it can be read-
ily extended to 2D and 3D objects, as well as objects of random
shape by building the image from point-to-point scanning. It will
be most ecient inmicroscopy of a priori known shapes, such as
those found in routine tasks of biomedical research andmachine
vision. Furthermore, the technique does not require labeling of
the sample with luminescent materials, nor intense laser illumi-
nation, and is resilient to noise.
As it has been realized,[206] in practical terms, the main chal-

lenge in the implementation of deep learning-enabled optical
microscopy is creating a reliable and trustworthy training set
for neural network training. Such a dataset can be either virtual
or physical. The virtual training dataset of imaged objects and
their diraction scattering patterns can be generated by numer-
ical modelling (Maxwell solving) on a random set of a priori de-
ned large set of random or application-specic virtual training
objects. Here, the main challenge is to ensure that the computer
model is congruent with the physical realization of the micro-
scope, whichmay be problematic. Alternatively, a physical dataset
can be created by fabricating a number of real scattering elements
followed by recording of their scattering patterns in the imaging
instrument. Generating a physical set is labor-intensive, but such
a set is naturally congruent with the imaging microscope. The
choice of the training dataset (physical or virtual) shall be made
with the desired resolution and complexity of the microscope op-
tical tract, and, in general, higher resolution would require large
training datasets. Neural networks can also be trained on hybrid
data sets that are partially physical and partially virtual. An im-
portant direction for future research is the analysis of resolution
limits of microscopies using prior knowledge of the sample and
deep learning techniques that give access to the large amount of
information accrued during the neural network training process
with hybrid sets.
In conclusion, we are at the verge of a new era of microscopy,

the era of Deeply Subwavelength Optical Microscopy. The dirac-
tion limit and imaging lens will be the things of the past. The
light scattered by the object will be the main source of informa-
tion about it. Illumination with topologically structured light will
make these diraction patterns highly sensitive to the nanoscopic
features of the sample. The microscopy will not require label-
ing of the samples and engaging the nonlinear regimes of light-
matter interaction. The molecular and even atomic resolution
will be routinely achievable. Imaging of soft-matter biological and
solid-state nanotechnology samples will be equally possible in
one, two, and three dimensions. Imaging at multiple laser fre-
quencies will give access to microscopy in color and the wave-
length range can be readily extended to any part of electromag-
netic spectrum where coherent sources of light and detectors ex-
ist. Microscopy will be based on reconstructing shapes of the scat-
tering object with articial intelligence and will be limited in res-
olution only by size and quality of the training sets.
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High throughput diraction simulations and Maxwell solving
will be used for creating the training data sets. Training sets with
increased sophistication will be developed. At some level of -
nesse we will need to go beyond the eective medium approxi-
mation when material properties are described by their perme-
ability and permittivity, and ab initio modelling of light scatter-
ing on molecular structures will have to be developed to build
the training sets.
It is likely that training of neural network will be application-

specic for tasks such as, for example, protein folding or semi-
conductor chip fault diagnostics. The size of training sets can eas-
ily reach petabyte volumes and may require super-computers to
generate. However, the end-user will not need to deal with Big
Data, they will only need to be informed with the nal results of
training, which can be distributed as a le to set the neural net-
work on the imaging instrument computer, a simple desktop PC.
While the increase of resolution will require increased computer
resources, the optical imaging act will remain simple: a single or
multiple shot registration of the diraction patterns.

5. Label-Free Plasmonic/Metamaterial Structured
Illumination Microscopy

(Junxiang Zhao, Zachary Burns, Zhaowei Liu*)

Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) doubles the resolu-
tion of a wide eld uorescent microscope and has seen many
applications in biomedical studies. However, SIM provides no
additional resolution enhancement over oblique illumination for
label-free imaging due to the coherent nature of the scattering
process. Meta-substrates using plasmonic structures and meta-
materials provide a possibility to achieve illumination wave vec-
tors beyond the limit of traditional optics, leading to a unique
path for label-free super-resolution imaging. Here, we review the
current super-resolution imaging techniques that combine SIM
with meta-substrate assisted illuminations. We outline the chal-
lenges in achieving label-free super-resolution imaging and oer
a set of directions for future work.
Optical microscopy has been an irreplaceable tool in biomedi-

cal research but has a limited resolution due to the wave nature of
the light. According to the Abbe diraction limit of /2NA, where
 is the light wavelength and NA is the numerical aperture of the
optics, the maximum spatial resolution of a conventional lens-
based microscope at visible frequencies is around 200nm.
Numerous super-resolution microscopy (SRM)

techniques[14,20,22] has been developed for uorescent mi-
croscopies to break the diraction limit. Among these SRM
techniques, structured illumination microscopy (SIM)[26] uti-
lizes a series of periodic illumination patterns superimposed
onto an object to improve the resolution by 2-fold. Compared to
other SRM techniques, SIM’s advantages are its high imaging
speed, wide eld-of-view (FOV) and low photodamage, repre-
senting a nice combination for many biomedical applications.[28]

However, since the scattering process is coherent, label-free
imaging using scattered light gains little from structured
illumination.[93] The bandwidths for detection and excitation are
both limited within the coherent transfer function (CTF) using
conventional optics. Therefore, for coherent label-free imaging,
the structured illumination scheme does not yield any more

information than imaging with oblique illuminations, which
has a resolution well dened by the Abbe diraction limit.
SIM achieves super-resolution by frequency mixing the high

spatial frequency components of the object into the detectable
bandwidth of a microscope. The highest achievable resolution
is determined by the sum of illumination and detection spa-
tial frequencies: f = fdet + fillum. For a coherent imaging system
with both illumination and detection cuto frequency at NA/,
the maximum attainable resolution is /2NA. Techniques like
Fourier ptychography[96] use high angle oblique illumination
combined with low NA objectives to achieve multiple fold res-
olution enhancement compared to the low NA resolution limit.
But since the NA of oblique illuminations in free space cannot
surpass 1, ultimately such methods cannot achieve higher reso-
lution than the Abbe diraction limit of high NA optics.
Since optical microscopes typically require far-eld detec-

tion, the detection bandwidth cannot be further improved other
than using objectives with the highest available NA. Therefore,
creating higher spatial frequency illumination patterns is the
most viable and crucial approach to achieving label-free super-
resolution SIM. Plasmonic structures and hyperbolic metamate-
rials are known for supporting larger wavevector waves compared
to dielectric medium and have seen many applications in sub-
wavelength imaging and sensing.[212–214] By introducing a meta-
substrate designed with a plasmonic nanostructure or metama-
terial to generate illuminations, metamaterial assisted illumina-
tion nanoscopy (MAIN) can achievemuch higher resolution than
standard SIM methods.[215]

One way to create illuminations beyond the diraction-limit
is to use a meta-substrate containing plasmonic nanostruc-
tures. Plasmonic structured illumination microscopy (PSIM)[104]

and localized plasmonic structured illumination microscopy
(LPSIM)[105,106] use interference patterns from counter propagat-
ing surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) and localized surface plas-
mon (LSP) waves from metallic nano-disc arrays to generate il-
luminations beyond the traditional diraction-limit respectively.
Figure 7a illustrates the lateral wavevector comparison for propa-
gating light, PSIM illumination and LPSIM illumination. Con-
trary to traditional SIM, the maximum achievable bandwidths
for PSIM and LPSIM with uorescent imaging are described by
kPSIM = 2kSPP + 2NA × k0 and kLPSIM = kLSP + 2NA × k0, where
kSPP and kLSPare the wavevectors of PSIM and LPSIM illumi-
nation patterns, and k0 is the free space wavevector of the illu-
mination wavelength (Figure 7b). Compared to the diraction-
limit, PSIM has experimentally demonstrated ≈2.6-fold resolu-
tion improvement[104] and LPSIM has demonstrated 3-fold reso-
lution improvement for biological samples.[105,106] For a coherent
label-free imaging system with CTF cuto frequency at NA/,
the illuminations from PSIM and LPSIM are purely dependent
on the nanostructures and thus can achieve higher resolution be-
yond the diraction limit described by: kPSIM∕LPSIM = kSPP∕LSP +
NA × k0 (Figure 7c). At this moment, however, the experimental
demonstration of label-free PSIM and LPSIM has yet to be done.
Hyperbolic metamaterials (HMM) have recently been

used as meta-substrates for ultra-high resolution optical
imaging.[108,216,217] Figure 8a-b show that an ideal HMM can
support arbitrarily large lateral wavevectors as the isofrequency
surface of an HMM is a two-sheet hyperboloid for a Type I
HMM (휀⊥ > 0, 휀∥ < 0) or a one-sheet hyperboloid for a Type II
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Figure 7. Concept of resolution enhancement with PSIM and LPSIM. a) The dispersion relation comparison of a propagating photon in dielectric media,
a SPP at dielectric/metal interfaces, and the LSP eld from a nanoantenna array. The wavevectors at the illumination frequency are denoted kP, kSPP, and
kLSP respectively. Inset: SEM images of typical PSIM and LPSIM substrates. A PSIM substrate is constructed from thin Ag lm with an array of patterned
slits. A LPSIM substrate consists of a hexagonal silver disc array. Reproduced with permission.[104] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. b,c)
Resolution improvement of PSIM and LPSIM for incoherent and coherent imaging system, respectively. The gray circle represents the passband of a
conventional microscope. The green circles and yellow circles correspond to the spatial frequency shift due to SPP and LSP illuminations. The dashed
circles represent the total detectable Fourier components of the objects with PSIM and LPSIM.

Figure 8. HMM for super-resolution imaging. a) The isofrequency surface for a Type I HMM (⊥ > 0, ∥ < 0). Type I HMMs are commonly achieved
with nanorod arrays. b) The isofrequency surface for a Type II HMM (⊥ < 0, ∥ > 0). Type II HMMs are commonly fabricated with metal-dielectric
multilayers. c) Transmission of a multilayer HMM with 12 pairs of 5 nm Ag and 5 nm SiO2. d) Calculated exemplary speckle patterns for a diraction
limited system (left) and HMM assisted speckles (right). Scale bar, 1 μm.

HMM (휀⊥⟨0, 휀∥⟩0). HMMs are commonly implemented by two
types of structures: a lattice of metallic nanorods embedded in
a dielectric medium or a stack of deep subwavelength alternat-
ingmetallic and dielectric layers. For imaging applications, the
multilayer structures are the most practical methods to imple-
ment the HMMs. A practical HMM consists of multiples layers
of metal and dielectric lms can support extremely large lateral
wavevectors[109] in the near eld, thus they can create high res-

olution illumination patterns (Figure 8c). One implementation
of HMM assisted illumination microscopy is hyper-structured
illumination,[108,217] which utilizes the highly dispersive na-
ture of an HMM to project a series of deep-subwavelength
illumination patterns which are tuned by the incident wave-
length. A 6-fold resolution improvement over the diraction
limit has been reported for hyper-structured illumination with
label-free imaging, resolving features down to ≈80 nm.[108]
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Another implementation of MAIN, named speckle-MAIN,[109]

creates deep sub-wavelength speckle illumination patterns by
taking advantage of the inherent material roughness within
the multilayer HMM (Figure 8d) and achieves 40 nm reso-
lution with a uorescent microscope. Recently, novel organic
hyperbolic metamaterials (OHM) fabricated by self-assembled
regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) have been demon-
strated to support remarkably large lateral wavevector in the
visible frequencies.[218,219] The OHM assisted MAIN produces
ultra-high resolution of 30 nm while exhibiting superior biocom-
patibility and photostability due to its exceptionally large Purcell
factor at the lm surface.[219,220]

One of the main challenges of label-free super-resolution
imaging is the low photon budget due to the very weak scattering
of sub-wavelength objects. The resulting low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) causes signicant loss of high-resolution information as
higher spatial frequency components of an object typically have
very low spatial spectrum density. Recently, plasmonic scattering
imaging[221] demonstrated imaging of single proteins by using
a thin gold lm as the sample substrate. With a meta-substrate,
signicant enhancement of scattering from small objects greatly
improves the SNR and allows for far-eld detection. This is espe-
cially crucial for imaging tiny objects with a target resolution of
sub-50 nm, as the scattering cross-section is too small to create a
meaningful measurement with traditional imaging methods.
Image reconstruction has also been amajor roadblock for real-

izing label-freeMAIN. Fluorescent versions of MAIN that rely on
intensity uctuation based reconstructionmethods[24,222,223] have
shown promising imaging results. However, since scattering is
a coherent process, the label-free imaging system is linear with
respect to the electric eld rather than the intensity. As we detect
only the intensity with a camera, an ill-posed non-linear inverse
problem must be solved to retrieve the object information. One
method to overcome this problem is to use a meta-substrate
made of turbid medium and record the transmission matrix
of all near-eld input modes at the cost of requiring near-eld
scanning of the entire FOV prior to imaging. The far-eld
scattered light of the object will be a linear combination of the
basis transmission matrix such that a super-resolution image
can be retrieved by time reversal reconstruction.[224]

Increasingly deep neural networks are being used for su-
per resolution microscopy reconstruction[187,225] to boost perfor-
mance over traditional methods, for example by reducing the
number of sub-frames and handling cases of low signal-to-noise
ratio. Often there is knowledge of the physical system that could
be incorporated into the network to reduce the training burden
and improve results.[56] Recently there has been the development
of “physics-based” or “untrained” neural networks that incorpo-
rate a physical forward model into the loss function for training.
Thesemethods have been applied to cases such as phase imaging
and lensless imaging.[226–228] For label-free MAIN, where the illu-
mination eld and forward process is known, there is the poten-
tial to incorporate this knowledge into a physics-based network
trained on a collection of data. Such a model could combine the
benets of a traditional physics-based model with those of statis-
tical learning to create better reconstructions and alleviate some
of the challenges of the ill-posed inverse problem.
Current label-free MAIN results are, at this point, mostly pre-

liminary. Hyper-structured illumination has achieved label-free

super-resolution for a 1D object, but its 2D imaging capability has
not been demonstrated. PSIM, LPSIM and speckle-MAIN have
only been experimentally demonstrated with uorescent imag-
ing and a robust image reconstruction scheme for coherent imag-
ing has yet to be developed. Nevertheless, MAIN addresses the
major diculties in achieving super-resolution label-free imag-
ing with its exceptionally larger illumination bandwidth and SNR
improvement over traditional optics.

6. Fundamental Limits to the Resolution of
Label-free Far-eld Microscopy

(Evgenii Narimanov)*

6.1. Introduction

High resolution optical imaging is essential for the investiga-
tion of fundamental microscopic processes both in nature and
in articial systems – from the charge carrier dynamics in
electronic nano-circuits[229] to the biological activity in cellular
structures.[230] However, as optical diraction prevents focusing
the light into a spot with dimensions much smaller than its
wavelength,[231] the resulting Abbe’s diraction limit[232–234] does
not allow the conventional optical microscopy to directly image
subwavelength structures such as cell membranes, individual
viruses, or large protein molecules. As a result, there is now an
increasing interest in “super-resolution” optical methods that al-
low to overcome this diraction barrier – with a particular de-
mand for a label-free approach that is inherently non-toxic and
operates on the sample that is in the far-eld from all elements
of the imaging system.
Recent developments in label-free optical super-resolution

imaging[52,53,132,235–237] clearly demonstrate that Abbe’s bound
of half-wavelength (and its quarter-wavelength counterpart for
structured illumination) is not a fundamental limit for optical
imaging. Nevertheless, there is in fact a fundamental limit on the
resolution of far-eld optical imaging, but it is much less strin-
gent than Abbe’s criterion. While is a perfectly noise-free envi-
ronment arbitrary resolution is possible,[238] the presence of any
nite amount of noise in the system leads to a limit on the optical
resolution, that has its origin in Shannon’s theory of information
transmission in linear systems.[239]

6.2. The Denition of the Resolution Limit

We dene the resolution limit ∆ as the shortest spatial scale of the
object whose geometry can still be reconstructed, error-free, from
the far-eld optical measurements in the presence of noise.[60]

The essential “lower bound” nature of ∆ then allows to reduce
the problem to the limiting case of an object that is composed of
an arbitrary number of point scatterers of a priori unknown am-
plitudes located at the nodes of the grid with the period ∆, as any
additional structure in the sources (or scatterers) as well as any
further variations in their positions, will only add to the informa-
tion that needs to be recovered from the far-eld image. Further-
more, the same argument allows to reduce the task of calculating
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∆ to the case of an eectively one-dimensional target (formed by
line, rather than point, sources) – since, as it was already known
to M. André[240] and L. Raleigh,[241] line sources are “more easily
resolvable” than point sources.
Note that, even within the original framework of “resolving”

two point sources,[241] the resolution clearly depends on the dif-
ference of their amplitudes – with increasing disparity between
the two leading to progressively worse “performance”. The “ul-
timate” resolution limit ∆ therefore corresponds to the case of
identical point sources/ scatterers, which are present only in an
(unknown) fraction of the grid nodes.
For the denition of the fundamental resolution imaging, it is

essential to assume coherent detection, as the phase information
is generally available in the far eld, and can always be measured
even with an in- tensity only sensitive detector using e.g., optical
heterodyne approach,[242] – so that any failure to obtain the phase
information in a given experimental setup cannot be attributed
to a fundamental limitation.

6.3. Information-Theoretical Framework

The fundamental limit on the resolution of optical imaging is
reached when the total amount of information about the object
that has been recovered in the far eld, is equal to the amount of
information that is necessary and sucient to dene the geome-
try of the object. Treating the optical point-spread function of the
imaging system in the noisy environment as the input – output
relation of a linear information channel, the amount of the ac-
tual information carried from the object to the far eld detector,
can be obtained using the standard methods of the information
theory,[239] in terms of the mutual information functional, calcu-
lated between the statistical distributions of the object prole and
of the far eld scattering pattern, as described in detail in Ref. [60]
The resolution limit then follows from the requirement of the re-
covered information being sucient to reconstruct the target:

Δ = L
T

(5)

where L is the length of the object, and T is the information about
the structure and geometry of the object that was successfully
transmitted to the detector(s) at the far-eld. Note that when the
object is composed of M dierent materials (or is formed by an
array of point sources withM dierent levels of amplitude), addi-
tional information is needed for its reconstruction, which leads
to a more stringent bound on the spatial resolution,

ΔM =
Llog2M

T
= Δ ⋅ log2M ≥ Δ (6)

The transmitted information T can be obtained from the stan-
dard mutual information functional[239]

T = H −Hc (7)

where H is the information entropy for the signal at the detec-
tor array. As the imaging system is noisy, for any output signal,
there is some uncertainty of what was the originating optical eld
scattered (or emitted) by the object. The conditional entropyHc of

Figure 9. Super-resolution object reconstruction for a binary mask (with
the prole shown in the inset), with the error probability of the recovered
geometry Perr shown as a function of the eective signal-to-noise ratio,
SNRe. The boundary separating the gray and light-yellow background,
represents the value of the signal-to-noise ratio that according to Equa-
tion (8) is sucient to resolve the /16 spacing (see the inset). The red
arrow indicates the minimum value of SNRe where the numerical recon-
struction procedure implemented in[60] shows no errors.

the signal at the detector array for a xed optical eld from the ob-
ject, represents this uncertainty in Equation (7). Calculating the
resulting analytical expressions[239] forH andHc and substituting
them into the mutual information functional T in Equation (7),
for the resolution limit in the case of uniform illumination, we
obtain[60]

Δ = 
2

1

log2

1 + 2 SNRe

(8)

Here SNRe is the eective signal-to-noise ratio
[60] measured at

the detector array, and  is the wave- length. Similarly, in the case
of conventional structured illumination[26] (where the illumina-
tion pattern is formed in the far-eld of the light source(s) and is
therefore subject to the diraction constraints), for the resolution
limit we nd

ΔSE = 
4

1

log2

1 + 2 SNRe

(9)

6.3.1. The Discussion

While Equation (8) allows for an unlimited resolution in a noise-
free environment, even a relatively low noise dramatically alters
this picture. With the weak logarithmic dependence of the reso-
lution limit on the SNR in Equations (8), (9), to reduce the reso-
lution limit by e.g., a factor of ten, the signal-to-noise ratio needs
to be increased by six orders of magnitude.
The experimentally observed resolution can reach the value of

∆ in the case of imaging a binary mask or a pattern of identical
subwavelength particles – leading to practical imaging well below
the Abbe’s limit. However, this can only be achieved in the regime
of extreme noise suppression, with the corresponding values of
the SNR on the order of ≈105 and beyond.
This is illustrated in Figure 9, where the prole of a subwave-

length binary mask (see the inset to Figure 9) is recovered from
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its image in the far-eld.While a nite amount of noise in the far-
eld measurements inevitably leads to errors, with the increase
of the eective signal-to-noise ratio SNR the corresponding error
probability Perr rapidly goes to zero. In particular, for the resolu-
tion of /16 in the example of Figure 9, the numerical calculation
with an ensemble of multiple (≃ 104) dierent realizations,[60]

showed no errors for SNR beyond the value indicated by the red
arrow (≃ 106).
However, for many practical imaging applications, especially

in the eld of biomedical imaging, the level of noise reduction
that is needed for subwavelength resolution, is beyond the reach
of current technology. For the signal-to-noise level of ≈10–102
typical for a biological environment, we nd the ultimate reso-
lution of the order of ≈/10. As a result, any endeavor to push
the observed resolution beyond this level in a conventional (di-
rect rather than statistical, and single exposure) imaging, is akin
to an attempt to develop a working example of a perpetualmotion
machine.
This situation is however dramatically reversed when addi-

tional information about the object is avail- able a priori. This a
priori knowledge reduces the amount of information about the
object that must be obtained from its far-eld image – which
leads to the corresponding reduction of ∆ in the resolution limit
of optical imaging. Furthermore, this eect is described by an al-
gebraic rather than logarithmic function. For this reason, rather
than improving the noise performance of the imaging set-up, the
route to a practical implementation of far-eld super-resolution
lies in taking full advantage of the a priori in- formation about
the target.
Among dierent examples of a priori available information

about the object, particularly important is the case of sparse
objects, as this property is widely spread in both natural and
articial systems.[230] When the target is sparse, with the eective
sparsity parameter  (which can be dened as the fraction of
empty “slots” in the grid superimposed on the target), we nd[60]

Δ() = Δ ⋅ | log2 + (1 − ) log2 (1 − ) (10)

For the numerical example studied in Ref. [52], with  ≃ 0.03
and SNR ≈102, the resolution limit ∆( ) ≃ 0.025. Accurate nu-
merical reconstruction of the features on the scale of ≈ /10
demonstrated in Ref. [52], is therefore fully consistent with the
fundamental resolution limit presented here.
Finally, we note that subwavelength resolution of statistical lo-

calization microscopy[22,243,244] also originates from this mech-
anism, as each of the multiple images that are assembled in
this approach to reconstruct the topology of the target, are mea-
sured with extremely low values of the sparsity  (when only one
or a few of the point light emitters introduced into the object,
are currently active), thus according to Equation (10) leading to
Δ ≈  ≪ .

6.4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have presented the fundamental resolution
limit for far-eld optical imaging and demonstrated that it is
generally well below the standard half-the-wavelength estimate.
Our result also applies to other methods that rely on wave propa-

gation and scattering – such as e.g., geophysical and ultrasound
imaging.

7. Current Trends In Quantitative Phase Imaging

(Neha Goswami*, Gabriel Popescu†)
Dedicated to the memory of Gabriel Popescu† (deceased June 2022)

7.1. Introduction

With its 400-year-old history, optical microscopy has become the
most widely used technology in biomedicine.[245] Fluorescence-
based microscopy is currently dominant, as it provides mi-
crostructure information with chemical specicity. However, this
capability often comes at a heavy price: chemical and phototoxi-
city aects the function and viability of live cellular systems and
photobleaching drastically narrows down the temporal window
of investigation. For these reasons, we have witnessed a renewed
interest in label-free imaging, as evidenced by the various sec-
tions of this current Roadmap article. In this section, we de-
scribe quantitative phase imaging (QPI), an approach to label-
free imaging that is rooted in holography and interferometric
microscopy.[246]

In recent years, QPI has registered signicant progress both
in technology development and biomedical applications.[247] It is
becoming an important tool in biomedicine due to its label-free
and quantitative nature and has proved to be a valuable tool in
many areas, including cell biology, blood testing, neuroscience,
clinical diagnosis, fertility, and infectious diseases.[247] As a non-
destructive technique, QPI enables long-term investigation of
live systems. Due to the linear relationship between the phase
shift map of a biospecimen and its dry mass density, QPI can
report on cell growth and intercellular mass transport with very
high sensitivity.[247] Importantly, knowledge of the complex im-
age eld is equivalent to that of the scattered eld, which allows
solving scattering inverse problems and tomographic reconstruc-
tions, based on QPI data.[248]

Despite tremendous progress in recent years, which resulted
in robust instruments capable of user-friendly operation, we
identied several current challenges that can turn into enormous
opportunities in the eld. These challenges are: achieving super-
resolution QPI, performing QPI in thick, strongly scattering tis-
sues, and performing QPI with chemical specicity. In addition
to hardware developments to tackle these problems, an exciting,
newly emerging solution is articial intelligence. In this chapter,
we review the QPI principles of operation, its gures of merit,
applications, and these current challenges and opportunities.
In the 1930’s, phase contrast (PC) microscopy was invented as

an “intrinsic” method that allowed the visualization of transpar-
ent structureswith high contrast.[249] The intensity distribution of
an image can be described as an interferogram, following Abbe’s
insight from 1873. Thus, the intensity of a PC image can be writ-
ten as

I(x, y) = |a| I0 + I1 (x, y) + 2
|a| I0I1 (x, y)


cos

[
Δ휙 (x, y) + 

]

(11)
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In Equation 11, I0 and I1 are the intensities of the incident and
scattered light, respectively, Δ휙(x, y) is the phase dierence be-
tween the two elds, while a = |a|ei is a complex lter applied
by Zernike to the incident light. The point of the lter is to make
I more sensitive to Δ휙, i.e., to increase the contrast of the inter-
ferogram. First, the lter attenuates I0 (|a| < 1), which otherwise
is much stronger than I1 for transparent structures, resulting in
low contrast interference. Second, the phase shift  is set to a
value of ±∕2, which converts the slowly varying cosine into a
rapidly varying sine, which, for small values of Δ휙 approximates
a linear function.With this simple lter, the contrast of the image
is increased signicantly, which allowed PC to become a broadly
adopted technique, especially for visualizing unlabeled cell cul-
tures. However, as can be seen from Equation 11, a single mea-
surement of I(x, y) is insucient for decoupling I0, I1and Δ휙,
which means that it cannot be used for quantitative measure-
ments.
A decade later, Gabor invented holography to store phase infor-

mation into a single intensity recording on a transparency, which
can be further “read” with the same incident light and recreate
the phase and amplitude information associated with the object
eld.[250] The equation for describing Gabor’s “in-line” hologram
is very similar to Equation 11, except I1(x, y) corresponds to the
scattered light at an out of-focus-plane, described by Fresnel’s for-
mula, and there is no lter, i.e., a = 1. Therefore, in-line holog-
raphy cannot be used to extract quantitative phase information
either. Furthermore, because the recorded signal I is real, the re-
constructed signal, i.e., the complex eld associated with the ob-
ject is Hermitian, resulting in a pair of images along the optical
axis, complex-conjugated of one another. This obstacle become
known as the “twin image” problem and was solved later with
the advancement of o-axis holography.[251] The goal in QPI is
to eliminate all these ambiguities and measure quantitatively the
phase shift at each point in the eld of view. Themain approaches
to accomplish this are presented below.

7.2. Principles of QPI

When choosing a certain method for QPI, one must be mindful
of the gures of merit that are most important for the application
at hand. There are four main parameters that describe the perfor-
mance of a QPI system : spatial and temporal resolution, as well
as spatial and temporal phase sensitivity.[246] Phase shifting inter-
ferometry (Figure 10a) is one solution for decoupling the phase
and amplitude contributions in Equation 11. By controlling the
phase dierence between the two interfering elds, one records
several independent interferograms, which solves for the phase
uniquely. As a time-modulation technique, phase shifting pre-
serves the space-bandwidth product of image, at the expense of
the time resolution.
Conversely, o-axis interferometry (Figure 10b) isolates the

cross-term in Equation 11 by spatial modulation and, as a result,
provides high acquisition rates at the expense of space-bandwidth
product.
The spatial and temporal sensitivity describe the smallest

phase changes that an instrument can detect between two points,
respectively, in space and time. The temporal sensitivity is af-
fected by the stability of the instrument and techniques for

Figure 10. QPI modes of operation. a. Phase shifting interferometry b.
O-axis interferometry. kiis the incident wavevector and kr is the reference
wavevector. U1(x, y) is the complex eld at the image plane.

noise cancellation. Common-path interferometers are intrinsi-
cally most stable. (see Chapter 8 in Ref. [246]) Spatial sensitiv-
ity is dictated by the nonuniformity within a eld of view in the
absence of a sample. Suppressing speckles by using both spa-
tial and temporal frequency averaging via, respectively, a rotating
diuser or broadband illumination is critical in achieving high
spatial sensitivity.[247]

7.3. Status: Applications of QPI

It has been discovered early on that a quantitative phase map 휙 is
linearly related to the surface drymass density of the structure, 휌,

휌 (x, y) = 
2

휙 (x, y) (12)

The proportionality constant, , referred to as the refractive
increment, is relatively constant across a variety of molecular
species within live cells,  ≃ 0.2 mL/g2. This simple relationship
allows researchers to “weigh” cells by simply imaging them and
study cell growth and itsmodulation nondestructively, overmany
cell cycles.[252]

Time-lapse QPI data yields dynamic dry mass density maps,
휌(x, y, t), which in turn can be used to understand the physics of
the intracellular transport. This transport has diusive (passive,
random) and directed (active, deterministic) contributions, and
is governed by the diusion-advection equation,[253]


Dq2 − iq ⋅ v + 휕

휕t


휌 (x, y, t) = 0 (13)

where D is the diusion coecient, v is the velocity, and q is the
spatial frequency.
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Figure 11. Applications of QPI. a) QPI reveals intracellular cell mass transport: Quantitative phase image of a culture of glia (left image) and Dispersion
curves (right image), Γ(q), in log-log scale, associated with the white box regions in left image, respectively. The green and red lines indicate directed
motion and diusion, respectively, with the results of the t as indicated in the legend. Adapted with permission.[253] Copyright 2011, Optica Publishing
Group. b) Normal colon epithelial nuclei from an ulcerative colitis patient who did not develop colorectal cancer after seven years (low risk, top panel)
and from an ulcerative colitis patient who developed colorectal cancer after seven years (high risk, bottom panel). Scale bars 20 μm. Color bars indicate
optical path length in nm. Adapted with permission.[247] Copyright 2018, SpringerNature. c) Collagen ber orientation probability densities and bar charts
counting number of isotropic and anisotropic regions for three dierent cores. Scale bar: 200 μm. Adapted with permission.[254] Copyright 2017, SPIE
d) 3D rendered isosurfaces of RI maps of individual healthy RBC. Adapted with permission.[255] Copyright 2014, Springer Nature. e) Top: a deconvolved
z-slice measured using a ×63/1.4 NA oil immersion objective. Middle: a cross-section at the area indicated by the red box and the yellow box. Bottom:
false-color three-dimensional rendering of the deconvolution result. Scale bars in all panels, 5 μm. Adapted with permission.[256] Copyright 2014, Springer
Nature.

Assuming a distribution of velocities of width Δ, the disper-
sion relation associated with Equation 3 yields

Δ휔 (q) = Dq2 + Δq (14)

Equation 14 indicates that measuring the temporal bandwidth
as a function of spatial frequency, Δ휔(q), reveals the diusion
component as a quadratic dependence and the active one as a
linear relation. It has been found that intracellular transport for
most cells is characterized by a diusive component at short
distances (large q) and a directed one over large distance (small q

values)[Figure 11a, also Ref. [253] This result indicates that cells
optimize their energy consumption and involve the molecular
motors to perform work only for transport at larger scales of
several microns.
Highly sensitive QPI data has been shown to hold tremendous

potential in cancer pathology.[257] Thus, phase maps of histology
slides reveal not only the epithelial structure of tissues, which can
be used for label-free diagnosis,[258] (Figure 11b and Ref. [258])
but also the tumor microenvironment, which can provide in-
formation about the disease aggressiveness,[Figure 11c, and
Ref. [254]] QPI has been employed to quantify the alignment of
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collagen bers, a task that previously was possible only by using
specialized stains or second-harmonic generation microscopy.
Collagen arrangement has been shown to be a valuable marker
in predicting metastasis and patient survival outcome.[254]

Using QPI data, one can reconstruct the tomography of the
refractive index distribution, as shown by Wolf’s classical paper
in 1969.[248] Under the weakly scattering approximation, the
scattering potential, F, is just the 3D Fourier transform of the
scattered eld, U, F(q) ∝ U(q), where q = (2∕) sin(∕2) is the
scattering wavevector and  is the scattering angle. Thus, the
3D reconstruction requires collecting QPI frames along a third
dimension, whether direct z-axis, or equivalently, illumination
angle or wavelength. The understanding that QPI data is entirely
equivalent to those obtained via angular scattering, led to the
development of tomographic methods that are robust and ready
for wide adoption in the biomedical eld[Figures 11d and e and
Refs.[255, 256, 259–262]

7.4. Challenges and Advances in QPI

There is no doubt that the tremendous eort in the QPI eld dur-
ing recent years resulted in technology solutions to seemingly in-
surmountable problems. Achieving sub-nanometer pathlength
stability over several days appeared out of reach in the early
2000’s. Now, many variants of such instruments exist and are
also being commercialized globally. Developing an instrument so
easy to use and robust that it would allow broad-scale use by non-
engineers appeared far-fetched as well. Yet, today, we see com-
mercially available QPI systems that are increasingly embraced
by biologists and clinicians world-wide. The application range of
this technology has been growing exponentially, branching out
from cell biology into infectious diseases,[263] neuroscience,[264]

tissue engineering,[265] fertility,[266] pathology[267] and beyond.[268]

We anticipate that applications to non-biological eld, such as
materials and polymer science will also continue to grow.[269]

However, to continue this tremendous progress and eliminate
further obstacles that may prevent QPI from becoming a routine
method of investigation in biomedicine, wemust assess critically
the current limitations of the technology. In our opinion there
are three major shortcomings of the QPI technology: 1) imag-
ing strongly scattering tissues is extremely challenging, 2) as a
label-free technique, QPI lacks chemical specicity, and 3) as a
diraction limited method, QPI has limited resolution. Solving
these problems represent enormous opportunities in the eld, as
briey described below.

7.4.1. QPI of Strongly Scattering Structures

It has become increasingly clear that 3D cellular clusters better
mimic the behavior of in-vivo tissue. Such systems are crucial
not only in tissue engineering, but also for developing “biobots”
and precision medicine.[270] As a label-free, nondestructive tool,
QPI appears ideal for investigating such cellular systems in terms
of function and viability. However, as these structures can range
from 100s ofmicrons tomillimeters in size, they are signicantly
larger than the scattering mean-free path and thus, produce
strong multiple scattering. The multiply scattered waves, char-
acterized by a distribution of propagation direction and phase

shifts, overlap at each point in the eld of view creating in essence
a strong incoherent background. As a result, the singly scat-
tered light, carrying the phase image information, is subdomi-
nant, overwhelmed by the multiple scattering background. That
is to say, the image recorded exhibits low contrast. Initial ef-
forts to tackle this challenge already have been made: using a
DIC geometry, in which the interfering elds are always equal
in power and phase shifting that only modulates the single scat-
tering light, GLIM has shown promise for imaging embryos and
spheroids.[271] However, as a wide-led QPI method, GLIM still
suers from “spatial cross-talk”, whereby scattered light from
neighboring points overlaps in the same eld of view.
This tremendous challenge is likely to generate new eorts in

the eld for the foreseeable future. While suppressing multiple
scattering to increase penetration depth is a problem applicable to
all optical techniques, label-free or otherwise, the separate access
to amplitude and phase specic to QPI, may provide the path to-
ward viable solutions. Along with new technology development,
we anticipate that improved physical models coupled with com-
putational algorithms will contribute towards suppressing or us-
ing multiple scattering for 3D tomography of thick objects. In
particular, deep learningmodels may augment the physics-based
descriptions for this purpose.

7.4.2. Phase Imaging with Computational Specicity (PICS)

Image to image translation based on deep learning has shown
enormous potential for converting computationally one form of
contrast into another.[57] Using label-free data as input, it has
been shown that specic uorescence or stain maps can be in-
ferred (Figures 12a-b).[57,272] While still in its infancy, phase imag-
ing with computational specicity (PICS)[272] has demonstrated
its value in identifying subcellular and tissue compartments with
high specicity but without the shortcomings associated with
the uorescence dyes. This approach virtually has an unlimited
range of potential applications, where toxic dyes are replaced
by harmless computational algorithms that can operate in real
time, without concerns about photobleaching. Because the data is
recorded via QPI instead of uorescence, which often yields weak
signals, the exposure and acquisition rate are signicantly better.
We envision that the ideal QPI device of the future will have its
seamless integration with uorescence and enable “learning” of
various chemical signatures automatically.

7.4.3. Improving Resolution of QPI Systems

Existing QPI systems are diraction limited, with a limited band-
width coverage that is typically dierent in the axial vs. transverse
direction. The resolution of amicroscope is limited by the numer-
ical aperture (NA) of the imaging optics. For a partially coherent
illumination, the transverse resolution can be expressed as[274]

r = 1.22
NAobj + NAcond


NAcond≤NAobj

(15)

where, NAobjis the NA of the objective lens and NAcond is the NA
of the illumination condenser lens.
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Figure 12. Current trends inQPI. a) Phase imaging with computational specicity (PICS)-To demonstrate time-lapse imaging and high-content screening
capabilities, authors seeded a multiwell with three distinct concentrations of SW cells (×20/0.8). These conditions were imaged over the course of a
week by acquiring mosaic tiles consisting of a 2.5 mm2 square area in each well using a ×20/0.8 objective. The machine learning classier, trained at
the nal time point after paraformaldehyde xation, is applied to the previously unseen sequence to yield a DiI and DAPI equivalent image. Interestingly,
the neural network was able to correctly reproduce the DiI stain on more elongated broblast-like cells, even though few such cells are present when the
training data was acquired (white arrows). Adapted with permission.[272] Copyright 2020, Springer Nature. b) Phase-stain for image-to-image translation-
PhaseStain-based virtual staining of label-free kidney tissue (Jones’ stain) and liver tissue (Masson’s Trichrome). Adapted with permission.[57] Copyright
2019, Springer Nature. c) Resolution enhancement through deep learning-Spatial frequency analysis for the diraction-limited system. Adapted with
permission.[273] Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.

Resolution enhancement for QPI has been a subject of current
research.[275] Resolution improvement utilizing partially coher-
ent illumination and high NA optics has been reported in litera-
ture for 3D refractive index distribution measurement.[271,276,277]

Oblique illumination can synthetically increase the NA of the
system and hence improve the resolution.[278] The resultant “syn-
thetic aperture” can thus capture higher frequencies associated
with the object thereby increasing the resolution.[96,279] Enhance-
ment in resolution by incrementingNA of the digital holographic
microscopy (DHM) system using 2D hexagonal phase grating
and recording holograms which are spatially multiplexed has
been reported as another potential candidate in superresolution
QPI.[280]

An important development is introduced in Ref. [279] where
quantitative phase information is retrieved with improved reso-
lution, directly from a set of intensity images by applying space
Kramers-Kronig relationship and synthetic aperture approach
using oblique illumination. This concept was also shown to be
applicable to the optical diraction tomography for estimating
the 3D refractive index distribution.[279] QPI techniques based on
Fourier ptychography[96] and intensity based diraction tomogra-
phy have also shown an increase in the resolution of 3D refractive

index distribution by using an LED array as a source of illumina-
tion followed by phase recovery through an algorithm utilizing
Born-approximation.[281] Another intensity based diraction to-
mography method using annular LED illumination has reported
gain in acquisition speed while maintaining near diraction-
limit spatial resolution in 3D.[282]

Resolution enhancement by structured illumination has been
another popular method reported in literature.[283] Here, sample
is illuminated with a structured light (for example, a sinusoidal
pattern) which can then shift the higher frequencies of the object
(which were originally outside the NA of the objective) into the
existing aperture of the imaging system, thereby increasing the
resolution.[284]

Phase deconvolution microscopy based on the principle of
deconvolution of through focus stack of images by experimen-
tal/theoreticalmodel of point spread function (PSF) has also been
shown to increase the resolution and signal to noise ratio (SNR)
in 3D QPI.[285,286]

Highly desirable goal in this area of research is thus to
achieve the denition of “superresolution”, which strictly refers
to diraction-unlimited resolution, as achieved in uorescence
microscopy via nonlinear light-sample interactions.[287]
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Figure 13. Importance of protein-protein interactions and their relationship to polarizability and mass. Counter-clockwise from top left: oligomerisation,
antibody-antigen interactions, protein stability, viral infection, protein synthesis, G-protein coupled receptor signalling.

Recent eorts have shown that, again, deep learning may hold
the potential for lling in the missing frequencies and extend the
frequency range to super-resolution domain (Figure 12c).[273] The
high signal to noisemeasurement of the complex eld inQPI can
increase the chances of this frequency extrapolation beyond what
is currently achieved with deconvolution methods. This form of
image-to-image translation, where the output consists of a super-
resolved version of the input, will benet from a new generation
of instruments combing QPI and one of the established uo-
rescence super resolution techniques, such a STED, PALM, or
STORM.

7.5. Conclusion

In this section we aimed to present a brief overview of the QPI
eld, its principles of operation and applications. While acknowl-
edging the incredible progress that QPI has experienced in recent
years, we also point out to three main challenges that we believe
to hold the key to the next wave of opportunities in the eld. It is
very likely that, with new advances in computational specicity,
thick tissue imaging, and resolution, QPI will be embraced by the
biomedical community at large.

8. The Present and Future of Scattering Microscopy
for Studying Biomolecular Mechanisms

(Emanuel Ptzner, Philipp Kukura)*

8.1. Status

Proteins are the fundamental building blocks of life, involved
in almost all biological processes. The underlying molecular
mechanisms invariably rely on interactions between proteins.

These interactions are analogous to chemical reactions, where
covalent bonds between atoms are formed or broken. They range
from simple protein-protein interactions, such as those between
antibodies and antigens, to more complex biochemical reactions
– like protein biosynthesis, G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR)
signalling, and virus-cell interactions (Figure 13). Revealing the
structural and dynamic aspects of these processes is key not only
to our understanding of biomolecular function and regulation,
but also to devise therapeutics for disease intervention[288] and
to the creation of novel bio-inspired materials and processes.[289]

Our ability to study biomolecules has been revolutionised
by the development of ever more powerful structural methods,
which have recently been complemented by AI-based structure
prediction.[290] However, our ability to observe and thus study
biomolecular mechanisms at themolecular level is much less ad-
vanced; insights into mechanisms are generally extracted from
a series of experiments involving biochemical and biophysi-
cal techniques, combined with structural information. Single
moleculemethods – predominantly based on singlemoleculeu-
orescence, atomic force microscopy or optical trapping – have
contributed signicantly to progress in this area. Nonetheless
dynamics, and the choreography of protein-protein interactions
that actually manifest the mechanisms of interest, remain di-
cult if not impossible to observe directly.
Label-free detection of single biomolecules by light scattering

is attractive for studying protein-protein interactions in a close-to-
native environment because of its universality, but has struggled
in both development and application due to the associated weak
signals. To overcome this limitation, early studies exploited
plasmonic amplication of the electromagnetic eld,[291,292] or
inelastic scattering.[293] More recently, elastic scattering has been
shown to enable singlemolecule sensitivity using both plasmonic
structures,[221,294,295] and Rayleigh scattering.[296–298] For inter-
ferometric detection of elastically scattered light, the resulting
signals are proportional to the polarizability i of the scatterer,
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Figure 14. Future challenges of light scattering-based microscopy. a) Detector improvement for lowering shot noise. b) Amplication of light scattering.
c) Prolonged, repeated observation. d) Larger eld of view for improved statistics. e) Improving measurement precision of individual molecules (#1, #2,
#3) by higher statistics per molecule. f) Passivated/activated surfaces for selective measurements. g) Image processing for improving image quality. h)
Classication algorithms or additional experimental information (uorescence, polarisation, etc.) to dierentiate otherwise indistinguishable particles.

which has been shown to correlate exceptionally well with its
molecular mass mi (Figure 13).

[299] As a result, interferometric
scattering data add critical – and universal – information about
molecular structure, composition and identity to a pure detection
modality.

8.2. Current Challenges and Required Advances

The key challenge associated with detecting and quantifying sin-
gle proteins and their complexes with elastically scattered light
arises from their small size (2–20 nm) and consequently minis-
cule scattering cross sections, and from their refractive indices
being similar to water. A typical 50 kDa protein will only scat-
ter a small number of photons in one ms, even at high incident
power densities of 1 MW cm–2. The weak scattering imposes a
hard limit on detection sensitivity and the precision achievable
when relying on scattered photon detection. Even if the challenge
of collecting sucient scattered photons ismet, however, specic
detection always has to be achieved on top of any background sig-
natures from spurious reections, sample inhomogeneities or
signals created by other scatterers. The required advances can
be coarsely summarised as a quest for more scattered light, ex-
tended detection time, improved statistics and additional infor-
mation beyond scattering alone.

8.2.1. More Light

Particle contrast can be amplied by either boosting the total
number of detected photons to reduce shot noise (Figure 14a)

or by increasing the number of scattered photons relative to a
reference eld (Figure 14b). Both can be achieved by higher in-
cident power densities, ultimately limited by the need to prevent
sample damage. An alternative approach involves conning the
incident light bymeans of total internal reection (TIR),[300] wave
guides,[298] or dielectric or plasmonic[221] nanostructures. The
connement can boost the local electriceld amplitude from two-
fold (TIR) to beyond 10-fold for plasmonic structures, although
it may be that such increases in local eld strength could dam-
age the sample and are subject to ultimately the same limitations
as far-eld approaches as they increase the local intensity experi-
enced by the analyte. At the same time, resonance enhancement
could result inmore signicant energy deposition – causing dam-
age at lower intensities.

8.2.2. More Time

Current approaches to detecting single proteins by light scatter-
ing rely largely on detecting individual proteins after binding to
a surface. Since the change in contrast is too small to be directly
detected, a ratiometric approach is employed: several frames be-
fore and after a landing event are separately averaged, and the two
resulting images are divided. Consequently, every protein is only
measured once. The precision of a contrast measurement of one
single protein could be signicantly improved if it could be per-
formed multiple times (Figure 14e), akin to eorts in charge de-
tection mass spectrometry.[301] Making multiple interferometric
scattering measurements requires that the molecule be mobile
and distinguishable from the background multiple times. One
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route to achieve this is to adsorb proteins to a solid supported
lipid bilayer on which they can diuse in 2D (Figure 14c),[302,303]

or through the use of nanouidics to achieve 3D trapping.

8.2.3. More Particles

The lack of specicity and temporal resolution for light
scattering-based detection limits the number of particles that can
be detected per unit time. One approach is to devise optical se-
tups with a larger eld of view (Figure 14d). Both longer and in-
creased sampling of individual molecules will improve the pre-
cision of the measurement, making it possible to distinguish be-
tween species of similar mass (Figure 14e). Alternatively, selec-
tive surfaces can help by allowing only one species in a complex
mixture to bind while rejecting others (Figure 14f). Enhanced
image processing algorithms, which have been successfully ap-
plied e.g. to transmission electron microscopy (TEM) data, could
help by improvingmeasurement precision through classication
rather than relying on independent, individual measurements
(Figure 14g).

8.2.4. More Information

The lack of specicity of elastically scattered light means that
particles landing at an interface are only distinguishable by
their scattering contrast. Combining scattering with uorescence
could help distinguish species in a complex mixture or add a
distance readout – through Förster resonance energy transfer.
Polarisation-resolved measurements could also add orientational
information while acquisition of scattering at multiple colors
could add specicity to the experiment (Figure 14h).

8.3. Conclusions

Light scattering microscopy has recently demonstrated its ma-
jor potential as a universally applicable approach for studying
biomolecular structure and dynamics. To date, themost powerful
implementations of this approach have been based on interfero-
metric scattering detection onmicroscope cover glass. Given that
there is now ample evidence that label-free detection and quan-
tication of single biomolecules in solution is not only possible,
but can deliver additional information about the species of inter-
est with high measurement precision, alternative approaches to
illumination, immobilization, and detection are likely to bring
about signicant improvements over the next decade. Central
to this success will be a genuine broadening of the research
base – away from a relatively small number of highly special-
ized approaches towards much broader eorts directed at the key
components involved in the measurement including and com-
bining: detection, illumination, data analysis, and very impor-
tantly – assays. Some of the most dramatic recent technologi-
cal advances for the life sciences have required such interdisci-
plinary, and concerted eorts – and similar approaches will be
required to realize the full potential of light scattering-based stud-
ies of biomolecules. A natural question to ask: where do these
improvements end, what are the ultimate limits and how will

we get there? There are two simple answers: one is incremen-
tal in all relevant aspects (detectors, light sources, sample prepa-
ration, data analysis). How powerful such an approach can be,
has been demonstrated by the dramatic improvements in cry-
oEM over the past decade. Alternatively, we could encounter a
step change – although it appears that this would necessarily
require some mechanism by which either the power density,
or the cross section would need to be dramatically enhanced.
In principle solutions to this problem exist, how applicable
they are for dynamic investigations of biomolecules remains the
question.

9. Coherent Brighteld Microscopy

(Yi-Teng Hsiao, Chia-Lung Hsieh)*

9.1. Introduction

Transmission brighteld microscopy is the earliest and arguably
the simplest conguration of optical microscopy. Because of its
simplicity and robustness, the brighteld microscopy has been
the workhorse for histopathology for over a century (e.g., Hema-
toxylin and Eosin (H&E) stained tissue samples).[304] Employing
the transmission geometry, the phase contrast microscopy and
Nomarski’s dierential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy
have become the standard tool for visualization of biologi-
cal cells.[305] The transmission geometry has also been widely
adopted in digital holographicmicroscopy and quantitative phase
imaging where the optical phase delay of the specimen is mea-
sured for reconstructing its organization.[247,306,307] Conventional
transmission microscopy employs incoherent light sources (e.g.,
incandescent/mercury lamp and LEDs) for illumination to avoid
the troubles of speckle. However, due to the low spatial coher-
ence, it is dicult to deliver the incoherent light to the sample at
a high intensity, which eventually restricts the detection sensitiv-
ity. White light illumination also experiences chromatic disper-
sion that often lowers the optical contrast of the image. Here, we
introduce a brighteld microscopy that is equipped with a highly
coherent laser for illumination, which is referred to as “coherent
brighteld (COBRI) microscopy”.[88]

9.2. COBRI Microscopy: Detecting Forward Scattering Light
Through Interference

The simplest form of COBRI microscopy is depicted in
Figure 15a where a condenser lens focuses a stationary laser
light onto the sample, and a microscope objective together with a
tube lens form a 4F system to record the transmitted image with
a digital camera. In this conguration, the illumination area has
a Gaussian prole whose size is determined by the numerical
aperture (NA) of the condenser lens. More uniform illumination
over a dened area can be achieved by rapid scanning of a fo-
cused beam where the NA of the condenser is increased by using
an objective and the beam scanning is performed by a two-axis
acousto-optic deector (AOD) (see Figure 15b).[88] Compared
with the conventional brighteld microscopy with white light
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Figure 15. Coherent brighteld (COBRI) microscopy. a) Schematic of the simplest conguration of COBRI microscopy with a stationary wideeld illu-
mination. b) Schematic of COBRI microscopy with beam-scanning unit and contrast-enhancement unit. c) COBRI images of a virus particle at dierent
axial positions, showing z-dependent COBRI contrast. Reproduced with permission.[88] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. d) Side-by-side
comparison of the COBRI (left) and iSCAT (right) images of a HeLa cell cultured on coverslip. The dashed lines mark the boundaries of the nucleus and
the cell body.

illumination, COBRI microscopy oers a higher image contrast
of biological cells and nanoparticles mainly because the chro-
matic dispersion is avoided.[88] Moreover, the laser illumination
of COBRI easily provides the local light intensity required for
ultrahigh speed image recording (e.g., an intensity of 10 μW
μm–2 at the sample for the acquisition rate 100 000 fps).[88]

The detected intensity of COBRI image is the superposition of
the forward scattered signal of the sample and the non-scattered
transmitted reference beam.

Idet = Et + Es2 = Et2 + Es2 + 2 Et Es cos  (16)

where Idet is the detected intensity; Et and Es are the optical
complex elds of the transmitted reference light and the for-
ward scattered light of the sample, respectively;  is the phase
dierence between Et and Es. When imaging a sub-diractional
object,  is a function the axial position of the sample relative
to the focus of microscope objective as the result of Gouy phase

shift, where both constructive ( = 0) and destructive ( = )
interference could occur (Figure 15c).[88] For small nanoparticles,
|Es| ≪ |Et| and the interference term is much greater than the
scattering intensity |Es|2. The interference also brings the detec-
tion into the shot-noise limited regime that is nearly immune
from the detector noise.[308] More discussion on the comparisons
between the interferometric and darkeld schemes can be found
in other reviews.[309,310] The COBRI contrast can be enhanced
by back-pupil function engineering via inserting a dot-shaped
attenuator at the Fourier plane of the sample that preferentially
reduces the reference beam intensity (Figure 15b).[311] With
contrast enhancement, single 10 nm AuNPs were successfully
visualized and their diusive motions are resolved with 10 nm
spatial precision at a frame rate of 1000 Hz.[311]

As a common-path image-based interferometry, the COBRI
microscopy shares many features with the interferometric
scattering (iSCAT) microscopy, and COBRI can be considered
as the transmission counterpart of iSCAT.[312] We point out that
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Figure 16. Ultrahigh-speed 3D tracking of a single vaccinia virus particle on the surface of a live cell by COBRI microscopy. a) COBRI image of single
vaccinia virus particles. b) Estimation and removal of cell background enables background-free imaging of the virus particle. c) Localization precision
of a single virus particle is better than 3 nm in 3D. d) Lateral diusion trajectory of a virus particle on the live cell plasma membrane, recorded at
100 000 fps. e) Reconstructed 3D trajectory of the virus particle. f) Highly transient (sub-millisecond) nano-connements of the virus particle detected
in the trajectory (highlighted in red). g) Representative trajectory segments of transient connements of the virus particle. Adapted with permission.[88]

Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.

the relatively weak intensity of the reference beam in iSCAT
microscopy (typically served by the reection at the interface
of supporting coverglass and the aqueous medium) readily en-
hances the optical contrast for detection. While the transmitted
reference beam is inherently strong in COBRI, by corresponding
back-pupil function engineering that attenuates the transmitted
reference beam, it has been shown that COBRI microscopy
oers the identical detection sensitivity as iSCAT under the
same amount of illumination intensity.[311]

The key dierence between COBRI and iSCAT microscopy
relies on the choice of signal for detection: forward scattering
in COBRI and backscattering/reection in iSCAT. Although the
detection geometry has little eect on single-particle imaging, it
results in considerable dierences when imaging biological cells.
Figure 15d displays the COBRI and iSCAT images of a biological
cell. Note that the detection sensitivity of COBRI and iSCAT
are matched intentionally by adopting the suitable back-pupil
function engineering in COBRI. Comparing these two images
in Figure 15d, it is clear to see that the iSCAT image contains
the interference rings that are absent in the COBRI image. This
is because the cell surface membrane is reective and its height
is spatially varying, giving an additional heterogeneous inter-
ference pattern.[313,314] This membrane reection has also been
observed in the early works of interference reection microscopy
(IRM) and reection contrast microscopy (RCM),[315–317] which
can be considered as the iSCAT microscopy with low-coherence
light illuminations. The iSCAT signal of the live cell plasma
membrane can be highly dynamic due to the spatial uctuation
of the membrane. The strong and dynamic signal of the cell
membrane may complicate the imaging of other objects in
the cellular environment, e.g., tracking articial and biological
nanoparticles. In contrast, the cell membrane is transparent in
transmission and has negligible eect on the COBRI imaging
of biological cells. Therefore, the live cell imaging is expected
to be easier by COBRI microscopy in transmission (except

for measuring the membrane morphology where the iSCAT
microscopy in reection is clearly more suitable).

9.3. Imaging and Tracking Single Nanoparticles by
Ultrahigh-Speed COBRI Microscopy

The COBRI microscopy without contrast enhancement readily
enables direct visualization of biological nanoparticles with a di-
ameter > 150 nm in diameter.[88] Under COBRI, single vaccinia
virus particles (≈250 nm) and native intracellular vesicles can be
clearly visualized (Figure 16a). The biological nanoparticles con-
stantly move in the live cells, which undergoes the diusive mo-
tion driven by thermaluctuation and the directional active trans-
portation. By using a high-speed CMOS camera as the detector,
the movement of single particles can be captured with microsec-
ond time resolution (105–106 frames per second). The position
of the nanoparticle can be determined via single-particle local-
ization by tting its image with a point-spread function (PSF)
function.[318,319] Besides the scattering signal of the bionanopar-
ticles of interest, COBRI also records the scattering from other
cell structures that appears as a spatially heterogeneous back-
ground. This nonspecic scattering background complicates the
direct visualization of the particle and lowers the precision of par-
ticle localization, posing a general challenge in detection and lo-
calization of particles by scattering-based microscopy.[318,320] An
eective remedy for the nonspecic background is to measure
the background separately and remove it from the raw image by
image post-processing. In the case of tracking nanoparticles in bi-
ological cells, the particle is often much more dynamic than the
large biological cell structures, so the moving particle signal can
be distinguished from the relatively static cell background based
on their dierent temporal characteristics. A common strategy
for background estimation is to calculate a temporal averaged im-
age of a video that is recorded at a high speed (Figure 16b).[88,320]
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More eective background estimation can be achieved by exploit-
ing the a priori knowledge of the PSF.[318] With proper back-
ground removal and signal calibration, single virus particles and
cell vesicles can be tracked with a spatial precision of a few
nanometers in 3D (Figure 16c).[88,321] The strategies of fast in-
terference image recording and processing are generally applica-
ble to iSCAT imaging in reection. The high-speed and accurate
single-particle tracking by iSCAT has been demonstrated in live
cell environments.[319]

Figure 16d displays the trajectory of a single vaccinia virus par-
ticle on the plasma membrane of a live cell, recorded at 100 000
fps with 3 nm spatial precision. The data show that the virus par-
ticle diuses rapidly on the surface of the cell. The 3D reconstruc-
tion of the diusion trajectory represents the morphology of the
cell surface (Figure 16e). Interestingly, the ultrahigh spatiotem-
poral resolution captures the highly transient (sub-millisecond)
connements of the virus particle at the nano-sized zones, pre-
sumably as the result of interactions between the virus and the
membrane receptors (Figure 16f,g). The detection of these short-
lived events occurring at the nanoscale requires exquisite sen-
sitivity, stable signal, and high spatial and temporal resolutions
simultaneously, which are supported simultaneously by the inter-
ference scattering imaging of COBRI microscopy. Using similar
methods, the native intracellular vesicles can be visualized and
their bidirectional motions are resolved with microsecond time
resolution and nanometer spatial precision.[321]

9.4. Future Perspectives

The common-path image-based interferometry, e.g., iS-
CAT/COBRI microscopy, exhibits excellent stability that enables
sensitive detection, visualization, and tracking of very small,
nano-sized particles. The reliable scattering signal facilitates
ultrahigh-speed measurements that has been challenging for
the uorescence-based techniques due to the photobleach-
ing eect.[322,323] One of the applications is to study single-
molecule dynamics by using gold nanoparticles as the scattering
nanoprobes of the molecules.[310,324,325] It has been shown that
with proper labeling, the nanoparticle introduces no artifacts
to the membrane molecule, and thus the single-molecule dif-
fusion can be resolved at the unprecedented spatiotemporal
regimes.[319,324] Using metallic nanoparticles as imaging probes
has the advantages of plasmon-enhanced optical cross sections,
which facilitates simultaneous scattering- and absorption-based
photothermal imaging that is useful for discriminating the
particle signal from the biological background.[326,327]

The high sensitivity of iSCAT/COBRI microscopy readily sup-
ports immense applications of bioimaging beyond tracking sin-
gle nanoparticles. Indeed, the recent label-free phase imaging
have resolved various cell organelles with high resolutions.[328]

In principle, with a higher sensitivity, iSCAT/COBRI microscopy
could detect more nanoscopic objects in the cell. The critical is-
sue is the signal-to-background ratio because the complex biolog-
ical environment is expected to create considerable nonspecic
background. It is recently shown that the signal-to-background
ratio can be improved by exploiting the rich temporal informa-
tion encoded in a dynamic measurement.[329] Machine learning
has been used to establish the complex relationships between the

interference images of a biological sample and the distributions
of specic molecules of interest.[181,182,330] The combination of
iSCAT/COBRI imaging and machine learning-assisted data pro-
cessing would provide the opportunity for label-free, high-speed,
long-term, multiplex bioimaging.
We foresee that iSCAT/COBRImicroscopy will enable exciting

label-free imaging of biological cells. Because the cells have small
structures compared to the optical wavelength, there is a need
to improve the spatial resolution of scattering-based interference
microscopy. There have been a few demonstrations of resolution
enhancement by phase-sensitive interference microscopy.[331,332]

The general concept is to record the high spatial frequency signal
by sequential oblique illuminations. Similar strategies can be ex-
ploited to improve the spatial resolution of iSCAT/COBRI micro-
scopes. In addition, the spatial resolution can be improved by dig-
ital deconvolution.[95] We anticipate that the quantitative ampli-
tude and phase retrieval by iSCAT/COBRI will soon become rou-
tine, making them the highly sensitive quantitative phase imag-
ing (QPI)modalities.With theQPI by iSCAT/COBRImicroscopy,
the deconvolution can be exploited to enhance the spatial resolu-
tion, potentially reaching the super-resolution regime.

10. Plasmon-Enhanced Optical Ptychography and
Phase Imaging

(Brian Abbey*)

10.1. Introduction

The recovery of phase information from measurements of the
diracted intensity or ux of a waveeld is the basis for many
types of phase contrast imaging. These techniques generally
do not necessitate any staining or labeling of the sample and
involve the computational reconstruction of quantitative phase
information.[333,334] Of the numerous types of label-free coherent
imaging methods that have emerged, ptychography has proved
to be one of the most successful. Originally developed in the
context of Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM),
ptychography has already had a signicant impact for X-ray,[335]

electron,[336] as well as optical microscopy.[337–339]

The original concept for the ptychographicmethod is generally
credited toWalterHoppe, who published a series of papers on the
topic in the late 1960’s and early 70’s.[340] Hoppe’s idea was to col-
lect a dataset comprisingmultiple diraction patterns, formed by
laterally translating the sample with respect to a nite illumina-
tion in discreet overlapping steps. The diraction data then con-
stitutes a convolution of the sample with itself, and the localized
illumination function which is common to all datasets. This con-
volution or ‘folding’ of the diraction data gave rise to the name
ptychography, rst used by Hegerl and Hoppe in 1972, where
‘ptycho’ comes from the Greek word ‘to fold’ (“휏휐”).[341] The
lateral shifting of the position of the illumination with respect
to the real-space position of the sample, has the rather profound
eect of creating a phase ramp in reciprocal-space. Provided the
relative location of each of the measurement points can be deter-
mined, the phase relationship between the diraction patterns
can be uniquely determined.
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Figure 17. Experimental setups and mechanism for interferometric plasmonic microscopy (a–e) and plasmon-enhanced ptychography (f–g). a)
Schematic showing the interferometric plasmonic microscopy (iPM) setup. b) iPM real-space image showing a 40 nm Ag nanoparticle and c) in re-
ciprocal space. e) Diagram showing incident angle (i) and resonance angle (SPR). Inc (incident beam); Obj (objective); BFP (back-focal-plane); LR
(leakage radiation); Ref (reective beam); TL (tube lenses). Reproduced with permission.[349] Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. f) Experimen-
tal set-up for PE-ptychography. g) Schematic of the evanescent electromagnetic eld generated by SPPs. EM, electromagnetic; TM, transverse magnetic;
TE, transverse electric. Reproduced with permission.[87] Copyright 2021 Springer Nature.

Unlike most optical microscopy techniques, the spatial resolu-
tion of ptychography is not limited by the properties of any im-
age forming lenses that may be used. Instead, the spatial reso-
lution of ptychography is determined by the Numerical Aperture
(NA) subtended by the square of the modulus of the waveeld
(intensity) measured at the detector plane. This means a high-
resolution image can be reconstructed using low NA lenses[96] or
even using no optics at all.
It has also been reported that by exploiting the high degree

of data ‘redundancy’ in ptychography or via combination with
aperture scanning it is possible to obtain a ‘super-resolution’ im-
age beyond the diraction limit.[86] There are three mechanisms
applicable to ptychography which contribute to improving the
spatial resolution beyond the numerical aperture of the detected
diraction signal. First the “synthetic aperture” eect in which
data is collected from the specimen using a plane wave incident
at dierent angles.[342] Data from this dierent range of scatter-
ing angles can be combined to form a larger “synthetic” dirac-
tion pattern on the detector which can be inverted to form a
super-resolved image. Second, “analytic continuation” in which
the measured diraction signal is treated as the convolution of
the spatial frequency spectrum of the specimen convolved with
the Fourier Transform of the exit pupil of the optical system aper-
tured by the detector.[343] Convolution ensures that the recorded
diraction data contains information from the specimen’s entire

frequency spectrum enabling extrapolation of the diraction pat-
terns beyond themeasured data. Finally, ‘dithering’: sub-pixel lat-
eral shifting of the specimen by a non-integer number of pixels
can also contribute to an enhanced resolution (although this may
be more accurately described as de-aliasing as opposed to super-
resolution).[344] Achieving super-resolution in ptychography de-
pends on successfully exploiting one or more of these eects.
Another advantage aorded by optical ptychography is contrast.
The ability to generate label-free, high-contrast, quantitative am-
plitude and phase information is attractive for bioimaging. A key
feature dierentiating ptychography from other phase contrast
techniques is that the complex probe function is typically com-
putationally recovered in a simultaneous operation along with
the sample refractive index.[345] This avoids errors which can be
introduced via an imperfect knowledge or measurement of the
incident illumination and provides a reference against which the
quantiative optical properties of the sample can be retrieved.
Recently there has been signicant interest in further im-

proving the sensitivity of optical phase microscopy by exploiting
plasmonic nanostructures.[346] The combination of phase
imaging and plasmon-enhanced sensing has the potential to
deliver exceptional sensitivity for weakly interacting specimens.
Phase imaging setups incorporating plasmon-enhancement
include interferometry (Figure 17A-E),[347] holography,[348] Dif-
ferential Interference Contrast (DIC),[349] and ptychography
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Figure 18. Plasmon-enhanced images of ocular nerve tissue and simulated amplitude and phase contrast predicted for dierent thicknesses of carbon.
a) Ptychography without plasmon enhancement and b) PE-ptychography. The graphs represent line outs through the same 70 nm thick edge feature on
the histological tissue section, with signicantly enhanced contrast observed in both the amplitude and phase when using PE-ptychography. Note that
the spatial resolution for both ptychography and PE-ptychography, based on lineouts of the edge of the tissue, are equal to 719 nm ± 5 nm ( = 660
nm). The two vertical lines indicate the two dierent wavelengths () at which ptychography data was collected during the experiment. c) Amplitude and
d) phase variation as a function of wavelength without the plasmonic device, e) amplitude and f) phase variation as a function of wavelength with the
plasmonic device in place for four dierent carbon thicknesses indicated in the top right-hand corner of c). Reproduced with permission.[87] Copyright
2021 Springer Nature.

(Figure 17F-G).[87] Analysis of coherent scattering has also been
used as a means of visualising the complex optical plasmon
elds generated by metallic nanostructures using near-eld
scanning microscopy. For example, Hillenbrand et al. were
able to directly image the phase and amplitude associated with
resonantly induced plasmon oscillation to a spatial resolution
of 30 nm using a carbon nanotube as the optical probe.[333] In
the case of Plasmon-Enhanced ptychography (PE-ptychography)
enhancement of both the amplitude and phase for histological
tissue sections was demonstrated (Figure 18a-b). Typically,
the variation of amplitude and phase for biological samples is
quite linear over the visible range. However, the introduction
of plasmon-mediated near-eld interactions induces signicant
and often contrasting variations in the complex Refractive Index
(RI) as a function of wavelength (Figure 18c-f).

10.2. Current Status and Future Prospects

The incorporation of nanostructures into phase imaging has
already been shown to deliver superior performance in terms of
contrast. However, for most plasmon-enhanced phase imaging,
sub-diraction limited super-resolution has yet to be clearly
demonstrated. In the case of polarization-controlled holographic
imaging of nanoantennas[348] the authors resolve the amplitude
signal arising from individual nanoantenna’s to a peak width
of approximately 0.3 μm. This was using a source comprising
a tungsten-halogen lamp ltered to produce a central wave-
length of 600 nm with a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM)
of 50 nm. Other proposals for achieving super-resolution,
plasmon-enhanced phase imaging include the recovery of the
high frequency components of the scattered signal beyond
the NA of the imaging system, which are modulated by sur-
face plasmons.[349] This is possible using a variety of dierent

image reconstruction techniques including synthetic aperture
microscopy[347] and ptychography.[86]

To date, super-resolution using PE-ptychography has yet to
be experimentally demonstrated whilst other the label-free ap-
proaches have thus far only achieved relatively modest (up to
25%) improvement in spatial resolution beyond the diraction
limit.[348,349] However, these ideas are still relatively new and have
not yet had time to fully realize their potential for label-free,
super-resolution bioimaging. Other more practical issues to con-
sider are ease of use and cost of fabrication. For instance, some
of the methods proposed for plasmon-enhanced phase imaging
involve complex aperiodic patterning or expertise in image re-
construction and analysis. These issues, in the long term, may
prove challenging for the wide adoption of these techniques by
the optical microscopy community.

10.3. Next Steps in Development

The advantages of using plasmonics in terms of sensitivity are
further augmented by access to quantitative phase information.
Critically, this information can help to improve specicity to
dierent types of analytes or cells which is a key feature re-
quired for diagnostic applications. Very few (if any) of these
concepts, however, have progressed to the point at which they
could be applied within a clinical setting although they have
shown potential for signicantly improving the sensitivity and
resolution of conventional phase imaging. A key feature of these
techniques is that the interaction between surface plasmons and
biological specimens fundamentally alters the complex sample
Exit Surface Wave (ESW). This creates challenges for quantita-
tively interpreting the reconstructed phase in terms of the local
properties of biological samples (e.g. dry density and dry mass
of cells). Whereas extracting useful biological information from
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Figure 19. Schematic illustration of the machine learning framework. Reproduced with permission.[353] Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.

conventional quantitative phase contrast measurements is com-
paratively straightforward, cautionmust be appliedwhenmaking
the same types of claims in relation to plasmon-enhanced phase
imaging. The RI information measured using these approaches
is the result of amodication of the plasmon-resonance structure
generated by the active nanostructures and the local complex
dielectric constant of the sample. The latter is often spatially
varying on length scales which may be comparable to the spatial
resolution of the measurement or even the to the size of the
plasmonically active nanostructures themselves. Deconvolution
of the sample properties from the near-eld response of the
plasmonic device will require signicant work to understand
and model the properties of both the device and sample. In the
case of biological cells and tissues it is not yet clear whether it is
even feasible to be able to replicate the complexity and local het-
erogeneity of such samples in simulation. Although, there have
been attempts in the literature to construct such models which
may potentially be used to represent the ‘average’ properties of
the sample.[350] Hence, signicant research is required to enable
plasmon-enhanced phase imaging to achieve comparable levels
of quantitative reliability in terms of bioimaging as conventional
phase contrast microscopy techniques such as interferometry or
holography.
Whilst label-free plasmon-enhanced phase imaging oer

many opportunities in terms of exibility, applicability, and
ease-of-use, there is considerable scope to improve specicity
still further. This is particularly true in applications where
label-free bioimaging is being developed as a potential adjunct
or even alternative to molecular labeling. An obvious next step
to improving specicity is to combine plasmon-enhanced phase
contrast microscopy with hyperspectral imaging techniques.
Since the variation in the complex RI of plasmonic devices is

typically highly non-linear with wavelength (Figure 18c-f), dif-
ferent sample components have vastly dierent optical contrast
properties depending on the incident wavelength. Hence, merg-
ing these two approaches could deliver exceptional performance
in dierentiating (sub-)cellular components and distinguishing
them from the surrounding host environment.
However, the generation of large spatially and spectrally re-

solved datasets creates new challenges in terms of analysis. Deep
learning has already been demonstrated as a potential tool for
optimizing the design and predicting the output of plasmonic
nanostructures.[351] It has also been proposed as a technique for
analyzing the plasmonic resonance output of these devices.[352]

Deep-learning algorithms have already been applied successfully
for a variety of biosensing and bioimaging applications. For ex-
ample, a machine learning approach was recently used to op-
timize the design and fabrication of plasmonic nanostructures
for mobile broadband RI sensing (Figure 19).[353] Given the com-
plexity and volume of data that could be generated by plasmon-
enhanced phase imaging of biological specimens the application
of machine learning algorithms could revolutionize the analysis
of label-free plasmon-resonance data. It may enable the extrac-
tion and generation of multiplexed images from a single dataset
and could even be used to generate a ‘ngerprint’ or ‘barcode’
for certain classes of cell or disease state 399] Whilst the im-
plementation and integration of deep learning approaches into
plasmon-enhanced bioimaging is currently technically feasible,
caution must be applied based on the very limited (or in many
cases non-existent) availability of high-quality training data. For
example, although it appears feasible to train a neural network
to quantitatively analyze PE-ptychography data using a combina-
tion of plasmon-resonance data plus high-quality simulations, at
the time of writing, such ideas have yet to be explored.
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10.4. Conclusions

The addition of quantitative phase information to plasmonic mi-
croscopy opens up many new and exciting avenues of research
for label-free bioimaging. In terms of ‘real-world’ biological sam-
ples, however, most of the published techniques are still in the
early stages of development. As new approaches to large-scale,
high-quality nanofabrication become increasingly accessible[354]

plasmonic devices are expected to become increasingly common
in bioimaging. Exploiting the specic interaction of the local sam-
ple dielectric constant with plasmonic nanostructures in com-
bination with phase imaging could add a much higher degree
of specicity, facilitating multiplexed imaging and enabling spe-
cic (sub-) cellular features to be highlighted. As larger, higher-
quality datasets become available there are also opportunities
to exploit deep learning approaches which oer the promise of
maximizing the amount of information that can be extracted
from plasmon-enhanced phase imaging data. In terms of achiev-
ing super-resolution, several of the techniques discussed have
already achieved spatial resolutions just beyond the diraction
limit. In the case of plasmon-enhanced ptychography, there are
several possible pathways to super-resolution although the recon-
struction of higher order plasmon-mediated diraction data, be-
yond the numerical aperture, is likely themost promising avenue
for future development.

11. Circular Intensity Dierential Scattering
Microscopy

(Alberto Diaspro*, Aymeric LeGratiet, Paolo Bianchini)
(Dedicated to the memory of Ignacio Tinoco Jr. (1930-2016) and

Gary C. Salzman (1942-2020)).

11.1. Introduction

The transition of optical microscopy to optical nanoscopy allows
to super-resolve the position of objects and, more interestingly,
of biological molecules to a spatial resolution better than the one
imposed by the wavelength of light. It is not related to violating
physical laws but of implementing the smart concepts analyzed
by Toraldo di Francia and Luksosz,[355] namely: adding informa-
tion to the light detection process and reducing the eld of view.
The coupling with uorescence labeling of the object to be vi-

sualized permits to spatially resolve details of intricate extended
cellular substructures. Recently, technological advances in sens-
ing photons allowed to extend the capabilities in the temporal do-
main adding spectroscopic uorescence features, including life-
time and polarization.[356] However, uorescence realized by spe-
cic labeling as a contrast mechanism has shown some limita-
tions also when boosted by the nanoscale performances. Among
them, single molecule imaging poses a problem related to pos-
sible eects on crowding in terms of re-organization of impor-
tant biological macromolecules like chromatin in the cell[357] nu-
cleus and their labeling, as also reported by means of a correla-
tive approach.[358] In this scenario, methods that use a label-free
approach as a contrast mechanism go beyond the trend to be-
come highly relevant for studying structure and function rela-

tionships in biological systems.[149] This fact also has a consid-
erable impact on the development of new diagnostic instrumen-
tation in medicine like those using polarization as mechanism
of contrast.[359,360] It is a fact that the variety of advanced Stokes-
Mueller approaches and the growing aptitude for multimodal in-
formation gathering combined with articial intelligence can be
an additional strength for applications in biomedical and clinical
research.[361]

Circular Intensity Dierential Scattering (CIDS) is a label-free
optical biophysical method originated as a dierential measure-
ment of the circular right and left polarized light scattered by a
specimen outside the absorption bands instead of considering its
dierential absorption as in the case of circular dichroism. CIDS
can be also seen as one of the 16 elements of the Mueller matrix
used to generate multiparameter label-free optical images in mi-
croscopy. This approach was proven to be a gold standard label-
free technique to study the molecular conformation of important
biological macromolecules like chromatin and to enable rapid
identication of a variety of viruses of clinical signicance. In
early works, it was demonstrated the potential of studying long-
range chiral organization on a scale down to 1/10th–1/20th of the
illumination wavelength. This hands the approach to label-free
nanoscale optical microscopy. In this review, we discuss methods
and technologies used for measuring this signal coming from
complex macro-molecules ordering.

11.2. Circular Intensity Dierential Scattering (CIDS)

CIDS microscopy has its foundation in the development of the
theory of dierential imaging as extension of the experiments
carried out on the interaction of circularly polarized with struc-
tures whose size is arbitrary with respect to the wavelength of the
illumination.[362]

More specically, the circularly polarized light was used to
study biological macromolecules, large oriented biological he-
lices, in terms of circular dichroism, CD.[363] Circular dichro-
ism is the dierence in the extinction coecient of matter im-
pinged by left and right circularly polarized radiation. When in-
vestigating specimens containing large biomolecular motifs, CD
signals produced an unexpected signature outside the absorption
bands.[364] This signature was proven to be due to dierential
scattering cross section.[362] The spatial distribution of the angu-
lar scattered light which considers the preferential scattering of
left and right circularly polarized illumination by the specimen
at a given direction is dened as:

CIDS () =
Il () − Ir ()
Il () + Ir ()

(17)

where Il,r are the detected intensities for the left and right
circular polarization states at a certain scattering angle (),
respectively.[362] A paradigmatic example was early given by CIDS
measurements of a suspension of the helical sperm head of the
Mediterranean octopus Eledone cirrhosa.[365] Its left-handed helix
approximately 43 μm long, with a pitch and radius of 1 μm and
0.65 μm, respectively, demonstrated the availability of strong sig-
nals in the wavelength regions above 300 nm outside the absorp-
tion bands of the nucleic acid acids and proteins components
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of the sperm head.[366] Theoretical analysis of the optical mod-
els have shown that CIDS signatures are most sensitive to the
helical parameters.[89,362,367,368] Both theory and experiments lead
to the observation that the dierential scattering cross section is
a function of higher chiral order of important biopolymers like
chromatin-DNA.

11.3. Discussion

The CIDS signature was initially measured on solutions demon-
strating the ability of discriminating viral[369] and bacterial[370]

species opening an interesting window of medical applications.
Moreover, the results obtained on isolated chromatin in solu-
tion at dierent level of organization,[371] induced by modulat-
ing the salt concentration, pointed out to the charming possi-
bility of monitoring chromatin compartmentalization in the cell
nucleus.[372]

The development of a microscope was pushed by the availabil-
ity of the photo elasticmodulator, as device to control polarization
states of the illumination and of the detected photons.[373] The
CIDS signal is also part of a multiparameter analysis that can be
done using theMuellermatrix approach. In this approach,modu-
lating four states of polarization one can produce sixteen data set
that can be transformed in label-free images when implemented
in the optical pathway of an optical microscope.[373]

To take advantage of a beam scanning architecture, a fast gen-
eration of the polarization states to obtain a good signal-to-noise
ratio at the pixel-dwell time rate, typically in the μs range, one can
also exploit the simultaneous emission of orthogonal polariza-
tion states from a Zeeman eect laser providing alternate polar-
ization states without the need for further active components.[374]

At the very same time allowing compactness and simplicity of
construction that are key elements for a more eective dissem-
ination of label-free techniques and their use in biology and
medicine. Another step to facilitate the interpretation of the mul-
tiple parameter data encoded in the polarization-based signals is
given by the combination of Mueller matrix microscopy with the
phasor approach.[375] The fullmatrix is converted into four Stokes
vector[376] images and then a Fourier transform algorithm is ap-
plied to each of these images.[377]

Figure 20a shows an eective implementation of a multipa-
rameter CIDS microscope also endowed of uorescence capa-
bilities. The illumination is implemented using a Ti-Sapphire
microscope able to prime two-photon excitation uorescence
and at the very same time to generate a CIDS signal using a pho-
toelastic modulator operating at the operating frequency 휔 and a
lock-in amplier selecting the 1st and 2nd harmonic signals at 휔
and 2휔. These signals plus the DC signal allow to extract Mueller
matrix elements intensities including CIDS, the 4th element of
the 1st row of thematrix.[372,373] In case of a viral sample, for exam-
ple the coronavirus sars-cov2 as sketched in Figure 20b, one can
predict a potential in discriminating among spherical droplets
containing spherical particles endowed of spikes.[376] This is in
tune with the rapid microbial detection early demonstrated on
u viruses and other infections.[369] The phasor representation
can be used to allow medical doctors and clinicians to visualize
the possible presence of a classied population in a friendly and

eective way.[378] Figure 20c shows an example based on a pop-
ulation classication. Figure 20d shows the label-free ability of
detecting a dierent compaction of chromatin in the cell nucleus
using “classical” uorescence DNA signature as benchmark.[372]

11.4. Conclusion

Studies of nuclear architecture reveal that the dynamic proper-
ties of nucleic acids and proteins in the nucleus are critical for
their function. In the case of labeling with uorescent molecules
of dierent sizes, despite the essential spectroscopic and mor-
phological information that one can collect at an unprecedently
available temporal and spatial resolution, one has two aspects
that are worth to be considered, namely: 1) the crowded condition
of high-density biopolymers increases producing an expected
eect in terms of mobility and organization; 2) not always one
can uorescently label a sample, especially within a clinical
perspective. CIDS can sense the conformation of biological
macromolecules and identication of viruses of clinical signif-
icance at the nanoscale oering a map that is comparable to
the one built using super resolved localization of uorescent
tags. The coupling with articial intelligence algorithms and
super-resolved uorescence microscopy approaches oers the
chance of performing an interesting training of supervised
machine learning programs towards the transformation of label
free images into super resolved ones, for example using a CNN
(Convolutional Neural Network) operating on CIDS and uores-
cence maps stemming from the very same sample.[182,379] Since
CIDS and other polarization related parameters demonstrated
the ability to provide information related to the molecular level,
one can predict that polarization-based contrast mechanisms will
soon play an important role in cell and molecular biophysics.
Moreover, CIDS applications range from those instruments
using synchrotron radiation and ordinary sources[366] from virus
identication to organizational motifs of chromatin in the cell
nucleus allowing to access structural information from atoms to
surfaces, from single cells to tissues and organs in a label-free
way.[380] Other elements of theMueller matrix oer the very same
chance of CIDS pending a model establishing the relationship
between label-free and uorescence imaging.[89,368,371,372]

12. Super-Resolved O-Axis Holographic
Multiplexing

(Natan T. Shaked*)

12.1. Status

Super-resolved quantitative imaging of rapid dynamic biological
processes with ne spatial details and without labeling is of
interest for many medical, biological, and biophysical studies.
Holographic imaging uses interference to acquire the complex
wave front of a sample, containing both its amplitude and quan-
titative phase proles, where the latter represents the structure
of the sample. In transmission imaging mode, the quantitative
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Figure 20. a) Block diagram of the CIDS scanning microscope. The red and green arrows correspond to the transmitted polarimetric and to the reected
uorescence path, respectively.[372] b) An example of theoretical results about the presence of a spike-virus in a spherical droplet with size comparable to
sars-cov2.[376] c) Use of the Phasor analysis to distinguish species on the basis of CIDS signature[378]; d) Normalized CIDS (blu) image of an isolatedHEK
nucleus after extraction compared with uorescence intensity (green) signature based on DNA labeling.[372] Labels: Ti:Sa: Titanium-Sapphire coherent
laser source tuned at 740 nm to prime both CIDS and two-photon excitation uorescence. SU: Scanning Unit. PEM: Photoelastic Modulator at 50 kHz
resonant frequency. Obj1: Microscope objective to image the sample. Obj2: Microscope objective used as a condenser to collect the transmitted light.
GT: Glan-Taylor prism. APD1 and APD2: Avalanche Photodiode for + 45° and −45° polarization detection after the GT. LA: Lock-in Ampliers. LA#1 and
LA#2: input channels of the LA, locked at 50 kHz from the reference signal of the PEM. The two APDs are both connected to each channel of the LA and
also directly to the control unit. The terms “I +” and “I −” are the detected intensities + 45°and −45° polarization projections after the GT, respectively.
Insets modied from Ref. [372, 376, 378]

phase is proportional to the optical path delay of the sample,
which is equal to the product of the sample thickness and its
refractive index, enabling visualization of mostly transparent
biological samples, which have only small absorption, such
as biological cells in vitro, in a meaningful contrast without
using cell labeling. Holography is diraction limited, as many
other optical imaging techniques, and various techniques of
super-resolution can be integrated with holographic imaging,
thus gaining not only amplitude super-resolution, but also
label-free quantitative-phase super-resolution. Generally, there
are two main approaches to holographic wave-front acquisition.
In on-axis holography,[381] the two beams interfere with no angle
between them, which causes mixing of the sample and reference
beam intensities with the complex wave front of the sample.
Therefore, this approach requires acquisition of three or four
phase-shifted holograms of the same sample instance in order
to isolate the sample complex wave from the unwanted waves. If
these holograms are acquired sequentially, at dierent times, fast
dynamic processes cannot be recorded. If these holograms are
acquired together, three or four camera planes are needed, requir-
ing extended sensor sizes with slower frame rates, and causing

registration problems between the dierent camera planes.
Alternatively, parallel on-axis holography can be implemented by
more complicated camera setups such as using pixel division.[382]

O-axis holography[383] captures the complex wave front of
the sample within a single camera exposure, which is highly rel-
evant for quantitatively acquiring dynamic samples. This is done
by inducing a small angle between the sample and reference
beams creating the interference pattern of the hologram. This
single-exposure mode is possible since in the spatial-frequency
domain, there is a full separation between the auto-correlation
(DC) terms, or the sample and reference beam intensities, and
each of the cross-correlation (CC) terms, each of which contains
the complex wave front of the sample. This spatial-frequency
separation typically occurs across a single axis, which allows
compressing additional information across the other axes
as well. This can be done by optical multiplexing of several
holograms with dierent interference fringe orientations into
a single multiplexed hologram, acquired in a single camera
exposure, and full reconstruction of the complex wave fronts
encoded. Each of these complex wave fronts can contain ad-
ditional information from the imaged sample, meaning that
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Figure 21. Principles of label-free quantitative imaging with super-resolution by o-axis holography. a) Regular o-axis holography. b) Multiplexing two
wave fronts into a single hologram. c) Multiplexing six wave fronts into a single hologram.

multiplexing allows recoding more information with the same
number of camera pixels. This is highly benecial for highly
dynamic samples that need to be recorded without multiple
camera exposures. The multiple wave-front information multi-
plexed into the hologram can be used to obtain super-resolution
by illuminating the sample from dierent angles and building
a synthetic aperture that is larger than the one provided by the
optical system. Thus, although the microscope objective can
pass only limited spatial-frequency content of the sample due to
a limited numerical aperture, passing simultaneously dierent
angular perspectives of the sample though the microscope ob-
jective, each of them encodes dierent spatial-frequency content
of the sample, can be used to reconstruct a larger synthetic
aperture, eventually achieving a super-resolved reconstructed
wave front. Holographic multiplexing is the mechanism that
enables separation of the dierent spatial-frequency contents
from the simultaneous angular channels, allowing the correct
reconstruction of the super-resolved wave front of the sample.
Early implementations of simultaneous super-resolution by

synthetic aperture by multiplexed holography used ultrasonic
light diractor to generate small diraction angles, hence ob-
tained a low synthetic aperture.[384] Later on, Leith et al.[385]

used a spatially incoherent source and diraction gratings to ob-
tain simultaneous super-resolution holographic imaging across
a single dimension. Mico et al.[386] used a vertical-cavity surface-
emitting laser (VCSEL) array to constitute individually coher-
ent sources that are mutually incoherent, so that each tilted
beam provided a separate spatial-frequency content of the sam-
ple and interfered with the coinciding reference beam in one-
dimensional holographic multiplexing geometry.

Figure 21 presents the o-axis holography process and how
it can be used to obtain super-resolution by simultaneously cap-
turing an increased synthetic aperture, which is larger than the
one provided by the optical system. This is done by optical mul-
tiplexing of several complex wave-fronts together, while sharing
the camera grayscale dynamic range, which brings to negligible
errors for mostly transparent phase objects.[387] As shown in
Figure 21a from left to right: in regular o-axis holography, the
sample is illuminated by a single beam S1 and is magnied by
a microscope objective MO; a mutually coherent clear reference
beam R is superimposed with the sample magnied image
on a digital camera at a small o-axis angle; where an o-axis
hologram with straight parallel fringes is created; this hologram
is digitally Fourier transformed, resulting in central DC terms
and a pair of shifted complex-conjugate CC terms; one of the CC
terms is cropped and centered; and inverse Fourier transformed,
resulting in the complex wave front (amplitude and quantitative
phase) of the sample, which is limited by the numerical aperture
of the system. The quantitative phase enables visualizing biolog-
ical samples in a label-free manner. In Figure 21b, to increase
the resolution by simultaneous synthetic aperture, multiplexing
two complex wave fronts into a single o-axis hologram is per-
formed. From left to right: the sample is illuminated from two
angles by S1 and S2, each collecting a dierent spatial-frequency
content from the sample; the magnied sample images are
superimposed with a reference wave R on the camera, and cap-
tured by the camera in a single exposure; where a multiplexed
o-axis hologram is created; after a digital Fourier transform,
we obtain the central DC terms, two pairs of shifted CC terms,
and unwanted cross-terms CCx, none of which overlaps with the
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other terms; two cropped CC terms, CC1 and CC2, are positioned
in the spatial-frequency domain, so that the numerical aperture
is synthetically increased.; after an inversed Fourier transform,
we obtain the complex wave front of the sample with increased
resolution. From this wave front, we can extract the quantitative
phase prole of the sample, which requires two-dimensional
phase unwrapping digital processing to avoid 2 ambiguities, or
experimentally acquiring the sample with several wavelengths
and generating a larger synthetic wavelength.[388]

12.2. Current and Future Challenges

The size of the synthetic aperture directly aects the resolu-
tion of the reconstructed image. Constructing large synthetic
apertures requires collecting many angular projections. Highly
dynamic samples require simultaneous collection of all angu-
lar projections. Recent implementations provided o-axis holo-
graphic multiplexing of up to six simultaneous wave-front chan-
nels, each carries dierent spatial-frequency content from the
sample, and all are acquired in a single camera exposure, which
can then be reconstructed to an extended synthetic aperture and
the super-resolved image.[90] As shown in Figure 21c from left
to right, six beams S1–S6 illuminate the sample from dierent
angles, each capturing a dierent spatial-frequency content of
the sample; these beams are superimposed on the camera with
a reference beam R, resulting in a six-pack multiplexed o-axis
hologram; digitally Fourier transforming this hologram results
in the central DC terms and six pairs of shifted CC terms, as-
suming that unwanted cross-terms are avoided, all of them ef-
ciently occupying the entire spatial-frequency domain without
overlaps; CC1–CC6 are cropped and positioned in the spatial-
frequency domain, isotopically for optimal resolution increase,
so that an extended synthetic aperture is constructed; after an in-
verse Fourier transform, we obtain the super-resolved complex
wave front of the sample. Six is the maximum number of wave
fronts that can bemultiplexed for optimal spatial-bandwidth con-
sumption, without overlap of CC terms in the spatial frequency
domain. Alternatively, when imaging sparse samples, more than
six complex wave fronts can be multiplexed.[90] The resolution
enhancement analysis and its limit in synthetic aperture setting
have been discussed elsewhere.[95]

For multiplexing multiple wave fronts into a single hologram,
we need to avoid unwanted cross-terms between nonmatching
pairs of beams, which might overlap with the wanted terms and
diminish the capability for fullmultiplexing. An example of a pair
of unwanted cross-terms between the two sample beams them-
selves, created when multiplexing two wave fronts, is shown in
Figure 21b, where the unwanted cross-terms appear across the
diagonal direction on the spatial-frequency domain. This prob-
lemmight become critical when more than two wave front chan-
nels are multiplexed, due to possible overlaps between the vari-
ous terms.
Another issue is that even without overlaps of terms in the

spatial-frequency domain, there is a risk for loss of information
since multiple o-axis fringe patterns share the same dynamic
range of the camera grayscale levels.
Finally, the current setups of o-axis holographic multiplexing

are bulky, expensive, require optical expertise to align and use,

and are sensitive to mechanical vibrations, making them less at-
tractive for working in biological labs and medical clinics.

12.3. Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

Regarding the rst problem, there are three possible solutions in
order to avoid unwanted terms in holographic multiplexing: us-
ing dierent polarizations, using dierent light sources or wave-
lengths, and using coherence gating.
Beams of orthogonal polarizations do not interfere with each

other. Therefore, it is possible to encode the wave fronts to dif-
ferent polarization states, and use polarizers after the sample to
separate the channels to dierent interference fringe orientations
on the camera. This solution, however, allows multiplexing up to
four wave front channels, due to the lack of more than two or-
thogonal polarization states.
Using dierent illumination wavelengths for each sample and

reference beam pair is a more valid solution for avoiding un-
wanted cross-terms. Color lters can be used after the sample to
split each beam pair of a dierent wavelength to create another
interference fringe orientation on the camera.
A dierent solution to the problem of unwanted cross-terms

is based on utilizing the low-coherence properties of the light
source. Here, we can avoid the unwanted cross-terms by mak-
ing sure that the path dierence between nonmatching pairs of
beams is longer than the coherence length of the source, and
therefore they do not interfere on the camera. This can be ob-
tained by newly develop two-dimensional VCSEL arrays or other
sets of coherent sources which are mutually incoherent. Another
solution is using a super-continuum source with a tunable lter
as a low-coherence source with delay lines in the optical paths
(such as glass windows of various thicknesses), which create a
dierent beam path for each pair of sample and reference beams.
Here again, nonmatching sample and reference beams will not
create interference, thus avoiding unwanted cross-terms between
the imaging channels. More-elegant solutions might be devel-
oped with the introduction of new, controllable low-coherence
sources, as well as specialized two-dimensional diraction grat-
ing to split the beams in the optical system with inherited optical
path delays.
Regarding the second problem of several imaging channels

that share the same dynamic range of the camera, it is expected
to be less critical for phase objects, such as biological cells in vitro
and thin elements tested in optical metrology, which are mostly
transparent, thus inducing minimal reconstruction-quality loss.
When the amplitude of the sample becomes non-negligible, solv-
ing this problem requires cameras with larger bit depth. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the reconstruction when using 8-
bit cameras versus 16-bit cameras for o-axis holographic mul-
tiplexing was quantied in Ref. [387] The introduction of rapid
digital cameras with large bit depths is expected to signicantly
improve the ability to multiplex the maximum number of possi-
ble wave-front channels with minimal SNR decrease.
The third problem of bulkiness, meticulous alignment, and

sensitivity to vibrations is expected to be solved by the introduc-
tion of nearly common-path modules, which are portable to ex-
isting imaging systems. Rather than splitting the reference and
sample beams right after the light source,[383,389] dictating bulky,
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complex and vibration-sensitive imaging setups, these modules
create the reference beam from the sample beam itself, yielding
more portable setups that are less sensitive to vibrations, inex-
pressive, and easier to align and use, even in clinical setting. O-
axis multiplexing of two and three wave-front elds of view of
the samples has been implemented recently with these compact
external interferometric modules,[390–393] but their application for
super-resolution holographic imaging with synthetic aperture, as
well as multiplexing of more than three wave-front channels in-
side these compact modules, are yet to be achieved.
One of the high-impact medical applications for o-axis holo-

graphicmultiplexing is label-free super-resolved imagingow cy-
tometry that requires imaging several thousand of cells per sec-
ond during rapid ow, due to its ability for high-resolution image
analysis of a large number of cells during rapid ow, for liquid
samples obtained from body uids.

12.4. Conclusions

Simultaneous wave-front acquisition is a powerful tool for label-
free super-resolution imaging of dynamic samples, creating
quantitative contrast even for mostly-transparent samples, such
as biological cells in vitro. Super-resolution in this setup can be
obtained by multiplexing several wave fronts, each of which sam-
ples a dierent spatial-frequency content of the sample, into the
same camera image. Each of these wavefronts is optically en-
coded into an o-axis interference pattern, with fringes oriented
dierently. Following the multiplexed o-axis hologram acqui-
sition, a synthetic aperture of larger spatial-frequency content
can be reconstructed, thus obtaining super-resolved imaging. By
avoiding unwanted cross-terms of non-machining interference
patterns and using cameras with large bit depths, up to six si-
multaneous wave-front channels can be reconstructed. By us-
ing external portable modules, these systems are expected to be-
come more available and aordable, providing new rapid super-
resolved label-free quantitative imaging capabilities for clinical
diagnosis and biological assays.

13. Tomographic Diractive Microscopy

(Bertrand Simon*, Nicolas Verrier,Matthieu Debailleul, Olivier Hae-
berlé)

13.1. Introduction

Conventional opticalmicroscopy ismostly used as a simple imag-
ing tool, for detection of features, or morphological measure-
ments. This is because the complex interaction of light with the
observed sample usually translates into intensity-only images.
Also, resolution is still limited in far-eld optical microscopy (ex-
cept for uorescence microscopy). We here present tomographic
microscopy, an extension of Digital HolographicMicroscopy, em-
phasizing its true 3D imaging capabilities, its ability to retrieve
the complex index of refraction distribution within the observed
sample, also achieving this with an improved resolution com-
pared to conventional intensity-onlymicroscopies. Common con-
gurations are described and future evolutions are presented, as
well as challenges this technique still faces.

13.2. Early Developments

For unlabelled samples, things changed with the invention of Ga-
bor holography.[250] Allowing for precise measurement of ampli-
tude and phase of a diracted eld, holography paved way for
quantitative measurements of optical constants at microscopic
level. Seminal paper byWolf[248] has established the relation link-
ing the diractedeld to the index of refraction distribution creat-
ing this eld. The classical treatment starts from the Helmholtz
equation in an inhomogeneous medium, introducing n as the
complex refractive index of refraction and  as the wavelength in
vacuum. For weakly diractive specimens, considering that the
rst Born approximation is valid, the diracted eld amplitude e
is small compared to the incident eld of amplitude Ainc, which
nally leads to write in Fourier space[91]:

e(k, kill) = 83Ainck
2
0Ñ(k − kill) (18)

Here k0 = 2/, kill is the wavevector of the illumination, and k
represents the diracted wavevector. This equation provides di-
rect correspondence between the diracted far-eld amplitude
e(k,kill) in direction k, from kill illumination, and the Fourier co-
ecient of the relative permittivity of the object Ñ(k–kill): when
Born approximation holds, the diracted eld depicts a subset of
the 3-D Fourier transform of the sample permittivity distribution.
In linear scattering and with momentum conservation, this sub-
set of kobj is simply constructed using the fundamental equation:
kobj = kdi – kill, and implying energy conservation || kdi ||= || kill ||.
However, despite some promising early results,[394,395] the

technique did not attract the interest of the community. This can
be explained by the cost or non-availability of lasers, CCDs and
computers at that time to acquire and process data.

13.3. Status

Situation has changed at the beginning of the new millen-
nium, reviving the domain,[95,256,396,397] which has experienced
growing development in recent years. Implementations of the
technique have been very diverse, emphasizing the advantages
and drawbacks of its various congurations. Figure 22 describes
the construction of the Optical Transfer Function (OTF) sup-
port for transmission congurations in Digital Holographic
Microscopy and several variants of Tomographic Diractive
Microscopy (TDM),[398] a technique also known as synthetic
aperture microscopy, tomographic phase microscopy, holoto-
mography, optical diraction tomography, scanning holographic
microscopy, optical microtomography, phase nanoscopy, holo-
graphic tomography…
TDM with illumination rotation (TDM-IR) is the most com-

mon. It has for main advantage that not having to rotate the sam-
ple makes it a more general approach, applicable to a large vari-
ety of samples. Conventional sample preparation between glass
and cover glass, between cover glasses or in Petri dishes can be
used. Furthermore, when high-resolution is targeted, use of high
numerical objective-condenser conguration is mandatory. As a
consequence, working distances are small, and inducing sam-
ple rotation in that case can be dicult. Rotating the illumina-
tion is on the contrary simple and can be performed in a variety
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Figure 22. Optical Transfer Function (OTF) for various congurations in
transmission TDM. a) Digital holographic microscopy: the OTF depicts a
cap of sphere with large lateral, but limited longitudinal extension. b) With
inclined illumination, same positions of kdi vectors provide new kobj vec-
tors. c,d) With many illuminations, a lled, extended OTF is obtained. e)
With sample-rotation, an almost completely lled sphere is obtained (but
of lesser extension than in previous case). f,g) OTFs combining illumina-
tion and sample rotation with 2, and 4 evenly spaced specimen positions.
Bottom row: Betula pendula pollen grain images in DHM and three TDM
variants. Left composite image depicts x-y slice in the focal plane, show-
ing improved resolution in TDM, but only twice that of DHM. Contrast is
however better thanks to better optical sectioning. Right composite image
highlights the large dierences in imaging capabilities along the optical
axis. Only TDM-IRSR can deliver true improved and isotropic resolution,
while holography is not, strictly speaking, a true 3-D imagingmethodwhen
considering transparent samples: only optical thickness can be measured.

of ways. Rotating mirrors,[396] rotating Pechan prisms,[394] gal-
vanometric mirrors and fast tip-tilt mirrors[398] have been used.
Alternately, pure optical means have also been successfully im-
plemented, involving Spatial Light Modulators[399] or Digital Mi-
cromirror Devices.[400] A specic advantage of illumination rota-
tion is that exact knowledge of the illumination direction is not

mandatory, as it can indeed be directly retrieved from the process-
ing of the recorded holograms.[91][401] The main drawback of this
approach is the peculiar form of its OTF, Figure 22c, which trans-
lates into strongly anisotropic resolution. While this approach in-
deed delivers the best lateral-resolution[95,401] low sectioning ca-
pabilities result from the so-called missing-cone of unrecorded
frequencies along the optical axis.
TDM with sample rotation (TDM-SR) on the contrary can de-

liver (almost) isotropic resolution as deduced from Figure 22.
The main diculty in that case is to ensure accurate rotation of
the sample. A simple and ecient approach can be to embed
cells within a rotating capillary, but one has then to deal with
curved optical surfaces, which may induce aberrations. In that
case also, larger working distance are mandatory, leading to use
of lower aperture objectives. Optical and acoustical tweezers have
also been successfully used.[402] While more challenging, they al-
low using conventional sample preparation and use of high Nu-
merical Aperture (NA), high magnication objectives. Cells be-
ing often polarized, electric oscillating eld can also be used to
induce rotation. In some cases, the sample itself can be directly
rotated,[395] such as when characterizing optical bres, to which
samples can also been attached, or textile yarns, pulled-glass mi-
cropipettes, SNOM (Scanning Near Field Optical Microscopy)
tips[398]… In some case such a blood cells, on can even use their
natural tendency to tumble when moving through microuidic
channels to perform microtomography.[262]

Combing illumination with sample rotation (TDM-IRSR) has
also been proposed: an extended and fully lled OTF is
obtained[398] (Figure 22e). This adds advantages of both above-
mentioned TDM variants, however also combines their dicul-
ties, which probably explains why it is not more popular.
The lateral and axial extensions of the OTFs for these congu-

rations have been detailed in,[398] with  the wavelength of obser-
vation, n the index of refraction of the immersion medium, and
 the aperture collecting angle of the microscope (so that NA = n
sin):

ΔHolo
x,y = 2n sin 


ΔHolo

z =
n(1 − cos )


(19)

For TDM with illumination rotation (IR) one obtains:

ΔTDM−IR
x,y = 4n sin 


ΔTDM−IR

z =
2n(1 − cos )


(20)

With sample rotation (SR), one has:

ΔTDM−SR
x,z =

4n sin(∕2)


ΔTDM−SR
y = 2n sin 


(21)

and when combining both approaches, one gets:

ΔTDM−IRSR
x,y,z = 4n sin 


(22)

So, TDM provides two main advantages: rstly, it delivers
quantitative images of the index and absorption within sam-
ples. Then, it allows for improved resolution compared to DHM,
thanks to its extended support, and improved resolution com-
pared to conventional microscopy, thanks to its (theoretically)
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constant transmission OTF, while high frequencies are other-
wise rapidly attenuated in intensity-only, conventional transmis-
sion microscopy.
TDM with white light[256] is another approach for tomography,

consisting in using white light illumination and a SLIM (Spatial
light interference microscopy) module.[403] When changing the
k-vector norm in Figure 22a, the position of the detected cap of
sphere is xed, but its radius changes, so that the nal OTF takes
the shape of a bowl.[91][256] Similar results are obtainedwhen vary-
ing the wavelength in a holographic microscope as in.[404] While
the lateral resolution and axial sectioning capabilities are lower,
the main advantage of this method is that it can be more easily
implemented onto a conventional wide-eld transmissionmicro-
scope.
TDM in reexion mode is also possible. While TDM in trans-

mission is mainly used for studying transparent biological sam-
ples, TDM in reexion has been developed for investigating sur-
faces and interfaces, e.g. for microelectronics device inspection.
In that case, high index of refraction contrast and noticeable
polarization eects have to be taken into account, but when
appropriate inversion methods are implemented, those lead to
the highest demonstrated resolution in label-free, far-eld mi-
croscopy, with /10 features successfully identied,[405] albeit re-
quiring prior knowledge about the specimen’s index of refraction
to achieve such performances.
Advanced image reconstructions: in parallel with hardware devel-

opment, very substantial eorts have been devoted to improving
image reconstruction. The fastest approaches are based on di-
rect Fourier transforms, under Born and Rytov approximations,
but their application is limited to small samples exhibiting low
index of refraction contrasts (see for example Refs[406,407]). Itera-
tive methods (re)computing both the reconstructed image and
its spectrum, comparing it to the acquired data, such as the
Gerchberg-Papoulis method allow for better reconstructions, but
are more time consuming.
For thicker samples, samples with high index contrast, or

sample inducing multiple scattering, one has to use more
advanced methods, based on the propagation of the electro-
magnetic eld through the sample.[408] This can be performed
assuming samples properties to simplify computations. But
in the most extreme cases, when considering thick samples
with high index contrast, birefringence, or semi-conductor,
or metallic samples, complete electromagnetic problem must
be involved, using Finite Dierence-Time Dierence (FDTD)
solver.[409] While these methods have proven being much more
precise, and sometimes essential to get realistic results, it is at
a strong cost in terms of computational power, memory and
time. But with the continuous progress of computers in terms of
processing power and memory, one can expect these advanced
methods to be more widely used.
Then, in recent years, articial intelligence andmachine learn-

ing has also gained strong interest in the domain. A main advan-
tage of these approaches is their eciency at reducing missing-
cone induced reconstruction artefacts.[410,411] Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN) have been successfully used, as well asmeth-
ods taking benet from dictionary of structures. Skipping prior
training is advantageous, but requires more computational ef-
fort. Conversely, large sets of properly labelled training images

are dicult to constitute, and prior training is time consuming,
but then rapid reconstructions are possible when the network has
been trained.
Finally, an interesting hardware-software joined development

is the possibility to avoid interferometric measurements, by nu-
merical reconstruction of the phase. This can be for example
done from sets of intensity images, solving Transport of Inten-
sity Equation,[412] or using wavefront analysers.[413] Doing so sim-
plies the microscope optical design, but transfers complexity
towards numerical reconstruction of the amplitude/phase data
from intensity only images.

13.4. Current and Future Challenges

In the last decade, TDM has turn from a promising technique
into a well-established one to study microscopic specimens with
a 3-D, label-free, and quantitative approach.
It has found applications in many elds, and is actively devel-

oped by several groups worldwide. Companies like TomoCube
and NanoLive are now commercializing systems, for end-users
not interested in instrumentation development.
But there are challenges not yet addressed to further improve

the technique, and widen applications.
The importance of working with isotropic-resolution images is

vastly overlooked. Even simple quantities as volumes are dicult
to accurately measure at sub-micrometric scale in transmission-
only TDM, because of the missing-cone problem.[398] Index of
refraction or species concentrations are even more problematic.
Demonstrated approaches to tackle this limitation require com-
bining sample rotationwith illumination rotation, and as a conse-
quence are limited to freestanding specimens, while 4Pi[396] and
mirror-assisted TDM[414,415] are promising for all kind of sam-
ples, but have not yet been fully demonstrated.
The index of refraction in itself provides some selectiv-

ity, but the technique could be much more specic, if a
full multimodal implementation of TDM would be available.
Hyperspectral,[416,417] polarized[396,418] TDM could in principle
add some chemical selectivity to imaging.
To study dynamic samples, or for high-throughput screening,

possible in holographic, uorescence and conventional staining
microscopy, a real-time acquisition, reconstruction, and 3D dis-
play of the observed sample image would be very helpful (see
Refs.[247, 419–423] and references therein). This will require im-
portant development to fasten acquisitions and numerical image
computation.
Another direction of evolution of the technique will be the

observation of large samples, in a similar way the development
of SPIM (Selective Plane Illumination Microscopy) uorescence
microscopy has allowed going from cellular level to small organ-
isms, organoïds, embryos, or even small animals organs.
Finally, TDM is in fact still diraction limited. The thriving

development of uorescence nanoscopy relies on nonlinearities
such as saturation, or molecular switching, which are the keys
to break the Abbe limit. But switching molecules have no equiv-
alent in terms of index of refraction. Resolution under 100 nm
in unlabelled optical microscopy relies on capturing the evanes-
cent eld by SNOM or with microsphere-assisted microscopy.
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Figure 23. Schematic illustrations of scanning near-eld optical microscope (SNOM). a) The original proposal of aperture-type SNOM (a-SNOM) by
Edward H. Synge. The nanoscale orice can convert localized near eld into propagating far-eld wave. b) The original proposal of scattering-type SNOM
(s-SNOM) by Edward H. Synge. The metallic nanoparticle can scatter localized near eld into propagating far-eld wave. c) Modern a-SNOM based on
a scanning probe microscope with an aperture/ber/waveguide coupled near-eld tip. d) Modern s-SNOM based on a tapping-mode atomic force
microscope. The integration of Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) with s-SNOM gives rise to Nano-FTIR. The integration of pump-probe
spectroscopy with s-SNOM ends up as ultrafast nanoscopy, which combines nanometer spatial resolution with femtosecond temporal resolution.

But such techniques are by denition limited to surface imag-
ing. Obtaining true supperresolution in TDMnow represents the
grand challenge in the domain.

13.5. Conclusions

Tomographic microscopy is gaining attention in biology, thanks
to its capacity of imaging unlabelled samples at high resolu-
tion, with some specicity provided by quantication of the sam-
ple index of refraction (see recent reviews[247,420–423] and refer-
ences therein). Future developments could increase its domains
of application towards material sciences, or metrology of micro-
nanofabrication.

14. Scanning Near-Field Optical Microscope for
Quantitative Nano-Imaging and
Nano-Spectroscopy

(Sheng Wang*, Mengkun Liu*)

14.1. History and Status

Optical microscope and spectroscopy have been versatile and
powerful characterization tools to study light-matter interactions
in condensed matter and biological systems. Conventional opti-
cal techniques are constrained by the well-known Abbe dirac-
tion limit, which restricts the spatial resolution to be approxi-

mately half a wavelength of the illumination light. Driven by vi-
brant research into quantum materials and molecular interac-
tions at the nanoscale, researchers have been actively develop-
ing label-free and super-resolution nanoscopy with wide spec-
tral energies spanning from below 0.1 meV to above 1000 meV.
The idea of utilizing high-momentum components of evanes-
cent waves to achieve subdiractional imaging dated back to as
early as late 1920s.[424,425] Edward H. Synge, starting in 1928, pro-
posed a series of experimental schemes to collect the surface-
bound electromagnetic eld from a nanoscale orice in a planar
metallic lm (Figure 23a) or from metallic particles (Figure 23b)
placed within nanometers from the sample. The former concept
formed the basis for the aperture-type scanning near-eld opti-
cal microscope (a-SNOM, Figure 23c) and the latter one brought
about the scattering-type scanning near-eld optical microscope
(s-SNOM, Figure 23d). However, the implementation of these in-
genious proposals were hampered by various technical dicul-
ties, notably the controllable placement of the nanoscale aper-
ture in close vicinity of the sample and extraction of the weak
nanoscale light from the overwhelming background. These tech-
nical hurdles had been later overcome with the invention of vari-
ous scanning probe microscopes (SPM) including scanning tun-
neling microscope (STM) and atomic force microscope (AFM).
Prototypical a-SNOM achieving super-resolution imaging at

visible and microwave wavelengths was demonstrated in the
1980s.[424,425] Since then, steady improvement and perfection
in SNOM techniques have been made. a-SNOM features great
operation exibilities with aperture/ber/waveguide coupled
near-eld tips that can yield various types of experimental
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schemes and clean near-eld signal extraction.[426] Notably, aper-
ture waveguide method in terms of impedance-matched coax-
ial cables has been leveraged to eciently guide microwave
to SNOM tip apex for near-eld interaction with the sample.
This conguration at microwave regime is commonly referred
to as scanning microwave impedance microscope (sMIM) and
can routinely image sample conductivity and permittivity at a
spatial resolution of ≈20–100 nm.[427] s-SNOM at infrared fre-
quencies started to gain momentum in the 1990s with the de-
velopment of broadband light sources and the need for their
integration.[38,424,425] The active modulation of tip-sample dis-
tance and subsequent high-harmonics demodulation of the scat-
tering optical signal substantially suppress the background scat-
tering and can achieve a spatial resolution of ≈10–20 nm in rou-
tine operation. Due to the scattering nature, s-SNOM working
in visible, infrared (IR), and terahertz (THz) wavelength regimes
have been developed and employed to characterize a wealth of op-
tical phenomena.[38,428–431] Importantly, the pseudo-heterodyne
detection scheme has been developed for background-free near-
eld spectroscopy. This scheme simultaneously retrieves near-
eld optical signal amplitude and phase by interferometric de-
tection of scattered light utilizing a phase-modulated reference
wave.[432] When the tip-sample convolution eects are consid-
ered with sucientmodeling, complex dielectric functions of the
sample can be obtained in a quantitative fashion.[38,433]

Diraction-limited optical spectrosocopy methods can be nat-
urally extended to deep subwavelength resolution when inte-
grated with SNOM.[38,429] The integration of Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) with s-SNOM gives rise to Nano-
FTIR (Figure 23d), which allows broadband infrared nano-
spectroscopy with nanometer spatial resolution (<20 nm).[429,434]

Nano-FTIR has proven to be a powerful analytical tool to probe
low-energy excitations and correlations in complex heteroge-
neous solid matter and molecular vibrational ngerprints in bi-
ological specimens. The integration of s-SNOM with ultrafast
time-resolved techniques such as pump-probe spectroscopy is
of utmost interest because it enables the interrogation of non-
equilibrium dynamics of quantum materials at the nanoscale
(Figure 23d).[429,430] This ultrafast nanoscopy has been success-
fully developed for some spectral ranges and has provided
unique insight into the dynamics of polaritonic modes of van
der Waals semiconductors.[428–430,435] While SNOM is facile to
operate in ambient conditions, a cryogenic environment has
also been realized to study temperature-sensitive eects such
as phase transitions and electron–phonon coupling in quantum
materials.[38,436,437]

14.2. Current and Future Challenges

There have been multiple ongoing forefronts of extending the
capabilities of SNOM. One is the realization of multimodal
SNOMs, which interface optical nano-imaging with nanome-
chanical and nanoelectrical mapping to better unravel the
structure-property relationship of nanomaterials. The correla-
tive nano-imaging serves to examine the intriguing interplay
between photo-excitations, electronic properties, and mechani-
cal responses in heterogeneous materials, such as photoinduced
electrical andmechanical eects in organic-inorganic perovskites

and two-dimensional materials.[438,439] The diering SPM opera-
tion modes for dierent types of characterizations make it chal-
lenging to achieve a multifunctional SNOM. s-SNOM is based
on a tapping-mode AFM with moderate modulation of the tip-
sample distance. On the contrary, nanomechanical and nanoelec-
trical methods usually require intimate contact between the tip
and the sample. Consequently, contact or tunneling mode with
minimal tip-sample distance is favored in these methods.
Another forefront is the integration of various conventional

far-eld optical spectroscopy techniques with SNOM. Broadband
spectroscopy spanning from visible to THz requires optimal tip
geometries and sizes for dierent wavelengths. The commer-
cially available metallic AFM tips (e.g., PtIr-coated tips) usually
have the best performances in the infrared range because the tip
conguration oers optimal eld enhancement with mid-IR il-
luminations (e.g., CO2 laser at 10.6 μm).[431,434,437] Specially de-
signed tips are therefore largely mandatory at visible and THz
frequency ranges for achieving higher detection sensitivity and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In ultrafast pump–probe SNOM, low
SNR is also a major concern due to the nominally weak pump-
induced change in the near-eld probe signal.
In-liquid and in-situ infrared vibrational nano-spectroscopy

can provide intrinsic, label-free nanoscale chemical information
on biological, chemical and electrochemical processes in aqueous
environment. However, strong broadband IR absorption from vi-
brational and rotational modes of liquid water and aqueous solu-
tions presents a large undesirable background.
Magneto-optical spectroscopy is instrumental in investigating

topological photonics andmagnetoplasmonics. SNOMoperating
in high magnetic elds for magneto-optical nano-spectroscopy
has so far remained elusive. A signicant barrier to the practical
realization of a magnetic SNOM is the ecient optical open ac-
cess to a cryogenic sample-scanAFM in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
chambers.
Lastly, the quantitative analysis and interpretation of SNOM

data have been nontrivial because detailed tting and stringent
modeling are usually required to include the intricate convoluted
tip-sample eects.[38,426,427,433]

14.3. Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

The development and perfection of diverse SPM congurations
pave the way for a multimodal SNOM. A frequency-modulation
Kelvin force probe microscope based on a tapping-mode AFM
can be seamlessly combined with s-SNOM, providing simul-
taneous surface potential and optical responses at nanoscale
resolution.[438] AFM operating in peak force tapping mode
oers delicate control of the interaction force between tip and
sample, enabling robust tip-sample intimate contact and large
modulation in one cycle. Careful interfacing SNOM with peak
force mode promises a multimodal SPM capable of correla-
tive nanoscale optical, electrical, and mechanical mapping for
cross-domain research.[439] In the quest for a magnetic SNOM,
tremendous eorts are underway to customize a sample-scan
cryogenic AFM in a high magnetic eld in order for easy access
to optical excitation and detection. An alternative approach is
guiding light via a tapered conical ber tip in a tip-scan a-SNOM
or s-SNOM in a cryogenic UHV chamber with a high magnetic
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Figure 24. Pathways en route to broadband and multimodal SNOM for quantitative nano-imaging and nano-spectroscopy.

eld, hence obviating the need for external optical open accesses.
To circumvent the unavoidable water IR absorption background
for in-liquid SNOM, graphene-encapsulated liquid cells have
been developed as a thin IR-transparent membrane to separate
AFM operating in air and the liquid phase. IR s-SNOM with
in-liquid AFM operation and optimized total internal reection
excitation has been demonstrated as a universal approach to
infrared nano-spectroscopy in native aqueous environment due
to enhanced signal emission andminimized water IR absorption
and far-eld background.[440]

Advances in electromagnetic modeling and nanofabrication
have enabled on-demand tip engineering for specic purposes.
Quantum and nonlocal eects have been included in nanopho-
tonic modeling to provide more accurate predictions on local
eld enhancement and tip-sample near-eld interaction.[441] The
improved simulation results oer crucial guidance for control-
lable and cost-eective nanofabrication of desired near-eld tips.
For visible illuminations, tip apex nanostructure can be properly
designed to leverage plasmonic resonance eect to enhance near
eld and elevate detection sensitivity. The tip length at THz range
needs to be critically engineered for the tip to function as an e-
cient optical antenna for s-SNOM operation.[428] For a-SNOM, an
advanced campanile probe composed of a metal-dielectric-metal
waveguide to eciently guide light to the apex has been shown
in both simulation and experiment to be reasonably broadband
and highly ecient for spectroscopic nano-imaging.[442] Tip
engineering is also conducive to ultrafast pump-probe SNOM.
A smart tip design can oer optimal near-eld enhancement
for both the pump and probe lights. While usual s-SNOM
measures the out-of-plane sample photoresponse due to the
vertical elongated nature of the probe, proper tip engineering
can boost lateral sensitivity for measurements of the in-plane
photoresponse. The on-demand tip design and fabrication are
markedly powerful yet far from easy. Further improvement and
perfection are needed to achieve reliable and reproducible tip
engineering for versatile applications.

Beyond rigorous analytical models,[38,433] recent progress on
data-driven machine learning (ML) methods can partially tackle
the complex tip-sample convolution problems in s-SNOM.[443]

An articial neural network can be trained to learn the corre-
lation between the sample’s dielectric function and the experi-
mentally measured near-eld signal using a limited set of nano-
spectroscopy data. The ML method enables fast and robust ex-
traction of quantitative material properties from tip-specic raw
data without sophisticated nite-element numerical simulations.
Part of the challenges and prospects are summarized in

Figure 24. Note that due to the limited scope of this section
and the limitations of the authors, Figure 24 is by no means an
exhaustive roadmap and serves merely as a guiding resource.

14.4. Conclusions

SNOM technique has been progressively perfected as a regu-
lar and robust nano-imaging and nano-spectroscopy instrument,
which serves to reveal quantitative structure-property relation-
ship at the nanoscale. While challenges remain in the interfac-
ing with other SPM modalities and in the integration with var-
ious far-eld optical techniques, researchers have paved plausi-
ble pathways en route to a broadband and multimodal nanoscale
characterization platform. With the exciting new technological
and theoretical advances, SNOM technique is poised to become
an essential label-free and quantitative nanoscopy method with
exceptional spatial, temporal, and spectral resolution.

15. Absorption-Based Super-Resolution Imaging

(Yeran Bai, Ji-Xin Cheng*)

15.1. Status

Super-resolution microscopy enables the visualization of pre-
viously unseen details in conventional imaging where the
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Figure 25. Concept and spatial resolution characterization of IR photothermal imaging. a) Visible beam propagation geometry when the IR beam is o.
b) When the IR light is on, the photothermal eect leads to deection of the visible beam. c) IR photothermal imaging of a 500-nm polymer bead. The
horizontal and vertical line prole cross the center of the bead indicating a sub-micrometer spatial resolution. Reproduced with permission.[65] Copyright
2016, American Association for the Advancement of Science.

illumination light cannot be focused smaller than the diraction
limit. Due to the widespread application of uorescence imaging
in biomedical research, themajority of eorts in super-resolution
imaging have been pursued along the direction of uorescence
nanoscopy.[9] However, uorescence imaging suers from issues
including photobleaching, phototoxicity, and perturbation to in-
tracellular functions. On the contrary, the absorption happens
universally in light-matter interactions, hence allowing label-free
detection. Based on electronic transition and vibrational tran-
sition, UV-Vis and infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy have
found broad applications in chemistry, biomedical and material
science.[444,445] Despite its rising popularity, the spatial resolution
in absorption-based imaging remains to be diraction-limited.
To address the unmet need to improve the spatial resolution of
absorption-based imaging, many methods have been proposed.
The rst category is near-eld IR absorption spectroscopy. By uti-
lizing a nanometer-sized aperture or an atomic force microscopy
(AFM) tip, near-eld IR spectroscopy has been demonstrated
with nanometer resolution and high sensitivity down to single-
molecule level.[446,447] In AFM-IR nanoscopy, a AFM tip is used to
sense the absorption-induced thermal expansion. The IR spectra
with nanometer spatial resolution are obtained by sweeping the
IR light to dierent wavelengths and record the tip oscillations.
The second category is termed optical photothermal detection
(Figure 25), where the pump beam is selected at the absorption
peaks of the analyte, and the probe beam is selected outside the
absorption range.[65,448–450] For molecules with high absorption
coecient but low quantum yield, the absorbed energy is con-

verted into heat, which causes a localized temperature increase.
Since the physical property including volume and refractive
index are dependent on temperature, the local environment
experiences a transient change due to the photothermal pro-
cess. The probe beam passing through the sample carries the
modulation by the environment, which can be detected through
lock-in or optical phase measurement. For the electronic state
photothermal detection, a nearly threefold increase of spatial
resolution compared to diraction limit has been demonstrated
for nanoparticles with non-linear absorption when the pump
beam exceeds the linear absorption uence threshold.[448] For
vibrational state photothermal detection, various eorts have
been demonstrated to break the diraction limit of the IR pump
beams. Since the spatial resolution is determined by the probe
beam in the photothermal imaging, one order of magnitude
increase over the diraction-limited resolution has been demon-
strated with a visible or near-IR probe beam.[65,449,450] The devel-
opment of IR photothermal imaging also enables unprecedented
performance in label-free chemical imaging for live cells in the
aqueous environment at the sub-micrometer resolution.[65,451,452]

The third category is based on ground-state depletion in transient
absorption processes. The pump beam is split into two arms
with one arm temporally modulated but spatially unmodied;
while the other arm is sent to a spatial light modulator to create
a doughnut-shape beam shape. When these two pump beams
combine with the modulated probe beam and sent to a sample,
super-resolution imaging is achieved at the very center of the
focal spot.[66]
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15.2. Current and Future Challenges

Although the near-eld methods have provided the highest spa-
tial resolution so far, the low imaging throughout restrains
broader applications of these methods. On the contrary, far-eld
methods greatly improve the speed and the eld of view. A typ-
ical acquisition time get a single-cell image is about tens of sec-
onds with the pixel dwell time of 1 to 30 ms for a scanning
geometry.[65,449] However, to observe highly dynamic samples,
higher imaging speed is expected. Additionally, the pump-probe
signal is only generated at the overlapped area of the two beams
For IR photothermal imaging, the focal spot between the IR
pump and visible probe has one order of magnitude dierence
and thus only about 1% IR photons contribute to the signal gen-
eration.
In addition to the need for further increasing photon budget

and push imaging speed, depth-resolved imaging is also required
for most biological-related research. The near-eld methods are
restricted to characterize the surface of the samples. For nonlin-
ear absorption, since it requires overlap of two tightly focused
beams to produce a signal, depth-resolved imaging can be re-
alized in scanning the foci in 3D.[66,448] The depth-resolved IR
photothermal imaging has also been demonstrated in the same
manner.[65] On the other hand, it is harder to achieve depth-
resolved imaging in wideeld modalities since the beams are not
tightly focused.
To facilitate the adoption of super-resolution methods to biol-

ogists, multimodal imaging capacities are needed. Although IR
spectroscopy provides ngerprints of the analyte, the specicity
for certain intracellular organelles or certain proteins still needs
further exploration. Combining the abovementioned methods
with other analytical tools could maximize the content acquired.
Adding uorescence capability would be a very appealing op-
tion since it is the most widely used tool for biologists. However,
conventional IR imaging does not compatible with uorescence
imaging. The spatial resolution between uorescence imaging
and IR imaging makes it hard to register the point of interest.
The detection sensitivity in current far-eld super-resolution

absorption-based methods is limited to sub-micrometer parti-
cles. Single bacterium sensitivity has been achieved both with
the scanning system and the wideeld system.[449,453,454] Using
confocal conguration, a single virus has been imaged with the
scanning far-eld IR photothermal microscope.[455] Since the
photothermal process is transient, with a typical thermal decay
time at hundreds of nanoseconds to several microseconds, the
system needs to be optimized for improving detection eciency.
Simulation of the photothermal processes suggests that a high
peak intensity heating beam should be selected to maximize
the temperature increase for nanosized objects.[450] In the
meantime, heating power should be considered to avoid thermal
damage when observing live cell samples.

15.3. Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

To boost the imaging speed, wideeld photothermal imaging
has been proposed.[452,456] In the wideeld imaging modality
(Figure 26), the illumination area of the IR and visible beams
are matched. Therefore, all pump photons can be fully utilized

Figure 26. Wideeld IR photothermal imaging setup and live-cell chemical
maps. a) Mid-IR pump and visible probe are loosely focused to the sample
and thus enables the wideeld detection of the photothermal responses.
b,c) Label-free live ovarian cancer cell imaging targeted at the lipid C═O
bond vibration and the protein amide I band. Scale bars: 10 μm. Repro-
duced with permission.[452] Copyright 2019, American Association for the
Advancement of Science.

to generate signal. Synchronization between lasers, cameras, and
modulation electronics enabled ultrafast chemical imaging speed
over a large eld of view.
To improve the depth imaging resolvability in wideeld-

detected photothermal imaging, methods such as optical dirac-
tion tomography[457] have been proposed. Multiple angle illumi-
nation of the visible beams expanded the bandwidth in the fre-
quency spectrum, and thus improved the resolution. Other 3D
imaging modalities such as optical coherence tomography can
also be coupled into current photothermal systems to achieve vol-
umetric imaging capability.
The multimodal imaging is easy to implement in the far-eld

super-resolution techniques due to the two-beam conguration
in pump-probe experiments. The probe beam is spectrally in the
visible or near-IR range, which falls in most uorescence excita-
tion spectra. Work has been done using the uorescence dye as a
thermal sensor to probe the photothermal processes, where the
uorescence emission eciency is a function of temperature.[458]

In this work, uorescence is used as a detector as well as an indi-
cator of certain organelles. Integrating the specicity of uores-
cence labeling and IR photothermal imaging would make nger-
printing dierent organelles under certain microenvironments
possible. In addition to uorescence imaging, other analytical
methods such as Raman spectral measurements are also com-
patible with IR photothermal imaging. Li et al. demonstrated the
combination of IR and Raman on the same setup, where a 532-
nm probe laser in IR photothermal detection also functions as
the Raman excitation laser.[453,454]

The detection sensitivity in IR photothermal imaging can be
further improved. For the current scanning system, most of the
demodulation methods are based on lock-in ampliers. How-
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ever, the lock-in amplier might not be the ideal selection to de-
modulate the signal. Since the pulsed heating beam is typically
with a low duty cycle (<10%), the corresponding photothermal
signal produces many harmonics. While the lock-in amplier
only picks up fundamental frequencies, the higher harmonics
signal is neglected which leads to lower detection sensitivity. A
recently developed photothermal dynamic imaging system suc-
cessfully addresses this limitation by digitizing the whole pho-
tothermal process.[459] After performing the Fourier transform,
all the harmonics is added to enhance the signal-to-noise ra-
tio. In the meantime, all recorded data adds another benet of
time-resolved imaging. By performing the digitization, a four-
fold signal-to-noise ratio is demonstrated. In addition to the data
streaming optimization, the careful design of sample substrate
would also improve the detection sensitivity. Substrate engineer-
ing such as interferometric scattering or plasmonic scattering is
an eective way to boost imaging sensitivity.[221,460]

15.4. Conclusions

Absorption-based super-resolution imaging is evolving exponen-
tially over the past few years. Providing label-free, nanome-
ter to sub-micrometer resolution capability, chemical selectiv-
ity, absorption-based super-resolution imaging oers unprece-
dented performance in investigating nanomaterials and biomed-
ical samples. Looking into the future, it is anticipated that this ris-
ing eld will continue to expand and will deepen the understand-
ing about molecular machinery inside a cell and a functional ma-
terial.

16. Pump-Probe Super-Resolution Microscopy

(Paolo Bianchini*, Behjat S. Kariman, Alberto Diaspro)

16.1. Introduction

Optical microscopy uniquely provides non-invasive imaging of
biological specimens and is an essential tool in life sciences. In
particular, uorescence microscopy is probably the most widely
used technique to image living specimens, and much eort has
been dedicated to improving it over one of its intrinsic limits, i.e.,
resolution.However, it requires the introduction of exoticuores-
cence stains, which could become the major obstacle to studying
a living specimen in its physiological conditions. Label-freemeth-
ods result in the solution to such a limit without missing consol-
idated characteristics, i.e., specicity and resolution. Therefore,
label-free chemical imaging is becoming one of the best choices
to answer this challenge.
In this context, non-linear optical processes—i.e., when

observable signal non-linearly depends on the illumina-
tion intensity—have captured the attention of life scien-
tists for the development of label-free and super-resolved
approaches.[14,15,461–463] In particular, pump-probe microscopy
can image a wide range of specimens at high speed and resolu-
tion using dierent modalities: transient absorption, stimulated
Raman scattering (SRS), coherent anti-stokes Raman scatter-
ing (CARS), second harmonic generation (SHG), two-photon

excitation uorescence (2PEF), etc. The saturation of some light-
driven processes can be exploited in uorescence microscopy to
shrink the point spread function beyond the diraction limit.
Among those methods, it is worth noting stimulated emis-
sion depletion (STED) nanoscopy[15] and saturated excitation
(SAX)[464] microscopy, which are based on far-eld focused
laser scanning systems. Point scanning remains one of the
most exible approaches since it enables a vast assortment of
spectroscopical experiments while imaging. It can also explore
the advantages of using proper wavelengths in a broad range of
the spectrum from ultraviolet (UV) through visible (vis) up to the
near-infrared (NIR) energies. For instance, many innovations
exploiting NIR allow imaging at increased depth, improving
resolution, contrast, molecular specicity, and, most impor-
tantly, label-free capabilities.[465] Illumination with NIR laser
light very often deals with non-linear frequency conversion and
non-linear absorption processes. Such light–matter interactions
provide molecular contrast without needing exogenous labels
and preserve the local biochemical environment of the target
molecules.[466] In general, they involve the second 휒2and third
휒3order of susceptibilities.[467] Transient absorption is related
to third-order non-linearity susceptibility but rarely implicates
uorescence emission. Its recent application in microscopy
has broadened the range of suitable targets while providing
high contrast in weak or non-uorescent samples.[66,67] The
contrast mechanism comes from the observation of processes
such as ground-state depletion (Figure 27a), stimulated emis-
sion (Figure 27b), excited-state absorption (Figure 27c) and
two-photon absorption (Figure 27d).
When such processes are saturable with the irradiation inten-

sity, they can be exploited for super-resolution microscopy.[30]

Transient absorption can be exploited by a pump-probe ap-
proach, which is a well-known spectroscopic method used to
study the time-dependent ultrafast phenomena in matter. When
applied for microscopy imaging, it brings the following advan-
tages: while keeping specicity, it is label free[468]; it is not in-
vasive nor destructive, thus suitable for living cell and tissue
imaging[469]; it has three-dimensional (3D) sectioning capability
and a high penetration depth.[470] Dong et al., in the 1990s, re-
alized the rst pump-probe microscope to measure the uores-
cence lifetime through SE detection.[471] But only in 2007, thanks
to the introduction of a high-frequency modulation scheme to
detect melanins in cells,[472] transient absorption microscopy has
started to be strongly developed and applied inmany dierent re-
search elds, from material to biological sciences. Pump-probe
microscopy possesses non-uorescent-based contrast, single-
particle sensitivity, and high temporal resolution. Therefore, not
only it allows characterizing the carrier dynamics of metallic and
semiconducting nanostructures for studying their optoelectronic
properties, but it also became relevant inmapping weakly or non-
uorescent nanostructures (like single-walled carbon nanotubes,
nanodiamonds, gold nanoparticles …) in biomedical applications
inside living cells and tissues.[473] For instance, the Cheng group
investigated the properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs), distinguishing semiconducting from metallic SWNTs
by means of the phase of the pump-probe signal.[474] Among
carbon-based materials, graphene is one of the most intensively
studied.[475] Due to its linear electronic band structure, graphene
shows a wavelength-independent, broadband optical absorption
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Figure 27. Energy level diagrams of pump-probe microscopy based on contrast mechanisms of a) ground state depletion, b) stimulated emission, c)
excited state absorption, and d) two-photon absorption.

in the NIR part of the spectrum,[476] and a large third-order sus-
ceptibility 휒 (3).[477] These properties make graphene very well
suited to be studied by pump-probe super-resolution microscopy
using NIR wavelengths. The pump-probe signal of graphene is
linear with respect to the applied pump and probe powers and the
number of graphene layers.[478] While at low powers, the linear
behavior is satised, at higher powers, the signal saturates, as pre-
dicted by the state-lling eect of the higher electronic states.[479]

Such a particular property enables far-eld nanoscopy as dened
by theNobel laureate StefanHell in 2003.[480,481] Therefore pump-
probe microscopy become nanoscopy, a valuable, fast, sensitive,
and non-destructive tool to map the local excited state dynamics
and characterize the nano-defects.[67,482]

16.2. The Pump-Probe Setup Enabling Super-Resolution

In a typical pump-probe microscope (Figure 28a), a pump pulse
excites the molecule, and a probe pulse interrogates the transient
excited states. Optical pump and probe can provide images by de-
tecting changes in probe light intensity induced by the pump on
the sample carrier population in either transmission or reection
modality. The pump-probe process at the molecular level can be
dened by the absorption coecient, an electronic transition be-
tween dierent levels.
Depending on the kind of transition that the material under-

goes, the probe intensity can exhibit either a loss or a gain. The
reason includes the following possible eects: excited-state ab-
sorption (loss), and two-photon absorption (2PE) (loss), stim-
ulated emission (SE) (gain), and ground-state depletion (GSD)
(gain) shown in (Figure 28b). The latter was used in microscopy
to overcome diraction barrier light in 2007,[483] following the
most general concept of RESOLFT (reversible saturable optical
uorescence transition).[484] The number of molecules in the
ground state is decreased upon photoexcitation due to an intense
pump beam, leading to increased transmission of probe pulse

and absorption reduction at probe frequency. When GSD can
be saturated, e.g., carbon materials like graphite and graphene,
a STED-like scheme is applicable, and super-resolution is real-
ized by detecting the remaining probe absorption in the neigh-
borhood of the zero-intensity feature of the depletion beam.[67]

Such light-matter interaction is recorded as an intensity varia-
tion of the probe beam, which is detected by a non-descanned
photodiode, a notch lter removes the pump signal, and the
modulation is isolated from the background by electronic lter-
ing with a lock-in amplier locked at the frequency imposed to
the electro-optical modulator, which controls the pump intensity.
Subdiraction spatial resolution is then realized by applying an
unmodulated doughnut-shaped pump (Figure 28a). The pulses
of such a beam need to be temporally aligned with the pump and
probe ones, and this is generally realized with optical delay lines.
To avoidmolecular selection rules and to realize a good doughnut
beam featuring a real zero-intensity level at the center, circular
polarization at the sample plane is required.[485] This condition
can be easily realized by means of two retarder plates, i.e., a half-
and a quarter-wave plate.

16.3. Far-Field Nanoscopy Imaging of Single Layer Graphene

Pump-probe nanoscopy has been successfully demonstrated
to image graphite nanoplatelets,[66] and single layer graphene
(SLG).[67] The depletion of their ground state exponentially de-
cays with the increase of the pump power. It has the same be-
havior as the excited uorescence state in the case of STED. So
that the nal resolution will be limited only by the maximum
saturation-pump power can be applied to the sample.
From the published results setting the saturation power to

2.0 MW cm–2 it is already enough to achieve a resolution of about
225 nm (≈ ∕3.0) on graphite,[66] while on graphene with about
7.0 MW cm–2 is possible to achieve a resolution of the order of
≈ ∕10 (Figure 28c).[67]
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Figure 28. a) Example of a two-beam laser-scanning pump-probe nanoscope setup. BS: beam splitter, EOM: an electro-optical modulator for intensity
modulation, vpp: vortex phase plate, DM: dichroic mirror, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, SH: scanning head unit, O: objective, C: condenser, det: detector.
The pump beam is shown in green while the probe beam in red. b) Temporal modulation behavior of input and output pulse trains before and after
interacting with the sample. Depending on the light–molecule interaction, the probe beam can undergo either a relative gain (SE, SRG, GSD) or a loss
(TPA, ESA) in its output intensity (ΔT), exhibiting in-phase and anti-phase modulation, respectively. The pump temporal modulation is shown as a
black square wave. The input probe intensity is marked by a dashed grey line. The tunable temporal delay (Δt) of input pulses is shown in the inset
graph. c) Normalized pump−probe and saturated pump−probe images of SLG folding and defects. Scale bar 2 μm. Zoomed regions I and II are also
presented, and line proles across the arrows are shown as black dots (non-saturated case, PP) and red dots (saturated case, SPP). Gaussian ts of the
non-saturated data are shown as solid black lines, while Lorentzian single-peak (I) and double-peak (II) ts of the saturated data are shown as solid red
lines. The dashed red lines in graph II highlight the single Lorentzian peaks retrieved from the analysis. The obtained resolution is marked in the graphs
as full-width-half-maximum of the tted curves. Adapted with permission.[67] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.

In Figure 28c, we show an example of comparison between
conventional pump-probe (PP) and saturated pump-probe (SPP)
images of SLG with its multilayer islets. The spatial resolution
improvement thanks to saturation beam is remarkable.

16.4. Conclusions and Perspectives

The pump–probe approach allows resolving and monitoring
chemical and atomic ultrafast processes without the need for u-
orescence emission. The latter is a standard in microscopy, al-
lowing specicity and super resolution requesting a dedicated
probe.[356] Therefore, a label-free method is of particular inter-
est. It can avoid invasive procedures and allow long imaging
sessions without loss in signal, i.e., photobleaching. However,
since pump-probe microscopy is realized by employing ultra-
fast and ultrashort-pulse laser sources, such a method allows
for multimodal imaging in which uorescence, harmonic gen-
eration, and coherent Raman scattering, when needed, can be
easily combined, and correlated. In some cases, like for carbon
nanomaterials, the transient absorption process is saturable at
the time scale of the laser pulses, thus, super-resolution can also
be achieved following the general RESOLFT concept. In partic-
ular, graphene, which recently becomes one of the most studied

materials because of its implication in many sciences and society
elds, shows a linear electronic band structure, and awavelength-
independent, broadband optical saturable absorption in the NIR,
together with a large third-order susceptibility 휒 (3). This charac-
teristic makes pump-probe nanoscopy ideal for mapping the car-
rier dynamics in all its dierent graphene forms. Nevertheless,
since transient saturable absorption is not a unique property of
graphene, we may envision novel pump-probe nanoscopy imple-
mentations on many other molecules, able to probe the molec-
ular organization and dynamics of a cell with a spatiotemporal
resolution that can assist in deciphering themost puzzlingmech-
anisms of life.

17. Super-Resolution Raman Microscopy

(Katsumasa Fujita*)

17.1. Status

Raman microscopy has emerged as one of the key modalities
of imaging methods for biological and medical research. Vibra-
tional spectroscopy of endogenous molecules in a sample can
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provide information about biological samples that is not avail-
able using conventional imaging techniques. While the small
cross-sectional area of Raman scattering has hindered powerful
analytical capabilities in the life sciences, recent developments
in optics and laser technology have resulted in techniques that
improve image acquisition speed for both spontaneous and co-
herent Raman scattering microscopy. Surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) is also used to reduce image acquisition time
and increase the sensitivity of Raman detection. As with other
optical imaging techniques, the spatial resolution of Raman
microscopy is limited by the wave nature of light. Therefore,
many attempts have been made to overcome this limitation
using super-resolution uorescence imaging strategies such as
stimulated emission depletion (STED), single molecule localiza-
tion microscopy (SLM), and structured illumination microscopy
(SIM).[486]

17.2. Current and Future Challenges

Although Raman scattering and uorescence emission are dif-
ferent physical phenomena, they can share the same techniques
to overcome the resolution limit. In particular, spontaneous Ra-
man scattering has the same imaging properties as uorescence
microscopy, which uses incoherent light to generate sample
images. The techniques used for super-resolution uorescence
imaging are essentially valid for spontaneous Raman imaging.
Coherent Raman microscopy (e.g., coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering microscopy (CARS), stimulated Raman scattering
microscopy (SRS)) uses coherent light to generate images and
has dierent imaging properties from uorescence microscopy.
However, since they are based on laser scanning, the meth-
ods used in STED microscopy[15] and saturation excitation
(SAX) microscopy[464] are eective in overcoming the resolution
limitation.
The STED-based technique is used for both spontaneous and

coherent Raman microscopy using laser scanning. By superim-
posing a donut-shaped beam on the Gaussian spot for Raman ex-
citation, the signal at the peripheral region of the Gaussian spot
is suppressed, limiting the volume of signal generation within
the excitation spot. Several methods have been proposed to sup-
press signal generation such as prepopulation of vibrational state,
ground state depletion, pumpphoton depletion, and phonon sup-
pression. In any case, in order to obtain spatial resolution beyond
the limit, it is important to introduce a nonlinear relationship
between signal suppression/generation and excitation intensity,
otherwise the enhancement will be limited to the contrast en-
hancement of high spatial frequencies.
The use of STED microscopy in Raman imaging is more dif-

cult than in uorescence imaging because of the short lifetime
of the vibrational excitation state. The typical uorescence life-
time of dyes with high quantum yields is a few nanoseconds,
whereas the lifetime of vibrationally excited states is as short as
≈ps. Therefore, higher laser intensities are needed to suppress
the Raman signal, and it is dicult to suppress the signal deeply
enough to obtain high spatial resolution as in STED microscopy
of uorescence. Fluorescence microscopy can even oer more
time to manipulate the signal through transition to triplet and

dark state, photoisomerization, which are used in ground state
depletion (GSD) microscopy and RESOLFT microscopy. It is dif-
cult to realize these techniques in Raman microscopy as eec-
tively as in uorescence microscopy.
Another approach to achieve super-resolution imaging in laser

scanning Raman microscopy is to introduce a higher-order non-
linear response in the Raman eect. By saturating the Raman
eect, a higher-order nonlinear relationship is induced between
the signal and the incident light, and the signal generation is lo-
calized within the focal volume. So far, the use of saturation in
CARS and SRS has been demonstrated[68,487] for high-resolution
coherent Raman imaging based on SAX microscopy. It has also
been demonstrated to induce higher-order CARS in a sample
and to achieve super-resolution vibrational imaging of biolog-
ical samples.[488] The use of photothermal nonlinearity in Ra-
man scattering has also been exploited to realize super-resolution
imaging in confocal Raman microscopy.[489]

SIM can be used for spontaneous Raman and SERS imag-
ing because its imaging properties are the same as those of u-
orescence microscopy. Since a typical SIM involves wide-eld
detection, applying SIM to lter-based Raman microscopy is
straightforward.[490] However, it sacrices the spectral resolution
and require a longmeasurement time for hyperspectral imaging.
The SIM-based technique has also been applied to line illumi-
nation Raman microscopy, where the sample is irradiated with a
line-shaped focus and the image is formed by conventional imag-
ing for the direction of the irradiated line (Figure 29a-c).[491] Sim-
ilarly, image scanning microscopy (ISM) is also eective to im-
prove the spatial resolution of Raman microscopy.[492] The use of
4 optics was also demonstrated, which realized the detection of
the detection volume for the axial direction eectively.[493]

As mentioned above, manipulation of Raman signals is not
as easy as uorescence signals, so there are few applications of
SLM in Raman imaging. It is well known that SERS signal show
blinking by reecting the condition of molecules on a metal sur-
face. This blinking eect was exploited to perform SLM in SERS
imaging.[495] However, there are still challenges in applying this
technique because it requires manipulation of SERS hotspots on
the sample.

17.3. Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

Although the super-resolution techniques used for uorescence
imaging have been explored, the spatial resolution achieved for
Raman imaging is still limited. This is because of the diculty
of manipulating the Raman eect in target molecules. To push
the current limit, Innovative ways to control the Raman eect,
such as the capability of switching Raman eect and induction of
highly nonlinear relations between incident light and Raman ef-
fect, need to emerge. Another diculty in the high-resolution Ra-
man imaging is its weak signal. The reduced detection volume in
high-resolution imaging can provide only small detection signals,
which requires a much longer exposure time. The reduction of
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),making the practical resolution lower.
Therefore, increasing the Raman signal or reducing noise is in-
evitable to improve the spatial resolution further. Recently, a tech-
nique to improve the SNR by using the squeezed light has been
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Figure 29. Examples of label-free super-resolution Raman imaging. A mouse brain tissue observed by a) conventional line illumination and b) structured
line illumination Raman microscopy using 532 nm excitation. Raman peaks at 1682 cm−1 (amide-I, red) and 2848 cm−1 (CH2 stretching, green) were
used for image reconstruction. c) the intensity proles of Raman band observed between the arrows in a) and b). d)-f) SRS images of an expanded HeLa
cell. A vibrational mode of CH3 at 2940 cm

−1 was detected by using 1031.1 nm Stokes and 791.2 nm pump beams. e) and f) are zoomed images of
the yellow box region in d) and e), respectively. g) the line prole on the yellow line in f). Scale bars: 30 μm in d) and 2 μm in e) and f). Reproduced
under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 License.[491] Copyright 2015, The Authors, published by Springer Nature. Reproduced under the terms of the CC BY
4.0 License.[494] Copyright 2021, The Authors, published by Springer Nature.

demonstrated in SRS microscopy,[496] which is expected to con-
tribute to the improvement of spatial resolution in SRS imaging.
The use of non-optical methods is another direction. Recently,

expansion microscopy has been applied to super-resolution SRS
imaging. In expansion microscopy, the volume of the sample
is expanded by swellable polyelectrolyte hydrogels, of which
volume can be highly increased by being immersed in a solvent,
before observation.[497] The size of the sample can be increased
by a factor of 4.5 to 20 in the linear dimensions, and a more
detailed spatial distribution of the target can be observed than
with conventional techniques, even using diraction-limited op-
tical microscopy. The expansion microscopy technique has been
applied to observe tissue samples by SERS and SRS microscopy
(Figure 29d-g).[494,498] Although this technique cannot be used on
live samples, it extends the usefulness of vibration microscopy
for investigating microstructures in cells.
Switching the capabilities of Raman scattering has recently

been demonstrated using chemical compounds.[499] It has been
shown that isomerization of the molecular structure can change
the Raman spectrum. This switching capability can be used for
both STED and SLM-type super-resolution techniques. At this
time, it may be dicult to apply this strategy to molecules intrin-
sic to the samples, but as our understanding of the photophysical

properties of molecules improves, it will eventually show us how
to manipulate the Raman scattering cross-section of molecules.

17.4. Conclusions

The development of super-resolution Raman imaging has pro-
ceeded mainly by using methods developed for uorescence mi-
croscopy. Although these methods are eective in principle, it is
practically dicult to achieve a spatial resolution of 100 nm or
higher. Furthermore, it would be necessary to develop a method
suitable for Raman imaging, where pre-preparation of samples
is not expected, unlike uorescence imaging. In other words, we
need to develop a fully optical super-resolution technique that
does not rely on the manipulation of sample properties.
Currently, the main applications of Raman spectroscopy are

in material science and industry, such as nanomaterials, semi-
conductors, batteries, polymers, and pharmaceuticals. Although
super-resolution techniques have been intensively developed for
the observation of biological samples so far, exploring applica-
tion in materials science is important for super-resolution Ra-
man imaging. In fact, these applications typically involve sam-
ples that are more resistant to photodamage and produce more
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signal than biological samples, which can be advantages in real-
izing super-resolution imaging. Since such material analysis is
performed without labeling, label-free super-resolution Raman
imaging is inevitable. Also, while SEM and AFM are the primary
choices for high-resolution imaging, the ability to provide high-
resolution 3D imaging, a major advantage of optical microscopy,
is attractive to this eld.

18. Silicon Non-Linearity Based Super-Resolved
Pump-Probe Imaging

(Moshe Sinvani, Zeev Zalevsky)

18.1. Introduction

In opticalmicroscopy the property of diraction limits the resolu-
tion and yields that one cannot image spatial details being smaller
than half of the wavelength of the illuminating light because
such small spatial features cause light to propagate as evanescent
rather than a harmonic wave. Various concepts were proposed in
the attempt of bypassing this physical limitation.[500–503]

One important breakthrough that initiated the eld of
nanoscopy and which was applied for uorescence imaging pro-
posed a new type of scanning uorescence microscope.[14,287]

This imaging concept could reach a resolution of 35nmand it was
named stimulated emission depletion (STED).[504] Further im-
provement of that concept was generated in years to follow[505–507]

leading eventually to imaging capabilities of ≈5nm for uo-
rescent color centers in diamond crystal.[508] STED concept ex-
ploited the typical characteristics of the uorescent molecules.
Two beams were used to obtain the super-resolved imaging. The
rst is a pulsed laser beam acting as a pump beam having opti-
mal Gaussian point spread function (PSF) and being focused on
the examined sample while acting as the uorescence excitation
source. A second pulsed laser beam which has a donut shape, is
stimulating depleting uorescence laterally around the center of
the excitation beam spot while leaving the center region of the
focal spot active to continue and emit uorescence. Due to this
process the imaging PSF is laterally sharpened since the lateral
regions of the PSF coinciding with the donut shape beam are sig-
nicantly attenuated and only the central part of the PSF of the
excitation beam produce emission from the sample, which leads
to enhanced imaging resolution.
Besides STED additional approaches were also introduced

aiming to produce a nanometric imaging resolution while all us-
ing various physical aspects of the uorescence eect such as the
stochastically sparse subsets of uorophores, namely the pho-
toactivated localization microscopy (PALM) approach[244,509–512]

or as stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM)
approach.[513] PALM exploits the spontaneously occurring phe-
nomenon of photobleaching while STORM exploits the re-
versible switching between a uorescent on-state and a dark o-
state of a uorescence dye.
Example of other methods developed in the eld of nanoscopy

and which also involve interaction of probe-pump beams include
for instance adding to the surface that is to be imaged a pho-
tochromic absorption modulated layer[514] or using the concept

of saturated transient absorption microscopy where usage of ma-
terials with very small absorption saturation level[66] is applied to
obtain sub-diraction resolution in far eld. Additional methods
use various types of silicon-coated gold nanoparticles that allow
to generate a time multiplexing super-resolved imaging by mod-
ifying the PSF into a donut-like shape while utilizing the plasma
dispersion eect (PDE)[515] or by using coherent anti-Stokes Ra-
man scattering (CARS) approach.[516–518]

In our research, we use the plasma dispersion nonlinearity oc-
curring in silicon in order to realize a super-resolved nanoscope
capable of providing signicant advantage to themicro-electronic
industry in the eld of failure analysis. Our concept involved a
pump-probe scanning architecture that maps the silicon wafer
with nano-metric resolution that could be extracted not only from
the surface of the integrated circuit but also from its deeper lay-
ers. The photons of the pump are absorbed in the silicon chip
and generate free electrons that shape the PSF of the probe that
is near infra-red (IR) wavelength of 1550nm. The reshaping of the
probe PSF is done through the plasma dispersion non-linearity
causing either narrowing of the PSF or to the generation of a
narrow dip in its center i.e. in both cases the PSF of the probe
has high spatial frequencies being higher than the limits sets by
the laws of diraction. When such sharpened PSF scans the in-
spected sample (i.e. the PSF ismultiplied by the spatial content of
the target), the high spatial frequencies of the sample are down-
converted and become low spatial frequencies that can propagate
from the sample to the imaging sensor as harmonic rather than
evanescent waves and thus be sensed and decoded.

18.2. The Concept

As mentioned above our method is based upon PDE in silicon
in which near infra-red (IR) laser probe beam (at wavelength that
regularly is not absorbed in silicon) can be spatially shaped by
the silicon’s locally changed refractive index (its real as well as
its imaginary part) that is modied via another pump laser beam
that its photons are being absorbed in the silicon and by that cre-
ate change in the free electrons density. The spatial shaping of the
probe beam generates in its PSF higher spatial frequencies and
after scanning the inspected object may produce a super-resolved
image. Note that the proposed super resolving mechanism is a
non-linear eect because the absorption coecient for the probe
is proportional to the power of the pump and therefore following
the Beer-Lambert law, the total absorption of the probe is expo-
nentially related to the absorption coecient.
Unlike in the STED method, the proposed approach has ex-

ibility in the manner of how the PSF of IR probe beam is done.
One direction is to induce a hole or a dip in the center of the
probe’s PSF by applying a narrower Gaussian pump beam coin-
ciding with the center of the probe’s PSF[516] (Figure 30a). How-
ever, in this case, the PSF has a shape requiring post-processing
decoding to reconstruct the super-resolved image. Another di-
rection is to apply a donut shape pump beam. In this case, the
central part of the IR beam passes through while its lateral sur-
rounding is signicantly attenuated (Figure 30b). Then the scan-
ning of the narrowed probe PSF produces the super-resolved re-
sult without the need for any further post-processing. In both
cases, high spatial frequencies are induced and reected in the
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Figure 30. Illustration of the operation principle for the two possible directions: a) A narrow pump Gaussian beam at 532 nm, creates a hole in the
middle of a wider IR probe beam. b) Donut shape 532 nm pump beam blocks the periphery of the Gaussian IR probe beam and transmits only a narrow
beam in its center.[69]

Figure 31. The dip generated in the Gaussian IR probe beam was induced by the green pump beam. One diraction limit unit is 600 μm. a). The image
of the transmitted Gaussian probe beam and its prole. b). The shaped probe beam and its prole. The probe beam is having a dip that is superimposed
on its center by the pump beam.

nano scales via the same free charge carrier-induced absorption
mechanism.
To further demonstrate the proposed operation principle we

show some experimental results presenting the breaking of the
diraction limit by generating a narrow dip in the center of the
probe’s beam PSF that can lead also to sub-wavelength super-
resolved imaging capabilities when performing scanning with
the experimentally shaped PSF beam.[69]

In Figure 31, we presented how that shaping of the probe PSF
is obtained. In order to obtain a super-resolved image the pump
and the probe beam need to synchronously scan the inspected
sample. They need to do the scanning together because in order
to obtain superresolution, the probe PSF needs to be shaped. This
shaping is obtained only due to the pump beam. The process of
super-resolved reconstruction obtained following the scanning
of the inspected sample is presented in Figure 32. The super-
resolving experiment of Figure 32 includes imaging a resolution
target that is composed of 3-bars having spatial period of 500 μm.
The IR beamwas focused on the silicon surface with a very low

NA lens (one diraction limit unit is 600 μm) and the camera was
without a lens.When scanning the resolution target only with the

Figure 32. Gaussian probe IR laser beam at the diraction limit scan
across a resolution target containing 3-bars having a period of 500 μm:
a) Without applying the pump beam. No resolution improvement is ob-
tained. b) A scan of the target with the pump beam creating a dip in the
probe’s beam PSF. Super-resolution is obtained and the target is recon-
structed. The red lines are the direct scan results. The blue lines are the
direct scan results deconvoluted with the shape of the probe beam having
the central dip.[519]

probe beam and without illuminating with the pump beam, the
probe’s PSF is not narrowed, and no superresolution is obtained
(Figure 32a). However, when the scanning is performed both
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with the probe as well as with the pump beam, the probe’s PSF is
narrowed and the superresolving result is extracted (Figure 32b).
In both cases, the raw scan is colored in red. Knowing the beam
PSF we used MATLAB software to perform a standard Wiener
lter algorithm to de-convolute the raw scan, and the results are
colored in blue. Superresolved results are clearly seen in the im-
ages of Figure 32b.
Further development of our approach while using time-

tunable pulses for the pump and the probe allowed us to play
with the position of the focus of the probe beam and control its
focusing and defocusing processes in deeper layers of the silicon
chip[519–524] and not only on the wafer’s surface. We used probe
near IR (at  = 1.55 μm) beam and a pump beam at  = 775nm
with 30 ps pulse width, with a donut shape (generated via beam
shaping vortex phase plate). Both the probe and the pump beams
were lunched collinearly and simultaneously (with some time
delay between the pump and the probe pulses). Thus, the pro-
posed PSF shaping method is not only suitable for overcoming
the diraction resolution limit in silicon microscopy, but it may
also allow doing this deep under the silicon surface dependent on
the pump wavelength and the pump/probe lasers pulse widths.

18.3. Conclusions

The proposed super resolution concept that is based upon sil-
icon non-linearity called plasma dispersion, to generate failure
analysis super-resolved image with nano metric resolution after
scanning the integrated circuit with a pump–probe collinearly
aligned beams. Our super-resolving approach allows improving
the imaging resolution beyond the diraction limit and towards
the nanometric scale but obtaining it not only on the surface of
the silicon wafer but also deeper inside, which is being a signif-
icant advantage in the eld of failure analysis of integrated cir-
cuits.

19. The Rise of Mie-Tronics-Based Nonlinear
Scattering Imaging

(Xiangping Li*, Guan-Jie Huang, Shi-Wei Chu*)

19.1. Status

Traditional super-resolution imaging mostly relies on manipu-
lating nonlinear behaviors of uorescence emission, including
on/o switching of the molecules deterministically or stochasti-
cally, saturation of excitation/emission, and high-ordermultipho-
ton excitation.[486] Despite the great success of super-resolution
uorescence techniques in cell biology and biomedical sci-
ences, one major challenge is the limited photon yield due to
photobleaching and low photostability. Therefore, developing a
uorescence-free contrast agent is highly desirable for super-
resolution techniques.
Light scattering by nanoparticles is ubiquitous in many sub-

jects of optics. The associated Mie theory and optical properties
may lay the foundation for a new type of imaging probes. The
excitation and interaction between radiating multipoles of dier-
ent orders expand the emerging eld of “Mie-tronics” to further

manipulate Mie resonances from imaging to nanophotonic ap-
plications. Interested readers may refer to this recent review to
explore advances in Mie-tronics.[525] We have proposed to adopt
scattering from Mie-resonators, especially in plasmonic and di-
electric nanostructures (NS) as a novel super-resolution contrast.
The reasons include 1) scattering intensity from Mie-resonators
is particularly strong due to resonance enhancement; 2) scatter-
ing does not suer from photobleaching; 3) NS scattering oers
high photostability. However, typically intrinsic nonlinearities of
metal and dielectric materials are weak.
Recently, our groups unraveled giant nonlinearities in both

plasmonic and dielectric Mie-resonators,[70,526,527] whose behav-
iors can be manipulated by excitation wavelength and NS mor-
phology. The underlying nonlinear mechanism is based on pho-
tothermal and thermo-optical eects, which interact with Mie-
resonance andmodulate NS scattering intensity. In brief, as laser
excitation wavelength is located near the Mie resonance peak of
NS, absorption and the consequent photothermal heating be-
comes more ecient.[70] Subsequently, temperature rise modi-
es the NS refractive index via thermo-optical eect, and the in-
dex alteration is amplied by Mie resonance, leading to signif-
icant scattering variation, that corresponds to nonlinear behav-
iors.
In the theoretical aspect, a self-consistent model based on

Maxwell and heat equations has been developed to quantitatively
deduce theMie enhanced photo-thermo-optic nonlinearity.[528] In
experiment, we develop an x-scan method based on a laser scan-
ning microscope to characterize the optical nonlinearities of a
single NS.[529] The idea of x-scan is to scan a focused Gaussian
beam laterally across a NS, whose diameter is much smaller than
the Gaussian beam width, and collect its emission. If the NS ex-
hibits a nonlinear response, the resulting images deviate from
theGaussian prole (linearity) and the nonlinear coecient is de-
rived directly from the deviation. Through the x-scanmethod, var-
ious nonlinearities are observed, including sub-linearity, super-
linearity, and all-optical switch (Figures 33 and 34).
These nonlinearities are all applicable to super-resolution

imaging in both plasmonic and dielectric NSs. As a NS is illu-
minated by a focused Gaussian beam, whose intensity gradually
increases, the nonlinear behaviors should rst appear in the
centermost region of the focus. Therefore, the extraction of
nonlinear signals results in eective reduction of the point
spread function, and thereby super-resolution imaging.
In the case of sub-linearity, saturation excitation (SAX) mi-

croscopy achieves super-resolution via extracting nonlinear
scattering by temporal modulation of excitation plus harmonic
demodulation of emission (Figure 33a–c for plasmonic and
Figure 34a–c for dielectric NSs).[70,530] A more straightforward
super-resolution approach is through super-linearity,[531] which
enables direct observation of the resolution enhancement
(Figure 33d–f).[532] Combining sub-linear and super-linear
eects, along with dierential signal processing, the single-
NS image width can be further reduced to below 50 nm
(Figure 34d–f).[526]

It is well known that all-optical switch of emission enables res-
olution enhancement. The most famous example is stimulated
emission depletion (STED),[486] which relies on switch on/o u-
orescence.We pioneered in demonstrating all-optical switch with
scattering from both plasmonic and dielectric NSs.[70,527] That is,
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Figure 33. Optical nonlinearity and super-resolution imaging in plasmonic NS. Panels (a), (d), and (g) are various types of nonlinearities, including sub-
linearity (a), super-linearity (d), and all-optical switch (g), from a single gold nanosphere (80- or 100-nm diameter). b,e,h) Super-resolution scattering
images are obtained by SAX microscopy (b), where images are reconstructed by signal demodulated at fm and 3fm, where fm is the temporal modulation
frequency; by super-linear microscopy (e), where images are formed under low and high illumination; and by SUSI microscopy (h), where a  = 592-nm
donut suppression beam is applied. Panles (c), (f), and (i) are corresponding line proles, quantifying the resolution enhancement.

scattering intensity decreases as increasing the illumination in-
tensity. Borrowing the setup from STED microscopy, where pe-
ripheral scattering is suppressed by a donut beam, we succeed
in resolving two adjacent plasmonic scatterers by suppression
of scattering images (SUSI) (Figure 33g–i).[527] Zhao et al. ex-
tended this concept, introducing saturation scattering competi-
tion (SCC), where excitation and the depletion beams are at the
same wavelength to prevent the chromatic aberration.[533] Very
recently, the concept of SUSI is demonstrated in dielectric NSs
via manipulating the polarization state of illumination, as shown
in Figure 34g–i.[534]

19.2. Current and Future Challenges

We have shown that scattering, from plasmonic or dielectric
nanoparticles, exhibits a signicant nonlinear response due to
the interplay of Mie resonance and photo-thermo-optic eects.
The nonlinear Mie scattering provides a novel contrast for super-
resolution imaging, via the technical approaches of SAX, super-
linear microscopy, SUSI, etc. However, the general purpose of
super-resolution microscopy should be the investigation of “un-
known” structures, but in current status,most experiments adopt

plasmonic and dielectric NSs with well-dened morphologies
(size, shape, etc.). Typically, only one or two excitation wave-
lengths are selected to meet the NS resonance peaks, and to op-
timize the nonlinear eciency. Therefore, one major challenge
is to develop a new scattering-based nonlinear super-resolution
technique that is able to examine unidentied NSs.
A common goal of optical super-resolution techniques is

to push toward the resolution of electron microscopy. The
state-of-the-art uorescence nanoscopy has now enabled ≈1-nm
spatial resolution in 3D[535]! It is critical to borrow experiences
from uorescence imaging to boost the spatial resolution of
scattering-based microscopy. In principle, the resolution of non-
linear imaging techniques such as SAX and SUSI is unlimited,
depending on how strong is the nonlinear response. Thus,
one major challenge is to substantially improve the nonlinear
light-matter interactions in Mie resonators.
From Figures 33 and 34, the best resolution of nonlinear scat-

tering imaging is about 40-nm, which is much smaller than
the NS diameter itself. An interesting question is to understand
the underlying mechanism of the coherent scattering super-
resolution image formation. For instance, the ultrafast temporal
dynamics of the nonlinear Mie-scattering has not yet been thor-
oughly scrutinized.
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Figure 34. Optical nonlinearity and super-resolution imaging in dielectric NSs. Panels (a), (d), and (g) are various types of nonlinearities, including
sub-linearity (a), super-linearity (d), and all-optical switch (g), from a single silicon NS or silicon NS array. b,e,h) Super-resolution scattering images
are obtained by SAX microscopy (b); by dierential signal processing in super-linear microscopy denoted as dierential reverse saturation scattering
(DRSS) (e); and by STED-like microscopy (h), where a  = 693-nm donut suppression beam is applied under low and high illumination to present
dierent scattering saturated levels. Panels (c), (f), and (i) are corresponding line proles, quantifying the resolution enhancement.

19.3. Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

In order to generate nonlinear scattering in NSs with various
morphologies and resonance wavelengths, one plausible strategy
is to adopt a broadband light source such as a super-continuum
laser. Please note that most of the results in Figures 33 and 34
are carried out with continuous-wave lasers, while commercially
available ber-based super-continuum laser in general has a
nanosecond pulse width, and custom-made super-continuum
may have pulse width as short as a few femtoseconds. There-
fore, on the one hand, combining super-continuum with a
wavelength-selection tool and x-scan confocal microscopy may
provide the desirable capability of generating nonlinear scat-
tering in many dierent NSs, thus enabling the observation
of “unknown” structures. On the other hand, the nanosec-
ond/femtosecond pulse nature of the super-continuum laser of-
fers a playground to explore the nonlinear scattering eect in
diverse time scales. In particular, the nanosecond pulse may be
the most ecient in transient heating of the NS, while the fem-
tosecond pulse shall be preferred to study the carrier dynamics
by pump-probe spectroscopy.
The second challenge is to enhance spatial resolution of scat-

tering images, via the approach of enhancing optical nonlin-
earity. It is well known that nonlinear light-matter interactions

are signicantly amplied in a high-Q cavity. In most results of
Figures 33 and 34, the Q-factor of Mie resonance is merely on
the order of 10. Manipulating the interaction betweenmultipoles
of dierent orders can lead to exotic optical phenomena such
as nonradiating anapole,[536] supercavity mode, and quasi-bound
states in the continuum,[537] pushing Q-factor of single-particle
Mie resonance toward 103, and that of a metasurfaces as high
as 106! The unprecedented high-Q resonance may lead to signif-
icant enhancement in the image precision. Under a tightly fo-
cused scenario of microscopy, an emerging trend is to explore
spatially dependent mode excitation,[538] and multipole interfer-
ence to enhance local eld as well as nonlinearity.

19.4. Concluding Remarks

Through the investigations over the past decade, giant photother-
mal nonlinearities on scattering has been unraveled, in both
plasmonic and dielectric nanoparticles. Various nonlinear re-
sponses are discovered, and applied to resolution enhancement
on the nanoparticles. Looking back to the title of this roadmap
article “Label-free Super-resolution Imaging”, the readers may
feel confused that these nanoparticles shall serve as extrinsic
“labels” when applying to biological specimens. However, optical
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Figure 35. (Left) The essentials of NPMR. A train of intensity modulated pump pulses (red) is focused on a sample. Focused and position overlapping
train of probe pulses (green), with constant intensity, are delayed by a few ps. The increase of the sample temperature, induced by the pump pulses give
rise to changes in the probe reectivity (blue line). The black dots represent the changes in the probe-reectivity. The harmonics analysis of changes in
reectivity with a lock-in amplier, provide the nonlinearity of the response. (Right) the improvement in resolution of at test sample increasing with the
harmonics order. Reproduced with permission.[464] Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

microscopy is useful not only for biology, but also for material
sciences.Wewould like to advocate the development of nonlinear
Rayleigh scattering microscopy as a novel contrast mechanism
to inspect metal and semiconductor nanostructures. In addition,
the nonlinear light-matter interaction may readily extend from
Rayleigh scattering, into absorption or other forms of emission,
to form an array of super-resolution imaging contrast tools.

20. Label-Free Super-Resolution Microscopy by
Non-Linear Photomodulated Reectivity

(Omer Tzang, Dror Hershkovitz, Ori Cheshnovsky*)

20.1. Status

The urge to explore the properties, structure, dynamics, and func-
tionality at the nanoscale has inspired the onset of ultrahigh-
resolution imaging techniques. In particular, super resolution
(SR) uorescence-basedmicroscopy, with resolution down to few
nanometers is very useful in biological research where func-
tional groups can be selectively labeled. However, in many cases,
in material inspection or imaging of unprocessed biological tis-
sues, far-eld, label-free, imagingmodality is desirable. Neareld
Scanning Optical microscopy does provide label-free SR by cou-
pling light to proximate nanostructures, however it is conned to
a range of few tens of nanometers o the surface. Recently, far-
eld label-free SR methods, based on ground state depletion[66]

and Photo-acoustics[539] were introduced.Ourmethodology, Non-
linear Photo-Modulated Reectivity (NPMR) is based on the non-
linear changes in the reectance of materials, ∆R, caused by an
ultra-short pump pulse.[540]

In NPMR, a modulated train of ultra-fast pump pulses fo-
cused on the sample, photo-induces temperature and/or charge-
carriers density changes, within the diraction limited spot. The
material undergoes fast exchange dynamics of between various

degrees of freedom. Electronic excitation (10–500 fs) is followed
by carrier–carrier and carrier–phonon scattering/thermalization
processes (500 fs–10 ps),[541] leading to changes in the dielec-
tric function. A spatially overlapping, delayed, constant-intensity
train of probe pulses monitors the induced nonlinear ∆R by the
detection of the high harmonics changes in the probe reectance.
The idea is illustrated in Figure 35. A comprehensive account on
NPMR is found in a review chapter.[542]

The nonlinear components of reection due to photo-
modulation (at 휔m) are demodulated at the corresponding
harmonic frequencies (휔m,2휔m,3휔m…) in a lock-in amplier.
The nth harmonics components of the reectivity scale with the
nth power of the excitation. As a result, the eective PSFpp com-
prises of the product of PSFprobe and that of the pump laser to the
power of the nonlinearity order n, PSFn

pump. In all dimensions,

the PSFpp scales down by √n for Gaussian focused beams. By
recording the NPMR while scanning the sample, super-spatial
resolution is achieved. A pure sinusoidal modulation of the
pump beam is needed to warrant that the weak nonlinear
response originates solely from the physical response of the
system. This purity is achieved by driving an Acousto-Optic
Modulator (or other modulators) by an Arbitrary Waveform
Generator, tuned to generate a pure sinusoidal light intensity
modulation.[543] The short (≈100s) optimization process, reduces
the harmonic distortion down to 10–4.
How about the optimal time scales? A short≈1 ps pump pulse,

is desirable to prevent the photo-excited spatial distribution of
induced properties from diusing and blurring the initial excita-
tion prole. The time delay between pulses of the pump and the
probe (P&P) should be optimized to match the relevant physical
property (0–2 ps). The repetition rate of the P&P should allow
for a thorough electronic and thermal relaxation between subse-
quent pairs of laser pulses. A shematic view of the experimental
system is presented in Figure 36.
SR using NPMR was rst demonstrated on Si nano-

structures,[540] and showed the reduction the PSF down to 85nm
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Figure 36. A schematic view of the experimental system. The role of the galvo mirror is to enable the combination of SPOM and NMPR.

(Figure 35 left). It was further applied to plasmonic struc-
tures of gold and V2O3. By its nature, NPMR excels in charac-
terizing semiconductors and metals in vacuum, ambient and
liquid, semi-transparent, and opaque systems. An equivalent,
uorescence-dependent SR technique, is SAX.[464] There, har-
monics of the uorescence, caused by saturating the modulated
excitation, are detected.

20.2. Current and Future Challenges

One signicant diculty in a routine use of P&P technique is
the need to spatially co-focus and ne-tune the delays of the P&P
pulses, and eliminates the need for these adjustments.[544] In Sin-
gle laser NPMR, the train of laser pulses is intensity modulated,
and its reectance is measured at higher harmonics. The pump
pulse excites the sample and the changes in its reectivity are
measured simultaneously. The measured ΔR is a weighted av-
erage, of changed in reectivity induced in early stages of the
same pulse. This approach is lacking optimized P&P delay or
optimized probe wavelength, and thus reduces the signal sub-
stantially. It is also highly dependent on the timescales of photo-
excited dynamics in the examined samples. However, due to its
simplicity, this modality may be benecial to many applications,
as depicted in Figure 37 (left). A set of 100 nm thick, 125 nmwide
pairs of gold stripes fabricated on Sapphire substrate, shows an
equal resolution of 95 ± 5 nm for the second harmonics of both
single laser and P&P. We inferred that the reectivity changes
due to electron excitation in Au are fast enough (approximately
100 fs) to be detected by a single 2 ps pulse. In Silicon sample,ΔR
evolves slower (≈700 fs) and is not probed eciently by NMPR
with a single 2 ps pulse.
In NPMR, the signal of high orders, n, degrades exponentially,

while SR evolves as the√n. Therefore, we combined NPMRwith
other, ecient resolution enhancement modalities:

20.2.1. Spatial overlap modulation Nonlinear optical Microscopy
(SPOM-NOM))

The enhancement of resolution in SPOM nonlinear optical mi-
croscopy (SPOM-NOM), is achieved by modulating the spatial

overlap between two color pulses, and monitoring the nonlinear
optical processes excited by a combination of two-color pulses.
SPOM-NOM was used for resolution enhancement in sum fre-
quency imaging[545] or stimulated Raman scattering.[546] How-
ever, the point spread function of SPOM, PSFSPOM, representing
the second derivative of the diraction limited PSF, suers from
artifacts resulting from its negative lobes.
The combination of NPMRwith SPOM, while beneting from

improved resolution, dramatically reduces the negative lobes.[544]

The combined PSF consists of the product of PSFn
pump and

PSFSPOM. The negative lobes ofPSFSPOM overlapwith low intensi-
ties in PSFn

pump. In our studies, the probe was spatially modulated
at휔SPAT using amirrored galvanometer, while the intensity of the
pumpwasmodulated at휔m using the AOM. The co-demodulated
signal at 휔ref = n휔m + 2휔SPAT combines the integrated response
of SPOM (second order) and NPMR. The incorporation of SPOM
improved the resolution by ≈15%, down to 85 ±5 nm, in accor-
dance with our simulation. It replaced additional 1–2 higher har-
monics in NPMR, yet provided about tenfold higher signal. As
simulated, the intrinsic negative lobes of the PSF of SPOM are
signicantly reduced due to the slimmer PSF of NPMR.

20.2.2. Resolution Improvement via Beam Shaping

So far, we based resolution enhancement on Gaussian
diraction-limited spots. However, by employing a phase
and/or amplitude lter in the beam path, we can engineer a
smaller central spot at the focal plane. The annular tails in the
PSF, generated by such lters, are less pronounced in high
orders of the PSFn

pump, and are practically nulled in NPMR due
to lack of spatial overlap with a probe Gaussian beam. Spatial
lters have demonstrated substantial improvement in resolution
in confocal setups.[547] To prove the principle in NPMR, we used
an annular gold amplitude mask.[548] to obtain a symmetric
donut-shaped beam. Figure 37 (right) shows the eect of the
beam apodization. In two scans we tested SR by measuring the
second order NPMR, using a single color, linearly polarized,
400nm laser and a 0.95NA air objective. The resulting resolution
was 155nm and 130 nm for the clear and the apodised beams
respectively. This ≈16% reduction in the PSF width, matches the
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Figure 37. (Left) Super resolution Photo-modulated reectivity using single color or two colors. The sample consists of Au double lines, 125 nm wide,
with gaps of 370, 270, and 180 nm, respectively. a) Line imaging of probe reection (red) and pump reection (purple). b) Two-color photo-modulated
reectivity line imaging using rst (blue), and second (black) harmonics. c) Single color photo-modulated reectivity using rst (orange), and second
(black) harmonics. Note the resolution enhancement (95 ±5 nm) at 2휔1 in both two and single-color modalities. Reproduced with permission.,[545]

Copyright 2012, OSA Publishing. (Right) The eect of apodization: Line scan of SR target using clear beam (blue) and apodized beam (brown).

theoretical prediction. We emphasize that sophisticated beam
shaping such as Bessel beams or super oscillation beams should
further improve the resolution.

20.3. Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

Raman microscopy, with its material-specic spectral features,
is a label-free counterpart to uorescence microscopy. While Ra-
man tip enhancement methods,[549] interleaved with scanning
probemicroscopy, provide rich information with nanometric res-
olution, they are conned to surface studies. Fujita and cowork-
ers introduced a far-eld combination of structured illumination
and micro-Raman microscopy to achieve SR. We used photo-
modulated nonlinear Raman scattering to achieve SR.[489] How-
ever, this approach proved impractical, due to its very low signals.
The progress in resonance-enhanced time-gated Raman spec-
troscopy, with cross sections orders of magnitude higher, may re-
solve the problem and enable label-free SR with chemical recog-
nition. In this modality only the interfering uorescence is sup-
pressed by time-gating the Raman signal to overlap with a sub-
nanosecond excitation pulse.[550]

20.4. Conclusions

We have presented the essentials of NPMR for far-eld, label-
free, SR microscopy. Unlike some other modalities, in NPMR
sample treatment or preparation is not required. NPMR is suit-
able to characterize variaty of materials: at any wavelength that

materials absorbes, semiconductors, and metals, in vacuum or
ambient, in liquids or solids.
While the signal of high orders, n, degrades exponentially,

the incremental improvement in SR evolves as the √n. In or-
der to enhance resolution it is practical to combine NPMR with
other resolution enhancement modalities, as discussed. In any
SR technique the sensitivity strongly declines with the size of the
examined objects. One way to partially cope with this problem
is to exploit resonance enhancement in NPMR. E.G. tuning the
Probe wavelengths near to a plasmonic resonant wavelength, can
enhance the sensitivity of measurements for specic sizes and
materials.

21. Structured Illumination-Based Nonlinear
Label-Free Super-Resolution Microscopy

(Mikko J. Huttunen*, Stefan G. Stanciu)

21.1. Status

When objects are imaged using ultra-fast light sources with high
peak-power, the occurring light–matter interaction may become
nonlinear giving rise to novel contrast mechanisms that enable
the imaging of various samples based on their intrinsic prop-
erties (Figure 38).[551] The main advantages of nonlinear optical
microscopy, also known as multiphoton microscopy (MPM) are
that I) the nonlinear processes provide novel, label-free contrast
mechanisms, and II) it becomes easier to improve penetration
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Figure 38. Schematic for nonlinear structured illumination-based super-
resolution microscopy. By spatially modulating the incident/excitation
elds, one can detect higher spatial frequencies associated with the sam-
ple. After reconstruction, an image with improved resolution can be
formed.

depth by using longer wavelength excitation. Over the past years,
an important focus of attention has been placed on the develop-
ment of nonlinear super-resolution techniques, which are likely
to lead to many interesting bioimaging applications for label-free
nonlinear optics (NLO).[470]

Among the most widely used nonlinear microscopy tech-
niques are those based on second-harmonic generation (SHG),
third-harmonic generation (THG),[552] and coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering (CARS).[553] The main advantage of these non-
linear optical processes is that they occur intrinsically in samples
providing means to perform label-free imaging. The SHG sig-
nals originate from non-centrosymmetric molecules, with colla-
gen, themost abundant protein in the human body, and themain
constituent of the extracellular matrix, being one of them.[554]

THG signals mainly originate from interfaces where sharp spa-
tial variations of the refractive indices occur, enabling the imag-
ing of lipid droplets and cellular membranes, among others.[555]

The most exible processes in terms of achievable contrast in
NLO microscopy are coherent Raman scattering processes, such
as CARS or stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), that provide
true chemical contrast by allowing specic imaging of molecules
whose chemical bond vibrational frequencies match with the dif-
ference of a pair of pump and probe beams.[556]

In addition to above, two-photon excitation uorescence
(2PEF) and three-photon excitation uorescence (3PEF) pro-
cesses, also largely popular in the context of NLO microscopy,
can intrinsically take place in samples, provided that the re-
spective multiple of the pump wavelength coincides with some
electronic transition present in the sample.[470] Most commonly,
nonlinear autouorescence is utilized to image reduced nicoti-
namide adenine dinucleotide phosphates[NAD(P)H]] and avin
adenine dinucleotides (FAD).[557] Particularly the ratio of these
signals, known as the redox ratio, is commonly utilized to in-
vestigate metabolic cell activity, that can be linked to severe dis-
eases/disorders such as to carcinogenesis.
The above-discussed nonlinear processes have already en-

abled many applications. [Figure 39][470] SHGmicroscopy is now
commonly utilized to characterize collagen morphology of tis-
sues, e.g. providing valuable information of brosis, wound heal-

ing and carcinogenesis.[558,559] Incoherentmultiphoton processes
(2/3PEF) excel in calcium imaging, due to which combined
2/3PEF and THG microscopy are often used for in-vivo imag-
ing of the brain.[560] In addition to the above applications, coher-
ent Raman scattering techniques, particularly CARSmicroscopy,
have been found to be useful e.g. in time-resolved analysis of lipid
droplet growth, assembly and composition.[553] As shown in sev-
eral landmarkworks, coherent Ramanmodalities are highly com-
plementary to NLO techniques based on autouorescence and
harmonic generation.(Figure 39)

21.2. Current and Future Challenges

The most obvious challenges to address in label-free nonlin-
ear imaging are imaging speed, penetration depth, and achiev-
able resolution. The latter challenge can be alleviated to a de-
gree by utilizing structured-illumination-based super-resolution
techniques,[72,561–563] such as so-called pixel reassignment mi-
croscopy, or image scanning microscopy (ISM).[73,564,565] The
achievable resolution improvement depends on the order of the
nonlinear process and of the technique used, but in essence≈100
nm resolution is already achievable for someNLOmodalities.[566]

A major challenge is to develop techniques that could further
improve the achievable lateral resolution to the range of values
(<20nm) now already available in super-resolved uorescence
microscopies based on contrast-agents. However, in terms of cur-
rent and future challenges, lateral resolution is only a single
gure of merit that limits the emergence of novel applications.
Many of the nonlinear structured-illumination microscopy tech-
niques are based on wideeld conguration resulting in some-
what poor axial resolution.
In addition to axial resolution, in some imaging applications,

e.g. intravital imaging, the penetration depth is as well an im-
portant parameter. Nonlinear microscopy modalities in general
are advantageous in this respect because absorption and scatter-
ing of incident light can be considerably decreased whenmoving
to longer pump wavelengths.[568] However, it has turned out to
be very challenging to combine high (≈100 nm) spatial resolu-
tion with long (>100 μm) penetration depths.[566] Furthermore,
even when compromises in resolution can be accommodated,
imaging deep tissues (e.g., <1 mm) is still a major problem. Im-
provements in deep tissue imaging with high resolution can be
expected to take place by advances in machine learning and arti-
cial intelligence-based methods.
The demands of imaging are also shifting towards large-area

and volumetric imaging.[569,570] For example in histopathologic
applications, whole slide imaging usingmore conventional imag-
ing modalities, that have been combined with automated image
processing approaches based on articial intelligence are quickly
becoming commonplace.[571] It can be expected that similarly
also MPM modalities will be developed to stages, where large-
area imaging becomes a default option. In addition to whole slide
imaging, an upcoming trend in histopathology seems to be the
shift to volumetric imaging, which hasmany advantages over tra-
ditional approaches that rely on imaging microns thick sample
sections. In short, never-ending need for speed exists.
A nal challenge that many of the nonlinear super-resolution

microscopy techniques face is that the achievable contrast mech-
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Figure 39. Label-free tissue imaging with non-linear optical microscopy modalities. a) TPEF+SHG and b) H&E images of murine colon. The TPEF+SHG
image (green:TPEF, red:SHG) was collected ex vivo through an endomicroscope objective. Figure adapted from.[24] c) THG+SHG (green:THG, red:SHG)
and d) H&E images of human brain aected by glioblastoma, showing hypercellularity, vascular proliferative changes, and aggregation of macrophages
(arrows). Figure adapted from ref. [552]. e) SRS+SHG (green: lipids SRS@2845cm−1, blue: proteins SRS@2930cm−1, red: collagen SHG) and f) H&E
images of laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma tissues. Figure adapted from ref. [556]. g) CARS+TPEF+SHG (green:TPEF, red:CARS, blue:SHG), h) H&E
and i) virtual H&E images of human colon. The virtual H&E image was computed from the NLO image using Deep Learning. Figure adapted from
ref. [567].

anisms in label-free imaging are somewhat restricted subse-
quently limiting the potential imaging applications. Fortunately,
MPM modalities have already found many niche applications.
However, the limited contrast admittedly restricts to some extent
the applicability of developed techniques.

21.3. Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

With current knowledge, it seems likely that the lateral resolution
cannot be improved much below the ≈100 nm limit, unless new
ideas to circumvent the diraction limit emerge. However, many
of the current imaging applications might not benet dramat-
ically from improved lateral resolution. Instead, improvements
in the axial resolution are highly desirable. This challenge could
be remedied for example by combining structured-illumination
microscopy with the temporal focusing scheme,[566] or by using
laser-scanning structured illuminationmicroscopy (SIM) or non-
linear image scanning microscopy (ISM).[565]

The limitations in the achievable penetration depth are an-
other major existing challenge in bioimaging applications. A
straightforward, although technologically non-trivial solution is
to continue nudging the excitation and emission wavelengths to-

wards longer wavelengths inside the second near-infrared region
(NIR-II, 1000–1700 nm),[568] where water absorption is however
an important challenge to address, together with losses in resolu-
tion. Here, further development of commercially available and af-
fordable ultrafast laser systems seems necessary, facilitating new
research groups and imaging facilities to acquire/build NIR-II
capable nonlinear imaging systems.
Enhancing the penetration depth is also extremely relevant

to current NLO endomicroscopy eorts, which suggest that
we are not far from a next generation of NLO tomographs
capable of imaging not only easily accessible body parts, such
as skin, but also other parts of the human body that can benet
of NLO contrast and resolving power, such as the gastroin-
testinal tract.(Figure 39a)[572] However, additional progress in
miniaturization is obviously required in order to probe internal
organs, such as the heart, kidney, lungs, liver, etc., that have been
thoroughly discussed in the context of ex-vivo NLO imaging.
Furthermore, in-vivo imaging is particularly dependent on
imaging speed, to be discussed below. This is because internal
organs have their inherent movement due to blood circulation,
which yields motion artifacts. Avoiding these issues requires
high-speed scanning, which poses additional complications
compared to enhancing imaging speeds of bench-top systems.
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Steady improvements in the imaging speeds will likely take
place by further development of imaging systems. The most
straightforward approach is to move away from single-point
scanning modalities towards multi-point, line-scanning or even
wideeld modalities.[569,570] Furthermore, wideeld techniques
could be made considerably faster by more widespread use
of low/medium repetition rate amplied laser systems, that
would allow reaching ≈100 GW cm–2 illumination peak in-
tensities while still keeping mean powers compatible with live
imaging.[570]

The nal challengementioned above concerns the limited con-
trast mechanisms that arise in label-free imaging applications.
Most of nonlinear imaging modalities (SHG, THG, 2PEF, and
3PEF) provide contrast only towards quite specic cell and tis-
sue types. However, smart control of the polarization state of
the excitation and/or emission beams might provide new pos-
sibilities, particularly when coherent SHG and THG modalities
are used.[573] In the longer run, further development of coher-
ent Raman scattering techniques, such as CARS and SRS, seems
however a more probable remedy for the limited contrast.[553]

In addition, the challenges associated with limited contrast and
subsequent interpretation of the NLO images are already be-
ing alleviated by the emergence of articial intelligence meth-
ods for digital staining, e.g., based on generative adversarial
networks.[567] These allow the translation of raw NLO images,
which can be cumbersome to interpret even by experts, into ver-
sions that closely resemble traditional histopathology images,
and whose content is therefore highly accessible.(Figure 39g–
i) Furthermore, articial intelligence has also been demon-
strated as having interesting potential for NLO based automated
histopathology.[556,559]

21.4. Conclusions

The eld of label-free non-linear optical microscopies has wit-
nessed important progress over the past years, and a wide palette
of applications has been reported to date. Advances will take
place with further technology development. Particularly promis-
ing are the recent activities where articial intelligence and com-
putational imaging approaches are combined with state-of-the-
art imaging techniques. One can envisage that soon nonlinear
label-free large-scale imaging techniques become standard tech-
niques that e.g., facilitate human patient diagnosis both ex-vivo
and in-vivo.

22. Surface Electromagnetic Wave Lenses and
Transformation Optics

(Vera N. Smolyaninova, Igor I. Smolyaninov*)

22.1. Introduction

Starting from early 2000s several novel and important research
directions have developed in label-free super-resolution opti-
cal microscopy,[574] which are quickly demolishing the resolu-
tion limit of conventional optical microscopy due to diraction.
The rst one is making use of nonlinear optics.[287] In gen-
eral, the nonlinear optical microscopy techniques implement

photo-switching of and saturation of uorescence down to sin-
gle molecule level, so that spatial resolution of the order of 20
nm is achieved. However, these techniques rely on spatial scan-
ning of either samples or light sources, which is a relatively slow
mechanical process. During approximately the same time con-
siderable progress in transformation optics, plasmonics,[575] and
metamaterials[122] enabled drastic improvement in spatial reso-
lution of conventional linear far-eld optical microscopy. First,
John Pendry realized that negative refractive index metamateri-
als may be made into a at “perfect lens,” so that high-resolution
(almost perfect) optical images could be obtained due to nega-
tive refraction. Such a perfect image is formed by the amplied
evanescent waves (or surface plasmons) which exist at the bound-
aries separating the positive and negative indexmaterials. Recent
examples of the experimental realization of this approach may
be found in.[576] However, the magnication of a planar “per-
fect lens” is limited to 1. A major step to bypass this limitation
was achieved by the development of surface plasmon-assisted
microscopy,[124] in which image magnication in two spatial di-
mensions has been demonstrated in the geometric optics limit.
Soon it was realized that the improved spatial resolution of 2D
plasmonic microscopy relies on the “hyperbolic” dispersion law
of surface plasmons, which may be expressed as

k2xy − kz2 =
휀d휔2

c2
(23)

where d is the electric permittivity of the metal lm substrate,
kxy = kp is the component of the plasmon wave vector along the
propagation direction, and kz is the wave vector component (ex-
ponential decay constant) in the perpendicular direction. This ap-
proach was further developed in the “optical hyperlens” designs
by Narimanov et al.[126] and Engheta et al.,[127] which make use
of a concentric arrangement of multiple thin metal and dielectric
cylinders, which form a hyperbolic optical metamaterial. Such a
metamaterial arrangement results in a strongly anisotropic ten-
sor of dielectric permittivity, in which the radial r and the tangen-
tial  tensor components have opposite signs. The dispersion
relation of such a metamaterial

k2r
휀

−
k2
휀r

= 휔2

c2
(24)

does not exhibit any diraction limit. Light propagates through
such a hyperbolic metamaterial in the form of well-dened radial
rays. If a radiating sample is placed near the inner rim of such
a hyperlens structure, the lateral separation of rays radiated by
the sample increases towards the outer rim, thus providing im-
agemagnication. Suchmagnifying hyperlenses were realized in
both 2D and 3D congurations.[212,577,578] Far-eld optical resolu-
tion of at least 70 nm has been achieved using a 2D plasmonic
hyperlens. The goal of this paper is to outline further promis-
ing directions in 2D microscopy, which would potentially move
the resolution scale of linear far-eld optical microscopy toward
the 10 nm scale and beyond. We anticipate that this may be ac-
complished by using the newly discovered class of surface elec-
tromagnetic waves which propagate along gradual interfaces of
lossy optical media.[579,580]
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Figure 40. When a glycerin microdroplet is illuminated near its edge with
a tapered ber tip, an image of the tip may be seen at the opposite edge
of the microdroplet.

Figure 41. Numerical simulations of image magnication (M = R1/R2 =
2) using a compound inverted Eaton lens.

22.2. Two-Dimensional Transformation Optics

As mentioned above, a plasmonic microscope used in the 2D
geometric optics mode may exhibit considerably increased spa-
tial resolution compared to the conventional three-dimensional
microscopes. This is an expected result, since operation of plas-
monic microscopes relies on the hyperbolic dispersion law—
see Equation 23. In an additional recent development, we also
showed that such transformation optics (TO) devices as various
invisibility cloaks, which require quite sophisticated spatial pro-
les of anisotropic electric permittivity and magnetic permeabil-
ity, may be emulated by microfabricated tapered waveguides and
micro-droplets.[131] This interesting fabrication shortcut results
in broadband low-loss performance of the TO devices in the vis-
ible frequency range, which is very dicult to achieve by con-
ventional means. Moreover, the same approach was successfully
applied to fabrication of the inverted Eaton and Maxwell sheye
microlenses,[131] which were recently introduced as superb imag-
ing devices, which do not require negative refraction.[130] For ex-
ample, a refractive index distribution which needs to be emulated
in a microdroplet or a microlens so that a resulting 2D device
would act as an inverted Eaton lens is described by the following
equation:

n = 1forr < R, and n =
√

2R
r

− 1 (25)

This refractive index distribution may be emulated by varying
the microdroplet thickness, as described in.[131] An example of
such a microdroplet-based Eaton lens is shown in Figure 40.
As illustrated in Figure 41, two segments of the Eaton lens

which have dierent magnitudes of parameter R can be com-

bined in order to achieve image magnication. In such a con-
guration the image magnication equalsM = R1/R2, while the
image resolution is dened by the wavelength of the opticalmode
(regular light or surface plasmon) which is used in the imaging
device. We should also note that near-eld image magnication
has been proposed in recent experiments with high-index liquid-
immersed microspheres.[581]

22.3. Towards Nanometer-Scale Resolution using Novel Surface
Wave Modes

The familiar examples of surface electromagnetic waves include
surface plasmons, which may exist at sharp interfaces between
metals and dielectrics,[575] and Zenneck waves, which may exist
at surfaces separating highly lossy conductive media and loss-
less dielectrics. However, consideration of a “more physical” sit-
uation in which the electric permittivity (or conductivity) of a
material changes continuously across some gradual interface,
leads to appearance of a new class of deeply subwavelength sur-
face waves.[579,580] It appears that low-loss surface electromag-
netic waves may exist at planar gradual interfaces between lossy
media, even if the dielectric losses are very high on both sides
of the interface. This very recent and highly unexpected result
seems to be applicable to most any electromagnetic frequency
range from the very low frequencies (VLF) of radio waves all the
way up to theUV light. The TMwave equation in such cases takes
the form of a one-dimensional Schrodinger equation

−휕2Ψ
휕z2

+
(
−
휀(z)휔2

c2
− 1
2

휕2휀
휀휕z2

+
3(휕휀∕휕z)2

휀2

)
Ψ = −휕2Ψ

휕z2

+VΨ = −k2Ψ (26)

where the wave function is introduced as E2 = 휓∕휀1∕2. Note that
for the TM wave the eective potential energy V(z) near the in-
terface between highly lossy media may become almost purely
real even if “”(z) >> ’(z). This is happening if the gradient
terms dominate in Equation 4. It appears that such materials
as graphite and silicon (which have almost purely imaginary 
in the UV range) appear to be highly suitable for UV nanopho-
tonics applications. As illustrated in Figure 42, the typical wave-
lengths of these newly discovered surfacewaves appear to fall into
a few nanometers range, while propagation length of these waves
may be much larger than the skin depth in a homogeneous lossy
medium.[212] As a result, these novel surface waves and the 2D
microscopy arrangements described above appear to be ideal to
further push resolution of the far-eld linear optical microscopy
techniques down to nanometer scale.

22.4. Conclusions

We have described several examples of two-dimensional super-
resolutionmicroscopy devices, whichmay be nanofabricated and
studied using currently available modern fabrication techniques.
These devices achieve 70 nm spatial resolution with conventional
surface plasmons, which far exceeds resolution of conventional
optical microscopy. Utilization of the newly discovered class of
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Figure 42. Numerical modeling of excitation and scattering of surface
electromagnetic waves in a gradient waveguide made of doped graphite
at 0 = 275 nm. The guided UV eld propagating through the waveguide
is scattered by a 4 nm diameter metal nanowire which is located near the
waveguide.

surface electromagnetic waves which propagate along gradual in-
terfaces of lossy optical media should further bring the spatial
resolution of 2D microscopes down to 10 nm scale and beyond.
While the material base of nanophotonic devices using surface
plasmons is limited to a few low-loss materials such as goodmet-
als and some oxides, the novel class of surface waves is supported
by a much larger number of highly lossy media. In particular,
such lossy materials as graphite and silicon may be ideal materi-
als to use in UV nanophotonics applications.

23. Perfect Imaging

(Ulf Leonhardt*, Sahar Sahebdivan*)

Richard Feynman[582] questioned the diraction limit of imag-
ing, for a simple physics reason: the propagation of light is
reversable. The equations that govern the light propagation,
Maxwell’s equations, are time-reversible. Changing the sign
of the magnetic-eld components in an electromagnetic wave
would send the wave back to where it came from. If it was emit-
ted from a point source it would, upon time reversal, focus with
point-like precision. Onemay object that sending light back to its
source does not qualify as imaging, as the source and the image
are the same. But, manipulating both the electric and the mag-
netic eld, we may deect the light and let it reverse to a dierent
point, forming a distinct, perfect image there.
The diraction limit is not a fundamental law of nature,

but rather a feature of conventional lenses – that is Feynman’s
argument.[582] Yet there is a counter-argument: for time reversal,
it is not enough to reverse the eld, the source must be reversed,
too. Suppose we only reverse the eld and then let it focus
in empty space. An incoming spherical wave (4r)−1e−ikrwith
wavenumber k produces the outgoing wave −(4r)−1eikr where
the sign describes the reection of light. The interference be-
tween the incoming and the outgoing wave gives a focal spot
proportional to sinc(kr), which agrees with the diraction limit!
However, if we also reverse the source, no outgoing wave is there

Figure 43. Wave propagation on the surface of a sphere. The wave is emit-
ted from a point source at some point on the surface. While propagating,
the wave initially expands but then focuses on the point antipodal to the
source. If the wave gets absorbed at the image the focus has point-like
precision as the peaks show.

and the light is perfectly focused, as has been experimentally
demonstrated.[583] Reversing the source is easy: instead of an
emitter, we just need an absorber. The absorber takes out the
incident wave and records the image. Even if only a small part
of the incident light is absorbed, that part is perfectly focused.
Perfect imaging is possible in principle.
Whether perfect imaging is possible in practice depends on the

practicalities of time-reversing the eld. For microwaves[128] one
can use an array of receivers, electronics to conjugate the eld,
and emitters to send it back. However, there is a way to do all this
passively, with gradually varying indexmedia. It makes use of the
connection between dielectric media and geometries.[584] Imag-
ine that light is conned to the surface of a sphere (Figure 43).
Suppose a light wave is emitted from one point on the sphere, say
the South Pole. The outgoing wave expands until it contracts and
focuses on the North Pole, as if it got time-reversed while cross-
ing the Equator. Obviously, this is also true for all other source
points: any point on the sphere is perfectly imaged at its antipo-
dal point (Figure 43). The curved space of the sphere performs
the time-reversal required for perfect imaging.
Curved geometries like the surface of the sphere aect the

diraction limit in another way as well: they modify the un-
certainty relation between position and momentum.[585,586] In
the absence of sources and drains – and without curvature –
the diraction limit follows from the uncertainty relation.[587] So
curved spaces will modify the resolution of imaging. However,
this eect goes away in the limit of a large radius of curvature,
whereas the sphere, how large it may be, would, in the presence
of source and drain, time-reverse and perfectly focus light.
Now, curved spaces like the sphere can be implemented

with dielectric media.[584] In the stereographic projection[584,588]

(Figure 44) the surface of the sphere is projected onto the plane.
Here a variablemeasure of length plays the role of the curved two-
dimensional surface in three-dimensional space. Themeasure of
length is the refractive index. For implementing a sphere in the
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Figure 44. Stereographic projection. In the stereographic projection, a
line is drawn from the North Pole of the sphere to the point to be pro-
jected. Where this line intersects the plane through the Equator lies the
projected point. The top picture shows the stereographic projection in a
cut through the sphere. The lower picture shows the wave on the sphere
(Figure 1) projected accordingly. The stereographic projection is a confor-
mal map that preserves angles and just distorts distances. An isotropic
material does the same. In particular, Maxwell’s sh eye[9] acts like a
sphere in stereographic projection.[8] As light can be perfectly focused on
a sphere (Figure 43) it can be perfectly focused in Maxwell’s sh eye,[130]

too, provided the image gets absorbed and does not interact with the
source.[598,600]

(x, y) plane in appropriate units we need the index prole[588] n =
2n0∕(1 + x2 + y2). Maxwell himself wrote down[589] such a pro-
le and noticed that light rays go in circles in it and are perfectly
focused. Much later it was shown[130,590] that not only rays but
waves are perfectly focused, too. Maxwell’s prole[589] is known
as Maxwell’s sh eye, because such gradually varying index me-
dia reminded Maxwell on the eyes of sh. It is the archetype of
absolute optical instruments[591] where from any given point in
the source region all rays focus at one or several points in the
imaging region.
Absolute optical instruments come with restrictions: they can-

not really magnify or, to be more precise, their magnication is
given by the ratio of refractive indices around the image and the
source. Furthermore, both the object and the image lie inside the
device like the focal points in an elliptical mirror, except that for
an absolute optical instrument all source and image points are
foci.
Absolute optical instruments capable of perfect imaging re-

quire a considerable index range. In the case of Maxwell’s sh
eye, the device is innitely extended and the index goes to zero at
innity. Luckily, one canmodify the sh eye[130] by surrounding it
with a mirror at the unit circle (in device units) without compro-

mising its functionality,[130] which makes the device nite and
connes the index range to {n0,2n0}. Achieving a factor of two
in index modulation is still dicult to implement by doping a
material, but it can be done with planar waveguides in silicon
photonics.[592] Here the thickness of a silicon layer on silica plays
the role of the refractive index; with variable thickness one can
implement refractive-index proles like Maxwell’s sh eye.[592]

Does perfect imaging work? The community reacted with con-
siderable skepticism[593] after the idea was proposed.[593] The
lively discussion in the literature has been very helpful in ren-
ing and clarifying the ideas, but the ultimate test of any physics
idea is the experiment. Two types of experiments[594–596] were per-
formed, bothwithmicrowave radiation. In the rst,[594] the spher-
ical geometry (Figure 43) was implemented for microwaves. The
waves were conned between two closely spaced spherical mir-
rors such that they eectively propagated on the surface of a
sphere. Radiation was injected at one point by a cable and ex-
tracted by another cable movable around the image position. At
well-dened resonances, radiation was only transmitted when
the source and the detector were aligned with 1/105 wavelength
precision. This proves that perfect imaging works, but apparently
only at resonance frequencies.[597,598]

In the second set of experiments,[595,596] modied sh eyes
were made using microwave metamaterials. Two coaxial cables
inserted at the image points served as sources, and an array of
cables as detectors in the imaging area. The detectors appeared
to have resolved the two sources, despite them being consider-
ably closer to each other than half a wavelength. However, the re-
sults were not reproduceable in computer simulations. Further-
more, the gure of the main experimental results showed a sub-
tle inconsistency. The plotted intensities of the image points were
perfectly symmetric, although the sources were not. As was later
conrmed,[599] only half of the image data were plotted and the
other half were “not measured”. According to Ref. [599] the im-
age values were “assumed to be symmetrical” while, at the same
time, the two sources were given dierent phases, making the
eld naturally asymmetrical.
Why did the experiments in Refs[595,596] not work? The prob-

lem was that the detectors were acting back onto the sources.[598]

Both the sources and the detectors were cables connected to a
microwave synthesizer. The sources were not just transmitting a
xed amount of radiation, but they were also receiving radiation
reected at the sources and they were reacting to it. In Feynman’s
objection to the diraction limit, there is a clear causal distinc-
tion between source and image. The source emits rst, then the
radiation is focused by eective time reversal, and the image is
taken last. In the experiments in Refs[595,596] the image acts back
onto the source as if the future would act back onto the past,
messing up the causal order between source and image. Only
at well-dened sharp resonances, like in the experiment on the
sphere,[594] no radiation is reected and all radiation goes through
from the sources to the detectors with perfect resolution.[598]

Despite a few caveats,[598] onemay still agreewith Feynman[582]

that here is no fundamental reason why perfect imaging should
not work. The experiments[594–596,599] and their analysis[597,598,600]

have highlighted a crucial requirement for achieving subwave-
length resolution with absolute optical instruments: the eld re-
ected at the detectors must not interact with the sources. If this
is guaranteed then perfect resolution is perfectly possible.
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Figure 45. Microsphere nanoscopy. a) Contact mode setup and imaging examples (50–100 nm samples). b) Resolution analysis by the PSF convolution
method ( = 405, confocal mode). c) Non-contact scanning superlens imaging, setup, and examples (microsphere attached to AFM tip, sample: 80–90
nm nanodevices, and uorescent-labeled actin lament). d) SR mode demo at size parameter q = 26.94164 with peak value ≈43.5k and theoretical
resolution ≈/3–/6 for n = 1.5, q = 0–90 microspheres.

24. Microsphere Superlens and Metamaterial Solid
Immersion Lens

(Zengbo Wang*, Boris Luk’yanchuk, Limin Wu)

24.1. Status

In 2011, super-resolution imaging by microsphere superlens
emerged as a simple yet eectivemethod to overcome the dirac-
tion limit that limits the resolution of conventional lenses.[136]

Signicant progress has since been made. Here, key advances
including the development of scanning superlens system, meta-
material solid immersion lens (mSIL), super-resolution physics,
and bio-superlens are discussed along with the challenges in this
eld. For more detailed review on the technique and other super-
lens applications in interferometry, endoscopy, and others, please
refer to refs. [601, 602].

24.2. Microsphere Nanoscopy

24.2.1. Overview

The eld of microsphere superlens research dates back to 2000
when it was discovered that a microsphere could generate sub-
wavelength focus.[603] This eect became known as ‘photonic
nanojet (PNJ)’ since 2004 and was widely used in laser cleaning,
laser direct nano-writing and signal enhancement,[602] among
other applications. The achievement of 80 nm resolution in

laser patterning by microsphere[604] motivated the research on
microsphere nanoscopy, rst published in 2011.[136] As shown
in Figure 45a, the technique uses microsphere as superlens
to image the contacting nanoscale objects. The superlens col-
lects and transforms the near-eld evanescent waves, which
carry the high-spatial-frequency information about the object,
into the propagating waves reaching the far-eld and leading
to a formation of a magnied virtual image. The evanescent-
to-propagating-conversion (ETPC) eciency determines the -
nal imaging resolution.[605] Further improvement of the reso-
lution can be accomplished by enhancing the ETPC eciency.
These ideas motivated the development of the mSIL superlens
discussed below, which provides improved ETPC eciency with
enhanced optical super-resolution and imaging quality.[144]

In contact mode, the microsphere superlens can resolve
50–100 nm scale objects (e.g., nanostructures and devices
(Figure 45), subcellar structures and adenovirus[606]) using
a wide-eld microscope. Smaller features, i.e., 15–25 nm
nanogaps, can be resolved with superlens under a confocal
microscope.[138,607] Since resolution of an imaging system is of-
ten characterized by the point spread function (PSF) instead
of by the minimal resolvable feature sizes, Allen et. al. devel-
oped a convolution-based resolution analysis method and de-
rived the best resolution for microsphere nanoscopy is ≈/6–/7
(Figure 45b).[138] A higher estimation for resolution of /8 could
be obtained if the nal image’s contrast is adjusted for clarity be-
fore convolution, giving calibrated resolution of≈/6–/8 for the
technique. Such method is now widely used to calculate the PSF
resolution for the superlens, which avoids exaggerated resolution
claim beyond /10 based on theminimal resolvable feature sizes.
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In non-contact mode, resolution of the superlens drops rapidly
when particle-sample distance (Δz) increases, from /7 at Δz =
0 (contacting) to /3.8 at Δz ≈ ∕2 (half wavelength). Super-
resolution typically degrades if the distance exceeds one wave-
length. Extending the working distance (WD) of a superlens is a
major challenge for this technique which is discussed later.
A variety of microspheres have been used as superlenses for

imaging, including BaTiO3 (BTG), Polystyrene (PS) and SiO2 mi-
crospheres with typical size between 3 and 80 μm. For an opti-
mum imaging, the optical contrast (OC, i.e., refractive index ratio
between microsphere and surrounding media) is recommended
within 1.4–1.75.[136,608] Therefore, for high-index microspheres
such as BTG (n = 1.9–2.1) and others, an immersion media (e.g.,
water or transparent resin) is often used to optimize the OC to
maximize the performance.

24.2.2. Scanning Superlens

The ability to position microsphere superlens at desired location
and scanning over an area are essential for practical applications.
Singlemicrosphere has a narrow eld-of-view (FOV), scanning is
utilized to expand FOV for imaging larger-area and for dynamic
imaging. Several scanning schemes have been demonstrated,
such as integration with AFM system[609] and encapsulation of
microsphere in solid lm.[138] Figure 45c shows the AFM-based
scanning superlens system built by attaching a microsphere to
an AFM tip and use precision motion system of AFM to control
particle-sample distance and scanning across the sample surface.
The system can work in both contact and non-contact scanning
modes. A 96× 96 μm2 sized sample imagewas obtained in 3mins
with super-resolution at /6.3 level for 80–90 nm objects, which
is about 200 times faster compared to the ordinary AFM. Another
scanning approach is to bond the microsphere directly with the
objective lens to form a unibody design,[610] which was used in
commercialmicrosphere nanoscope developments.[611] The reso-
lution of commercial systems can be at ≈137–150 nm (measured
by PSF) due to diculties of attaining contact scanning mode.

24.2.3. Super-Resolution Physics

A complete theory for microsphere nanoscopy is still under
development and one of the latest results is the wave theory of
virtual imaging by microsphere.[612] The mechanism behind
microsphere nanoscopy has been under debate since its birth.
The PNJ eect was rst considered as the main mechanism.
However, calculations show that super-resolution strength by
PNJ is weak, typically ≈ /2–/3 for n = 1.5–1.6 particles.
To explain the strong super-resolution ≈/6–/8 observed in
experiments, other mechanisms were studied. Excitation of
whispery gallery mode (WGM) in microsphere allows to explain
resolution up to ≈/4. Very recently, new super-resonance (SR)
modes in microsphere were discovered.[613] A typical SR mode
eld distribution is shown in Figure 45d. It has a pair of highly
localized hotspots (|E|2 > 104–105, three orders higher than PNJ
of 10–102) near the bottom and top apex of the microsphere. A
strong resolution of ≈/3–/6 is observed in Figure 45d. Deeper
resolution and stronger eld enhancement (109–1011)[614] by SR

eect is possible for other particles, which requires further in-
vestigates. Moreover, some other mechanisms also contribute to
resolution enhancement, such as plasmonic substrate eect and
non-traditional illumination method (e.g., partial and inclined
illumination[278,609] and near-eld evanescent-wave illumina-
tion using uorescent nanowire[615] and localized plasmonic
structured illumination[616]).

24.2.4. Bio-Superlens

Another trend in the eld is the development of biological super-
lens using biomaterials such as spider silks,[617] cyanobacteria,
live yeast cells,[618] and lipid droplets,[619] where typically 100 nm
features can be resolved (not PSF). These bio-superlenses may
open the intriguing route for developingmultifunctional biocom-
patible bioimaging tools for sensing and single-cell diagnosis,
which will be further advanced in the future.

24.3. Metamaterial Solid Immersion Lens (mSIL)

A notable achievement in the eld is the development of mSIL
in 2016. mSIL is an articially engineered three-dimensional
all-dielectric superlens assembled by high-index nanoparticles
(Figure 46) that supports enhanced ETPC eciency. Exploit-
ing 15 nm high-index (n = 2.55) TiO2 nanoparticles as build-
ing blocks, we fabricated TiO2 mSIL with widths of 10–20 μm
(Figure 46a) and demonstrated excellent super-resolution per-
formance. It generates a sharp image with a resolution of at
least 45 nm (≈∕8.5 PSF resolution, Figure 46c), which ex-
ceeds the resolution of all previous superlenses. A new super-
resolution mechanism was discovered in mSIL. The near-eld
coupling between neighboring nanoparticles in closely stacked
media can eectively guide and transform the propagating wave
into a large-area array of structured evanescent wave illumina-
tion eld (Figure 46b). Inversely, the composite media supports
highly ecient ETPC that lead to enhanced super-resolution.
Similar works have been reported using othermaterials like ZrO2
to replace TiO2.

[620] Recently, Dhama et al. designed and fabri-
cated full-sphere TiO2 mSIL and compared the imaging perfor-
mance with BTG microsphere. The results conrmed that mSIL
superlens performs consistently better than BTG superlens in
terms of imaging contrast, sharpness, clarity, eld of view, and
resolution.[621] Besides mSIL, gradient solid immersion lenses
(Maxwell sheye) may provide another route toward near-perfect
super-resolution imaging.[622,623]

24.4. Current and Future Challenges

The imaging contrast bymicrosphere nanoscopy is often low due
to the relatively weak ETPC eciency. The low-contrast prob-
lem can be partially solved by mSIL with enhanced ETPC. While
mSIL has shown greater imaging resolution and quality over
other superlenses, its structure-integrity, lifetime in air/liquid
and suitability for scanning imaging remains unknown which
demands more investigations.
IncreasingWD in dielectric superlens nanoscopy while retain-

ing super-resolution is a key challenge in the eld. Using par-
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Figure 46. Metamaterial solid immersion lens (mSIL). a) Concept of mSIL and synthesis approach. b) Near-eld coupling between nanoparticles in
mSIL transforms incident propagating wave into large-area structured evanescent wave illumination of substrate at FWHM resolution ≈8 nm. c1)
Super-resolution imaging of 60 nm feature on IC chip by mSIL. c2) Bottom surface of mSIL detached from c1 sample. d) 50 nm Polystyrene particle
imaged by mSIL. e) 45 nm IC chip imaged by mSIL.

tial and inclined illumination have shown the possibility to ex-
tend the working distance from sub-wavelength scale to more
than one wavelength scale.[609] Other proposals are needed to
extend WD to at least 5 μm scale to enable a truly 3D super-
resolution imaging of biological details and processes. Develop-
ing a higher speed nanoscopy system remains another challenge
for the technique. Deeper tissue imaging, and combination of su-
perlens with other super-resolution techniques (e.g., uorescent
nanoscopy) to achievemulti-modal super-resolution imaging sys-
tems will also be the future challenge for the technique.

24.5. Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

Recent advances in photonics, nanomaterials, metamaterials,
and articial intelligence (AI) could be utilized to address
the discussed challenges. Introducing superlenses like micro-
sphere/mSIL into a conventional optical microscope system
leads to unwanted aberrations that reduce imaging contrast and
quality, despite the resolution is improved locally at a region un-
der the microsphere. This contradiction could be solved by using
adaptive optics technology to correct the aberrations so that high-
contrast super-resolution image can be obtained.[624] Another
possible solution is to use metasurface, which can be designed
and placed in front of the dielectric superlenses to realize similar
function to the adaptive optics. Highly tuneable Metamaterials
and metasurfaces will also be the promising solution to enable
the development of long-WD superlens due to its exibility in
phase, amplitude, polarization, and wavefront engineering.[625]

Combining superlenses with multiphoton microscopy may oer

another solution to develop a long-WD superlens imaging sys-
tem, e.g., using nonlinear eect to enhance resolution at the far-
eld zones. Due to signicant amount of data generated during
scanning superlens over a large-area, AI and machine learning
technologies are particularly useful to process the big data to gen-
erate desired output image or extract features from a large-image.
The latter property is especially useful for developing systems ca-
pable of tracking dynamics in biological samples.

24.6. Conclusions

Dielectric superlenses made from microsphere and nanoparti-
cles and other materials have proven to be the eective tools to
overcome the diraction limit. Optical super-resolution of ≈/6–
/8 (measured by PSF) has been demonstrated in real-time, label-
free imaging of a variety of samples and processes in elds such
as biology, material, and medicine research. The superlens tech-
nology has the potential to revolutionize the eld of optical mi-
croscopy when the discussed challenges are resolved.

25. Microspherical Superlens Imaging:
Fundamental Origins of Super-Resolution

(Alexey V. Maslov*, Vasily N. Astratov)

25.1. Status

The use of dielectric microspheres in contact with label-free or
uorescent objects, the technique we will refer here as micro-
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spherical superlens imaging (MSI),[136,138,581,608,626] see Figure 1a,
revolutionized the biomedical and nanoplasmonic imaging a
decade ago because of its signicantly better resolution com-
pared to the standard microscopy and its relative simplicity com-
pared to the advanced uorescence (FL) microscopy represented
by localization[627] or stimulated emission depletion (STED)[628]

techniques. The experimentally observedMSI resolution exceeds
the solid immersion lens (SIL) limit,  = /(2ns sin), where  is
the vacuum wavelength,  is the half angle of the light collection
cone, and ns is the refractive index of the microsphere. An in-
triguing situation in this area is that after a decade of intense
experimental and theoretical studies, the origin of this super-
resolution remains largely obscure.
The main properties of MSI can be summarized as the fol-

lowing three experimental ndings: a) the resolution is system-
atically higher for smaller microspheres (2 µm < D < 10 µm,
where D is the diameter) and can reach /6–/7 exceeding the
SIL limit[138,608]; b) higher index (ns ≈2) microspheres inside liq-
uid or plastic coverslips provide higher resolution[581] that can
be qualitatively explained by the SIL eect; c) best resolution re-
sults are usually obtained for nanoplasmonic objects[626] or for
FL objects coupled to short-period nanoplasmonic arrays.[629] The
most rigorous approach to the explanation of resolution so far
was based on exact numerical solutions of theMaxwell equations.
The computational results for the point spread function (PSF),
which is the classical estimate of resolution, show signicantly
larger width than the experimental resolution, as illustrated in
Figure 47.

25.2. Current and Future Challenges

A few approaches to explain the MSI super-resolution have been
considered.

25.2.1. Photonic Nanojets

It was suggested originally that the observed super-resolution is
linked to the ability of microspheres to form nanojets.[136] This
stimulated several studies in which the modeling of nanojet for-
mation was performed[630,631] assuming its reciprocal relation to
resolution.However, the reciprocity of focusing and imagingmay
work with propagating waves, but if evanescent waves are in-
volved it is likely to be invalid.[140] Besides that, the width of
photonic nanojets can be only slightly smaller than the dirac-
tion limit of /2 in air and only for microspheres with diameters
much smaller than used in the experiments.[601,632,633] Thus, the
existence of a direct relation between the super-resolution and
the nanojet formation was subjected to serious doubt.

25.2.2. Incoherent Imaging and PSF modeling

In the incoherent imaging regime, the image is obtained as a
convolution of the PSF and the object shape (eld intensity). One
way to explain the super-resolution in MSI is to demonstrate the
narrowness of the PSF. This direction was followed in several
studies which applied various computational techniques to point-
source (dipole) emission near microspheres.[139,140,634,635] Due to

Figure 47. a) Schematic of MSI in the transmission geometry. b) Virtual
image of a dipole marked by the dot near the microsphere. The image in-
tensity is plotted as a function of the transverse coordinate y and position
x of the focal plane of the objective. The refractive index of themicrosphere
is ns = 1.4 and of the background is nb = 1. c) Resolution  for imaging in
water nb = 1.33 background for the index contrast ns/nb = 1.4. The hori-
zontal lines dene two diraction limits and the colored area denes the
super-resolution regime. The data points for (c) are taken from Ref. [140]
and rescaled for the immersion case.

the complexity of the problem most of the PSF simulations are
two-dimensional (2D)[139,140,634] except some cases where the Mie
theory is used in 3D.[635] In 2D geometry, see Figure 47a, one can
put a point current source at distance d from the microsphere

J (x, y, t) = ŷj0(y)(x + R + d)e−i휔t (27)

and calculate its emission which is collected by the objective
forming an image.[140] The solution of the Maxwell equations de-
scribes the outcoupling of not only the propagating but also the
evanescent components of the point source. The prominence of
WGMs in microspheres calls for separate analysis in resonant
and nonresonant cases.
Figure 47b shows a typical image in the non-resonant case for

continuously moving focal plane of the objective. The virtual im-
age is formed below themicrosphere. Figure 47c summarizes the
resolution (the FWHMof the PSF corrected formagnication) in
the case of liquid immersion. In the nonresonant case, the reso-
lution is ≈/3, which is slightly better than the diraction limit
of /(2nb) of imaging in water, and depends very weakly on the
gap d. This means that the evanescent elds do not aect the PSF
width. In the resonant case, the resolution can reach /4, which
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is still noticeably below the experimental observations, and the
images typically have sidelobes. The resolution increases with de-
creasing gap which correlates with the excitation of WGMs. The
role of polarization on the PSF was also studied by considering
dipoles oriented tangentially and radially relative to the micro-
sphere surface.[634,636] The narrowest PSF, about 0.28 in air, is
achieved for radial polarization. While the PSF analysis provides
some insight into MSI properties, it fails to explain the experi-
mentally observed super-resolution.

25.3. Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

Many modalities of experimental MSI and variety of objects
with dierent properties used in these studies suggest that it
is unlikely that a single factor would reveal the origin of super-
resolution.

25.3.1. Coherent Imaging Regime

In the Abbe coherent imaging theory,[637] the imaged object is
represented is a sum of periodic components dened by their
spatial frequencies. The incident wave is diracted by each com-
ponent. The diracted waves are collected by the objective and
directed to an image plane, where interference between the
diracted waves produces an image. The incoherent imaging
regime is realized only as a limiting case of coherent imaging
under special arrangements, for example, if the object is illumi-
nated by a very broad angular spectrum of plane waves that are
mutually incoherent. This condition can, however, break down,
for example, due to the presence of a microsphere.
In coherent imaging the resolution is dened as the smallest

period L= /2 of the object’s spatial component which can create
a propagating diracted wave. A microsphere near an object can
scatter even evanescent diracted components, similar to plane
waves in the Mie theory. A key question is whether these waves
can be used to form an image. To demonstrate the possibility
of image formation from an evanescent wave with an in-plane
wavenumber h0, let us consider a current source placed parallel
to the horizontal y-axis near the bottom of a microsphere with
ns = 1.4 in a background medium with nb = 1, as schematically
illustrated in Figure 48b,c:

Jy (x, y) = 2j0cos

h0y


 (x + R) e−i휔t (28)

A gap between the current and the microsphere will only
change the intensities of the emission and of the resulting image.
For the results in Figure 48, the scattering problem was solved
rigorously using the cylindrical functions. The phase velocity of
the current wave is vph = 휔/h0 = c/nph, where nph is the phase in-
dex. The evanescence of the eld created by current (Equation 28)
in the absence of the microsphere is provided by h0 > nb휔/c. This
is equivalent to the condition that the spatial current period L =
2/h0 = /nph is smaller than the wavelength in the background
material /nb, that is L < /nb or nph > nb. The physical mean-
ing of the standard SIL limit with a microsphere is that for nph >
ns, the current would not emit in a uniform medium even with
index ns and, therefore, no image should be formed.

Figure 48. Imaging of subwavelength current distribution (Equation 28).
a) Scattered energy W (normalized to some W0) toward the objective
(−/2< 휑</2) as a function of the phase index of the current for sev-
eral values of the particle size. The nonresonant case is exemplied by kR
= 5,8,20, the resonant case by kR = 20.384 (WGM with azimuthal number
m= 24, see Figure 4 in Ref. [640] The colored area denes the region nph >
ns in which the resolution above the SIL limit can be achieved. b,c) Images
produced by the current with nph = 1.6 for various focal plane locations for
kR = 20 and kR = 20.382. The images are normalized to their maximum
values, which in (c) is 46 times higher than in (b). The oscillating curves
near the microspheres in (b,c) illustrate current (2).

25.3.2. Fundamental Role of the Curvature of the Microsphere

The situation is dramatically changed in the presence of a mi-
crosphere since it scatters the evanescent eld creating waves
which go towards the objective, see Figure 48a. The key property
is that while the emission decreases monotonically with increas-
ing nph, it persists even for nph > ns. There is no any qualitative
change near the value nph = ns. It was pointed out in Refs.[638,
639] that an evanescent wave can be converted to propagating
by the curvature of the microsphere through a modied Snell’s
law. The condition for such conversion, as dened by Eq. (13) in
Ref. [639], means only converting evanescent waves in the back-
ground material to propagating waves in the microsphere limit-
ing the resolution to the SIL limit of the background material.
In contrast, Figure 48a demonstrates the possibility of outcou-
pling of very high spatial frequency components, which exceed
the SIL limit of the microsphere. The scattering of evanescent
waves by spheres is often used to excite WGMs but is also re-
lated to imaging.[640,641] In the non-resonant case, the higher ex-
traction eciency for higher spatial frequencies (nph > ns) is evi-
dent for the intermediate value of kR= 8 compared to the smaller
kR = 5 or larger kR = 20. This qualitatively supports the experi-
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mentally observed higher resolution for mesoscale microspheres
with diameters of about several wavelengths. The emission e-
ciency aects the visibility of ne features on the images. While
the microsphere can outcouple high spatial frequency compo-
nents, can they form an image by the objective? The image from
the evanescent eld generated by the subwavelength current, see
Figure 48b, supports the possibility of imaging with a resolution
better than in the SIL method, that is for nph > ns.
In the calculation of the PSF, the microsphere also outcouples

the evanescent component of the point current so why would the
coherent regime provide a better resolution than incoherent? It is
likely that in the innitely broad spectrum of the point source, the
contribution of the evanescent components is simply too weak to
be noticeable. Indeed, the emission eciency decreases with in-
creasing spatial frequency of the evanescent eld, see Figure 48a.
In contrast, in the coherent imaging the evanescent components
can play a dominant role since the diraction on a high spatial
period component of the object shape will not produce any prop-
agating waves, except perhaps the zeros order. This, therefore,
greatly limits the spatial bandwidth allowing the evanescent eld
contributions to be revealed.

25.3.3. Resonant Imaging

Figure 48a shows that the WGM resonance provides a much
stronger current emission for all nph with a maximum when the
phase velocities of the current and of the WGM are close. As a
result, the image at the WGM resonance has much higher in-
tensity than o-resonance, compare Figures 48b and 48c. In the
resonant case, the image can be denedmore by the properties of
theWGMmode itself rather than by the current. Using this prop-
erty, however, one can also envision a new imaging regime. Un-
der a broadband frequency illumination, dierent spatial com-
ponents of the diracted evanescent elds can potentially excite
dierent resonant modes. This may give a mapping between the
spatial component of the evanescent eld and the spatial distri-
bution of the exited WGM mode, which then can potentially be
transformed into an image. Despite beingmore ecient, the res-
onant imaging can lead to many artifacts since the observed im-
age can be dominated by the properties of theWGMs rather than
by the object. Yet it oers exceptional opportunities for combin-
ing imaging and detection.

25.3.4. Coherent Imaging of Resonant Structures and
Nanoplasmonics

Many objects used for MSI resolution benchmarking have res-
onances, for example, localized surface plasmon resonances
(LSPR), and the so-called plasmonic hot spots. Examples of such
objects are bow-ties, dimers, plasmonic molecules, nanowires,
nanoclusters, and arrays. In this case, the eld that creates the
image is not the diracted incident eld, but rather the reradiated
modal eld, which can be greatly enhanced.[642] This resonantly
enhanced coherent eld, in which high spatial frequency com-
ponents are dominant, can be outcoupled by the microsphere
enabling the image formation. Somemodesmay allow seeing ex-
traordinarily small features but usually with distortion. The mi-
crosphere can potentially play a role in the excitation of the reso-
nant modes. Alternatively, they can also be excited by uorescent

molecules. By contrast, if mutually incoherent waves are incident
from all angles on a small resonator, the excitation of resonances
is unlikely since it requires some coherence of the driving eld
at the resonator location.

25.3.5. Integration with Other Super-Resolution Techniques

Due to wideeld imaging and exible illumination conditions
MSI is suitable for integration with other super-resolution
approaches and methods considered in this Roadmap. One
example is interferometric techniques[145–147] discussed in
Topic 28. Another example is the integration of micro-spheres
or millimeter-scale ball lenses[643,644] with cellphone imaging
that permits building pocket-size microscopes as discussed in
Topic 26.

25.4. Conclusions

The theoretical explanation of super-resolution values beyond the
classical SIL limit represents an intriguing question laying at the
intersection of fundamental physics of imaging and advanced nu-
merical modeling methods. It is shown that the approach based
on coherent imaging is likely to be relevant to many experimen-
tal situations and is promising for explaining the observation of
extremely small features. The illumination (which includes mul-
tiple object-microsphere scattering) can create coherent elds in
the region between the microsphere and the object. These elds
can be enhanced by plasmonic resonances. The subwavelength
scale of these elds in the object plane results in their evanes-
cence in the normal direction in the absence of the microsphere.
Due to the curvature of the microspherical surface these elds
can be outcoupled and then create a magnied super-resolved
image observable by the microscope objective. The narrow spa-
tial bandwidth of the evanescent components may allow seeing
even rather weak evanescent signals. However, coherent imaging
is prone to artifacts and image distortion eects. The WGM res-
onances of microspheres can signicantly boost the outcoupling
of the evanescent elds, but they can also lead to the presence
of artifacts in the optical images. Our vision for future develop-
ments in this area is based on combination of several factors: a)
coherent imaging regime, b) curvature of microsphere, c) WGM
resonant enhancement as well as d) nanoplasmonic enhance-
ment due to LSPRs and hot spots as main physical causes of
super-resolution. The validity of this consideration for the expla-
nation of super-resolution imaging and the specic roles played
by these factors in dierent imaging scenarios require further
conrmation, which can include specially designed experiments,
theoretical and computational studies.

26. Smartphone Ball Lens Microscopy

(Vasily N. Astratov*, Boya Jin)

26.1. Status

Since introducing megapixel CCD and CMOS sensor arrays in
digital cameras in the 1990s and 2000s, the motivation to develop
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Figure 49. Designs of cellphone microscopy based on: a) lensless shadow imaging on top of the sensor array, b) digital in-line holographic imaging, c)
combination with the microscope objective, and d) microoptics solutions.

portable and lightweight microscope systems never faded away.
Such pocket-size microscopes can be taken to the world’s most
remote locations. They can also help to answer some fundamen-
tal questions in astrobiology, such as to provide evidence of bacte-
rial life on dierent planets or meteorites. Most importantly, they
would allow certain medical procedures such as biopsy-free diag-
nostics of the skin cancers that can be performed at the point-
of-care without using complicated facilities such as reectance
confocal microscopy, optical coherence tomography, multipho-
ton microscopy (MPM), and Raman spectroscopy.[645]

All these applications require label-free imaging with resolu-
tion suciently close to the classical diraction limit, but not nec-
essarily require optical super-resolution imaging. As an example,
such diraction-limited resolution is desirable for studying the
spatial distribution of the lymphocytes and tumor cells to achieve
a prognostic signicance for melanoma diagnostics.[646,647] The
resolution of ordinary smartphones, however, is limited at the
20–30 μm level due to the nite sizes of the pixels in the sensor
array and insucient magnication (M) of the smartphone op-
tics. This resolution is well below the classical diraction limit,
/(2NA), where  is the illumination wavelength (or emission
wavelength in the case of uorescence (FL)), NA = nsin is the
numerical aperture, n is the index of refraction of the media sur-
rounding the radiating point, and  is the half angle of the col-
lection cone that enters the objective. Resolution of standard cell
phones can be enhanced down to ≈1.5 μm using microoptics so-
lutions for FL samples,[648–652] however further increase of the
resolution is made dicult by the limited magnication and sig-
nicant spherical aberrations of such systems.
In this Topic, we briey review main design approaches to de-

velopment of smartphone microscopes and discuss the prospect
of application of microspherical superlens imaging (MSI) for en-
hancing the resolution of cellphone microscopy. Previously, ap-
plications ofMSI to nanoplasmonic structures allowed to achieve
resolution ≈/6–/7 which exceeds the solid immersion lens
(SIL) limit (≈/(2n)).[136,581,629,653,654] However, the smartphone
optics doesn’t have the quality of microscope objectives used in

the previous MSI studies. Recently, it was shown that signi-
cantly larger millimeter-scale ball lenses with refractive index
close to two provide large image magnications (M>30) in con-
tact conditions with the samples that allows to overcome the res-
olution limitations coming from the pixilation of the cellphone
sensor array and achieve truly diraction-limited resolution≈600
nm for visible light.[643,644,655,656] It allows developing pocket-size
handheld microscopes with the diraction-limited resolution for
a variety of applications.

26.2. Current and Future Challenges

Smartphone-based microscopy is attractive for developing diag-
nostics in low-resource settings, but its practical designs faced
signicant limitations.

26.2.1. Shadow Imaging

One of the rst lensless designs includes a microuidic chan-
nel on top of the CCD sensor array illuminated with a uniform
light eld, as illustrated in Figure 49a. The shadows of oating
worms or other biomedical objects can be detected with the res-
olution determined by the sensor’s pitch size, typically in 5–10
μm range.[657] The resolution can be increased by using addi-
tional nanoaperture arrays in combination with the microscope
imaging.[658] The latter technique has been termed optouidic
microscopy (OFM). The improved resolution of OFM methods,
however, comes at the expense of increasing the size and com-
plexity of the imaging system, so that it cannot be viewed as a
pocket-size imaging solution.

26.2.2. Digital In-line Holographic Microscopy (DIHM)

Another lensless imaging solution is oered by the DIHM
method where a spherical wave emanating from an aperture il-
luminates an object, and the interference of the light waves that
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passed through the objects (such as cells or microparticles) with
the unscattered light creates the hologram of each object, which
is detected using cellphone detector array, as schematically illus-
trated in Figure 49b. The lensfree hologram of each object per-
mits rapid reconstruction of its microscopic image through dig-
ital processing.[659–661] The lens-free holographic approach pro-
vides a large eld-of-view (FoV), but with a limited, micron-scale
resolution combinedwith a signicant computational load. In ad-
dition, this approach cannot be used to image samples prepared
on standard glass slides due to the requirement that the sample
be positioned in close proximity to the sensor.

26.2.3. Smartphone Combined with the Microscope Objective

As an example, a combination with 0.85 NA 60× achromat ob-
jective and a 20× wide eld microscope eyepiece resulted in a
system with FoV ≈ 180 μm, an eective magnication onto the
camera face of 28×, and a measured spatial resolution d = 1.2
μm.[648] This resolution value is three times larger than the classi-
cal diraction limit. Such a system reminds classical microscope
design and, as a result, it is rather bulky and heavy.

26.2.4. Microoptics Solutions

To reduce the size and weight of imaging system, the long attach-
ment with microscope objective was replaced with microlenses,
as illustrated in Figure 49d. The use of ball lenses leads to sig-
nicant aberrations that reduce image quality towards the edges
of FoV.[650] There is also a tradeo between the magnication
and FoV. Such systems were mainly used for imaging FL objects
with a rather limited magnication and the best resolution about
1.5 μm.[649–652]

26.3. Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

A combination of smartphone microscopy with MSI methods
allowed to suggest a radical way[643,644,655,656] to dramatically in-
crease the magnication and to exceed the resolution limitation
determined by the pixilation of the cellphone sensor array. In the
limit of geometrical optics, the lateral image magnication (M)
of ball lens is determined by the following equation[653]:

M

n′, D, g


= −n′

2 (n′ − 1)

2g

D
+ 1


− n′

(29)

where D is the diameter of the ball lens, n′ = nsp∕n0 is the re-
fractive index contrast between the spherical ball lens and object
space, and g is the gap between the object and ball lens. This
equation shows that for zero gaps (g = 0) magnication increases
asymptotically as n′ approaches two. The ball lens creates a vir-
tual image below the object for n′ < 2 and real image above the
object for n′ > 2. Experimentally the latter situation was realized
by using the ball lens made by LASFN35 glass with refractive in-
dex n = 2.02 at  = 600nm and diameter of 2.0 mm placed in
contact with various biomedical structures, as it is illustrated in
Figure 50a.

Comparisons of images of various biomedical samples in
Figure 50a obtained by the conventional microscopy with 10×
(NA = 0.25) objective and by the smartphone microscopy illus-
trate their comparable quality of imaging. In the case of imaging
through individual ball lens, FoV is limited by ≈D/10. In prac-
tice, the ball lens can bemanipulated to extend FoV, as illustrated
by the pairs of cellphone images obtained at dierent position of
the ball lens. The quality of imaging by the cellphonemicroscopy
is sucient for studying the distribution pattern and density of
tumor-inltrating lymphocytes (TILs), which makes possible the
study of inltration and disruption of TILs into tumor nests or di-
rect contact between TILs and tumor cells required formelanoma
diagnostics.[646,647] It should be noted, however, that the cases il-
lustrated in Figure 50a were suboptimal for achieving the maxi-
mal resolution because of the glass coverslip with the thickness
of g= 0.17mm separating the ball lens from the biomedical sam-
ples. Under these conditions, the magnication of cellphone mi-
croscopy was limited atM = 7 level.
To study the maximal magnication and resolution of the

proposed method, the LASFN35 ball lenses with dierent diam-
eters were placed directly on top (g = 0) of the nanoplasmonic
structures, as illustrated for a double-stripe object[644,656] and
‘Siemens star’ target[655] in Figure 50b,c, respectively. We showed
that because of the strong chromatic dispersion of the LASFN35
glass, magnication increases with the wavelength reaching ex-
traordinarily large valuesM > 50 for the red wavelengths.[644,656]

The methodology of resolution quantication[653] was based
on comparing intensity cross-sections indicated by dashed
lines in Figure 50b,c with the calculated intensity proles. This
procedure is illustrated in Figure 50d for three cross-sections
(1–3) taken at dierent radial distances from the center of the
Siemens star object, as shown in Figure 50c by dashed lines.
The experimental intensity proles in Figure 50d (solid lines)
were obtained after subtracting a uniform scattering background
intensity. Calculated proles (dashed lines) were obtained by
convolution of the “perfect” drawn object with the 2-D Gaussian
point-spread function (PSF). The full width at the half maxim
(FWHM) of PSF providing the best t to the experimental data
was accepted as a resolution of the system based on the Houston
resolution criterion. The results of a similar resolution quanti-
cation performed with the double-stripe object are summarized
in Figure 50e for various visible wavelengths. It is seen that for 
> 600 nm the resolution capability of the ball lens reduces with
 that represents a typical diraction-limited behavior. However,
for  < 500 nm an opposite behavior was observed that indicates
that at these wavelengths the resolution is still determined by
the pixilation of the sensor array. Generally, a better resolution
of ≈0.67 μmwas found for Au double-stripe object[656] compared
to that for Cr “;Siemens star” target.

26.4. Conclusions

With the advent of megapixel CCD and CMOS sensor arrays,
the smartphone-based microscopy became attractive for devel-
oping medical diagnostics in low-resource settings, but its prac-
tical designs faced signicant limitations. Several methods and
optical designs have been proposed including shadow imaging,
OFM, DIHM, combination with the microscope objectives, and
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Figure 50. a) Comparison of images of various biomedical samples taken by a standard microscope with 10× (NA = 0.25) objective (left column) and
by proposed cellphone microscopy (right column) through LASFN35 ball lens with D = 2.0 mm. Pairs of cellphone images are obtained at dierent
positions of the ball lens. b,c) Images of nanoplasmonic structures resolved through the ball lens by cellphone microscopy at  = 480nm: double-stripe
object and "Siemens star" target,[655,656] respectively. d) Intensity cross-sections measured using Siemens star target[655] at dierent radial distances
(indicated (1–3) in (c)) and corresponding intensity proles calculated by convolution with 2-D Gaussian PSF with FWHM = 0.9 μm. Good agreement
with theory indicates that the resolution is 0.9 μm. e) Summary of resolution quantication[656] for double-stripe objects performed using ball lenses
with D = 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm, and 2.0 mm at  = 430, 480, 546, 589, and 632 nm.

microoptics solutions. However, the resolution of compact de-
signs was limited at 1.5 μm level. An integration of millimeter-
scale ball lenses with index close to two with a smartphone al-
lows the developing pocket-size microscopes that can be used for
biopsy-free diagnostics of skin diseases. In contrast to previous
studies, the compound ball lens/cellphone camera objective has
the best resolution ≈≈0.67 μm at  = 589 nm[643,644,655,656] that
corresponds to diraction-limited imaging with NA ≈ 0.4. Fur-
ther increase of the resolution might become possible under two
conditions: a) use of microspheres with diameters from several
microns up to several tenths microns instead of millimeter-scale
ball lenses, b) use of short-period nanoplasmonic arrays creating
a “hot spot” plasmonic illumination for nanoscale objects.[629] It
can help to demonstrate optical super-resolution imaging using
the smartphones in future studies.

27. Imaging Beams for Subwavelength Resolution

(Constantin R. Simovski*)

The diraction limit of resolution of two mutually non-
coherent point sources equals l/2 only for objects in free space
when the objective lens has f-number larger than unity. When
the imaged object is inside a mirrored glass microparticle, when

the objective diaphragm has low f-number and in some other
cases, the superresolution is achieved without involving evanes-
cent waves.[60,662] In the theory of a hyperlens,[126,127,663] the sub-
wavelength information of the object is carried out to the far zone
by imaging beams which do not contain evanescent spatial har-
monics. If the object is subsurface the evanescent waves are ab-
sent in the model of the hyperlens imaging.[664,665] Despite the
common belief, the absence of evanescent waves does not pro-
hibit the subwavelength accuracy of the point-wise source loca-
tion in the image.
This also refers to a glassmicrosphere that grants the subwave-

length far-eld image similarly to a hyperlens. The non-resonant
superresolution results from the feature of the wave beam cre-
ated by a point dipole source normally polarized to the surface
of a glass microsphere. This unique feature is zero eld on the
axis of the wave beam transmitted through themicrosphere. This
zero exactly determines the line connecting the real point dipole
and the virtual dipole created in accordance with the geometri-
cal optics (GO). This ne location of the real source is possible
for a wide range of the sphere sizes and refractive indices. For a
normally oriented dipole and only for it the role of the diraction
by a microsphere for the transmitted beam is not important be-
yond the Mie resonances. This transmission can be thought as a
problem of the GO. This solution is presented in Figure 1 for two
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Figure 51. Normally polarized dipole p creates an axially symmetric wave beam qualitatively described by the laws of geometrical optics. a) Non-divergent
beam and its normalized intensity distribution over the transverse coordinate x normalized to the sphere radius R. b) Divergent beam and its intensity
distribution over the angle  of rays whose continuations cross at the same point—that of the virtual dipole located at the left of the sphere.

values of the refractive index of the sphere. Meanwhile, our nu-
merical studies have shown that a tangentially polarized dipole
such the solution makes no sense—in the phase distribution of
the transmitted beam—the information of the exact location of
the dipole source is lost. As to a normally polarized dipole the
GO predicts the novel regime of subwavelength imaging which
corresponds to specic refractive indices n and radiuses R of the
microsphere.
In the case n = 1.44 GO predicts that all transmitted rays are

parallel to the beam axis, and the ultimate angle of total internal
reection for the rays conned inside the sphere is TIR ≈ /4
as shown in Figure 51a, whereas for n = <1.40 the rays form a
spherically divergent beam with the virtual center located at the
axis y, as it is shown in Figure 51b. In Figure 51a, the intensity
distribution is the function of the transverse coordinate x, and in
Figure 51b, it is the function of the ray tilt angle. The situation il-
lustrated by Figure 51b is known—all experimental studies of the
superresolution granted by a microsphere refer to the case when
the transmitted beam is conical. It is important that Figure 51 is
applicable only to a normally polarized dipole. Consider the case
n = 1.44 depicted in Figure 51a. The beam intensity is eectively
concentrated in a ring of inner radiusR/2 and outer radiusR. The
rays passing through this ring have nearly identical optical paths
from the source to the plane y > 0. For R = 10 the dierence
of their phases does not exceed /4. Meanwhile, for a tangential
dipole the beam intensity is nearly uniform in the whole cross-
section of radius R. For the same R= 10 the phase of the central
ray (x = 0) taken in the same plane y > 0 diers from that of the
peripheral ray by /2. The dierence in the phases of rays can-
not be neglected. So, the GO model for the tangential dipole is
inconsistent.
Of course, the GO model does not allow us to estimate the su-

perresolution. However, it oers an insight of its physics. Exact
numerical simulations were done and conrmed this insight. In
previous studies,[141,666] we simulated the imaging beam forma-
tion and evolution for R/ = 1–40 and n = 1.3–1.7. In these 2D
simulations, the dipoles were replaced by the dipole lines and the

spheres—by the cylinders. The range of parameters R/ = 4–20,
n = 1.5–1.7 oers (beyond the Mie resonances) the transmitted
beam with the at phase front and intensity distribution which
are close to those predicted by the GOmodel for n= 1.44. For R/
= 20–30, n= 1.6–1.7, and for R/= 4–25, n= 1.3–1.5 the imaging
beam is conical as shown in Figure 51b. Next, we have simulated
the evolution of both types of imaging beam up to the Rayleigh
range DR = 2R2/[141] and up to D>>DR.

[666] At the Rayleigh dis-
tance, both types of imaging beam are split due to oscillating an-
gular dependence of the intensity but keep the same phase cen-
ter, whereas the parallel beam sharply diverges becoming conical.
Its phase center is pronounced enough – its size is smaller than
R. This allows the superresolution in the scenario illustrated by
Figure 52a. The divergent wave beam, for which the imaging sce-
nario is illustrated by Figure 52b, also has a pronounced phase
center. In both scenarios, a short-focus lens is needed to collect
the imaging beam into a spot. If the focusing is not tight the point
source is imaged as a ring because the imaging beam is hollow.
Estimates of the resolution for both imaging scenarios presented
in Figure 52 were done in a previous study.[666] This resolution
can be further improved using the frequency-domain diagonal
sampling of the CCD matrix.[667]

Since the point-spread function method does not work for hol-
low beams, we have done an additional study whose aim was to
show that the information of the point source location is kept in
the imaging beam with the subwavelength accuracy.
In these 2D simulations,[141] a macroscopic objective lens was

replaced by microlens located at the distance D chosen so that
R<<D<DR. The proper choice of the microlens allowed us to fo-
cus the parallel imaging beams into narrow spots. Thismicrolens
is a microcylinder of the same radius R as the imaging one but
dierent refractive index. Since in our simulations the elds were
time-harmonic we could not make two dipole sources really non-
coherent. Instead, we made them non-interfering in the parax-
ial domain introducing the phase shift /2 for their dipole mo-
ments. The tight focusing by the 2D "microsphere" oers to a
single point dipole the focal spot with minimal size w = 0.2,
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Figure 52. Two normally oriented dipoles are resolved despite the subwavelength gap . The resolution occurs because the gap between two virtual
sources is magnied so that v > /2. The lens grants an additional magnication (Δ > v). a) A beam of parallel rays transforms at the Rayleigh length
DR into a conical beam with a pronounced phase center (virtual source). In the inset, the simulated picture of this beam behind the Rayleigh range is
presented. b) In the conventional scenario, the spherical fronts are created immediately behind the sphere.

but due to the interference the superresolution was not achieved
until we have introduced the substrate emulated by a substan-
tial silicon block. The presence of the substrate attens the phase
front of the parallel imaging beams and enables superresolution.
The best-simulated result is presented in Figure 53. The gap  be-
tween twoHertzian dipoles that we varied in the limits 0.2–0.5
was proportionally magnied in the image. The proportionality
∆ ∼  is illustrated by two values of  in Figure 53b. Asymmetric
lateral maxima are due to the interference which is only partially
suppressed beyond the beam axis y. Though in this structure the
resolution is modest ( = 0.24 ) it shows that the subwavelength

information on the mutual location of two-point dipoles is kept
in the imaging beam.
Let us now discuss the imaging properties of a simple glass

microsphere in comparison with a hyperlens. In a hyperlens,
the subwavelength location of the object is granted by a tiny
width of the imaging beam near its point source. This width is
nonzero due to plasmonic losses and metamaterial granularity.
A glass microsphere oering superresolution has neither high
losses nor granularity. Its resolution may be restricted by the
parasitic image created by the tangential polarization. However,
simulations of ref. [668] show that this veiling eect is weak.
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Figure 53. a) Intensity color map for two horizontal dipoles symmetrically sandwiched between a large silicon block and a 2D «microsphere» of glass
and separated by the subwavelength gap . The second «microsphere» operates as a lens. In its focal plane (dashed line) the image is formed. b) The
intensity distribution in the image plane for two gaps:  = 0.24 (blue curve) and ‘ = 0.5 (pink curve). The image is magnied: Δ = 0.49 ≈ 2 and Δ‘
= 1.04 ≈ 2‘.

Near-eld interaction between the sphere and the object makes
the normal polarization of the last one dominant even in the case
when the structure is illuminated by the normally incident light.

28. Microsphere-Assisted Interference Microscopy

(Stephane Perrin*, Paul Montgomery, Sylvain Lecler*)

28.1. Status

Over the past century, the performance in optical microscopy
has been improved with the development of numerous imag-
ing techniques. These super-resolution or stochastic-functional
techniques have indeed made it possible to overcome the well-
known diraction limit. For this purpose, they require uores-
cent markers, high-intensity illumination or scanning systems.
Recently, sub-diraction-limit imaging has been demonstrated
experimentally by introducing glass microspheres in a classical
optical microscope.[136] With their small size (within theMie scat-
tering regime), the microspheres behave as non-classical lenses.
Microsphere-assisted microscopy is able to achieve a lateral reso-
lution of up to /5 in air and /7 in immersion while being label-
free and wide eld. A transparent microsphere is usually placed
in contact with or close to the object surface to be observed.[669]

The axial position of the microsphere with respect to the ob-
ject also inuences the formation and the nature (real or vir-
tual) of the image.[670] The combination with interferometry, us-
ing low coherence light, enables the surface topography recon-
struction of sub-wavelength objects with a high axial sensitivity
(Figure 54). Linnik,[145] Mirau,[147] andMach-Zehnder[148] cong-
urations have been demonstrated. Furthermore, the use of tech-
niques for compensating both the optical dispersion and optical
aberrations, such as adding a similar microsphere in the refer-
ence arm (Figure 54b), can lead to an improvement in the ac-
curacy of the height-map.[671] Coherent light can also be used in
the microsphere-assisted digital holographic conguration, par-
ticularly useful with Mirau objectives due to the microsphere

Figure 54. a) Surface topography reconstructions of a 200-nm-groove
standard and b) layout of compensated microsphere-assisted interfer-
ence microscope. LS, light source. MO, microscope objective. MS, micro-
sphere. S, sample. M, reference mirror (with a microsphere). L, relay lens.
C, camera.

phase delay. This has been demonstrated with an ≈500 μm di-
ameter microsphere.[146] Structured illumination[284] or oblique
illumination[278] can be coupled to this conguration to further
improve the resolution.
If most of the current interferometric microsphere-assisted

microscopes have been implemented in the reection mode,
a digital holographic conguration microsphere-assisted micro-
scope has also been demonstrated in the transmission mode for
cell imaging.[672]

28.2. Current and Future Challenges

Glass microspheres allow a signicant increase in the lateral res-
olution in interference microscopy. Nevertheless, the possibility
of performing contact-lessmeasurement over a large eld of view
as well as the quantication of the resolving power remain real
challenges.
The lateral eld of view is typically a fth of the size of the

microsphere. The smaller the microsphere, the smaller the ob-
servation area. However, it is the use of the smaller microspheres
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Figure 55. Real part of the electric eld showing the evanescent wave cou-
pling by a 4-μm-diameter microsphere (nsph = 1.5). The evanescent wave
was generated by total internal reexion using a substrate/air interface and
a plane wave with an incident angle of 55°. nsub = 1.5 and  = 600 nm.

that leads to a better sub-diraction-limit ability. Thus, a compro-
mise between the eld of view and the resolution has usually to
be made. Moreover, at this scale (diameter ranging from a few
micrometers to ≈50 μm), the manipulation of the microspheres
is not easy and the control of the sphere-sample distance is not
always accurate enough. In addition, the need to avoid polluting
or damaging the object surface is essential. The imaging depth
through the microspheres in the tomographic conguration also
remains an open question.
Microsphere-assisted microscopy is able to resolve fea-

tures having a period of 100 nm in air using white-light
illumination.[136] However, up to now, the lateral resolution limit
in direct imaging and interference imaging as a function of the
optical (wavelength or refractive index) and geometrical (diame-
ter or axial distance) parameters cannot be predicted due to the
lack of a full explanation.
The super-resolution may come from three possible hypothe-

ses. First, a plane wave illuminating a microsphere can generate
a sub-diraction-focused beam known as a photonic nanojet.[670]

This may be considered as the sphere point spread function;
however, its size (≈/3) is larger than the observed resolu-

tions, meaning that the photonic nanojet alone cannot explain
the resolution.[140] The second hypothesis concerns a potential
interference eect. Due to the small optical path dierences
involved, interferences can occur. Therefore, the phase dier-
ence between two close objects may create destructive interfer-
ences contributing to the ability to distinguish between their
images.[147,642] The last explanation considers the ability of themi-
crosphere to collect evanescent waves. Its ability to convert near-
eld evanescent waves into far-eld propagative waves has been
demonstrated.[641] The evanescent waves contain the high spa-
tial frequencies from a sample or from a point source.[673] Close
to the microsphere, these waves are naturally coupled to whis-
pering gallery modes inside the sphere. The whispering gallery
modes are then coupled to the far eld, due to the sample prox-
imity, which breaks the spherical symmetry (Figure 55).
While this phenomenon is enhanced if resonances

occurs,[673,674] the resonances are narrow. However, many
resonances can take place if a broad-band source is used. Both
virtual and real image formation has been theoretically demon-
strated with higher resolution when resonances occur with
specic congurations.[673,674] A more general and predictive
model is still required. Therefore, there is still a need to better
understand and to try to take advantage of the inuence of
the source coherence and whispering gallery mode resonances
inside the microsphere on the resolution.
Another issue is that the lateral resolution in topography imag-

ing is not the same as in direct imaging. The phase contrast must
not only be detected but also quantied. However, when the lat-
eral sizes of structures decrease, their prole measurements can
be inaccurate. For this reason, in prolometry the lateral resolu-
tion is not limited to a half wavelength but more generally to one
or several wavelengths. In white light microsphere-assisted pro-
lometry the 3D topography of Blu-Ray© disc with a period of
320 nm can typically be reconstructed. Up to now, the best accu-
racy (an object with a period of around 200–300 nm) has been
obtained in the conguration having a microsphere in the refer-
ence arm to compensate the aberration.[671]

28.3. Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

In order to resolve the challenges of the eld of view, one solution
would be to attach an array of microspheres or sup-hemispheres
(Figure 56) to the microscope head, to scan laterally and to per-
form stitching of the acquired images in order to examine the
high-spatial frequency details over the enlarged sample view.

Figure 56. Arrays of sup-hemispheres. CSEM, Switzerland.[675]
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Contact-lessmeasurements over a wide eld also require ame-
chanical or micro-mechanical system for displacing the micro-
sphere matrix or the object to be tested. Then the gap between
the spheres and the object surface needs to be measured in real
time in order to maintain a distance smaller than a wavelength
and also to avoid collisions. In addition, the choice of the matrix
size has to be optimized for a given surface relief in order to de-
crease the transverse tilt of the matrix substrate which could lead
to impacts with the highest parts of the sample.
An algorithm to dene the image formation of point object

sources only emitting high-spatial-frequency components could
be usefully implemented. Based on previous work,[670] the phe-
nomenon of sub-diraction-limit imaging might then be re-
trieved as well as the relationshipwith the optical and geometrical
parameters. This would enable the performance of microsphere-
assisted microscopy to be claried and even to dene the transfer
function.

28.4. Conclusions

Microsphere-assisted microscopy is a label-free imaging tech-
nique that has made it possible to considerably improve the re-
solving power in interference microscopy. Several technological
challenges however remain before this innovative combination
can be practically applied in the research and industrial environ-
ments. The main one consists in enlarging the observation area
whilemaintaining the sub-diraction-limit phenomenon and be-
ing contact-less. Other aims remain such as the theoretical quan-
tication of the maximum possible gain in resolution.
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